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PREFACE
History is a continuous process.

The writing of the h1s-

torica1 record has also become a constant effort.

One reason

has been the tendency to re-interpret, re-evaluate, to find
"ne't'1" viewpoints.
Regarding LucErs A1aman, the re-interpretation has taken
the form of answers to passing references rather than responses
to extensive studies.

Hubert HONe Bancroft, whose interest in

the Borderlands led him to emphasize A1am~n's stand on Texas,
set the anti-B.1a.manista. image which has continued to persist.
This achievement of prominence also gained for the Hexican
D

stF.!.tesrne.n the unsolicited position B.S representative of the
conservative stereotype which had been created to explain one
facet of the ?1exican political scene.
Ironically, the resurrection of the reputation of

,.

~le.man

by Mexican scholars 't'las also due to his anti-American feelings.
">
A polemical work by George Creel in the 1920's appeared in response to the nationalism exhibited by the leaders of the Revolution of 1910.

A1aman was accused of prov1ding the h1stor1cal

precedent for this xenophobia.

r1exican wri ters promptly rose

"
./
to the defense of President A1va.ro
Obregon,
and indirectly of
A1aman.

JoseE1guerorep1ied to Creel in an article which ap-

peared in the ne't'J'spB.per Excelsior, praising "the idea of A1aman,"
't'1hich 't'J'B.S a warning to bew'are of the encroachments and interference of the United States.

He felt that it was unfortunate

111
th'3,t this "idea" had been neglected for so long.
The economic policies of the Revolution of 1910 brought
about the most intensive re-examination of the career of Lucas
A1aBan and of his role in nineteenth century Mexico.

In seeking

to reduce her depend_ence upon the l{estern nations, fiIexico, like
other developing nations, sought to develop her own industrial
plant.

This change in the economic structure, and especially

in the pattern of O1'mership, was to be induced and supported by
the Federal

Gover~~ent,

as were the other changes calculated to

bring the benefits of progress to the masses of the I'lexican
people.

This program

't'Te.S

insti tutlona1ized in the Naciona1

Fine.nciera.
Accompanying this reorientation of national policy has been
a renewal of interest in the idee.s and projects of

Luc~A1amM.

His proposals for industrialization have been studied, and a
thirteen volume set of his writings was published in the 1940's.
Until recently, however, much of the vindication accorded A1am~n
has been for political usage.

His

ln~ustrlal

projects were

ex-

tr8.cted from their historice.1 context to provide 8, national historical precedent for the policies of the Governments of the
Revolution and to provide critical evidence against the Liberal
economiCS the.t

we.s

rejected by the Revolution of 1910.

Of greater consequence was the fact that this new stereotype of A1e.ma:'n-the-industria1-pioneer tended to obscure the
changing nature of his ideas, changes which were indicative of

the instability within the Mexican political scene.
...,; Gonzalez
,.
Navarro, Robert Potash,
Recent studies by Moises

,.,

and Che.rles Hale hs.ve attempted to place the role of Alaman in
its

Ol'm

ha:13torical perspective.

The three s.rticles by Hale un-

cover a fertile field for study and have caused are-assessment
of the conventional "Liberal" and "Conservative" stereotypes.
Both the definitions of the terms a.nd the constancy of their
meanings throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century
have been brought into question.
There is a tendency

1~hen

researching a topic to become too

involved in the issues and the personages under study, and to
magnify the significance of incidents simply because of the increased detailed knowledge that one may have acquired about the
topiC.

This may aid in sustaining the enthusiasm of the student,

but ce.n also diminish the critical value of the study.

In the

cS.se of Lucas Alaman, the nature.l tendency would be to become
highly defensive in response to the near unanimous criticism
leveled by his contempora.ries.

While I have e.ttempted to show

that for too long these statements have been taken at face value
without an adequate testing of their validity, it is my hope that
I he.ve not fallen victim to thts scholarly pitfall.

Failures

1'1i thin the career of Luca's Alama"'n attest to the fact that he
l'las unable to meet the needs of the Mexican people in some r;:ray,
a.nd thus preclude an overglorification of his accomplishments.
The role of the student of the period should not be to vindicate

v
."

the position of Alaman, but to discover the content of this posltlon, its antecedents, and its impact.
I first becs.me 8.cquainted with this historical problem
through a c8.sue.l reference in a lecture by Dr. Paul S. Lietz,
Chairman of the Department of History, that the role of Lucas
Ala'1l.an 1'1as a subject deserving more intensive study.

His in-

terest and encouragement inspired me to examine this topic in a
semin8.r, under the direction of Dr. Joseph Gagliano, who encouraged me to expand that cursory, disjointed study into a thesis.
His kno1';rledge and e:>::perience has been felt in a ch8.pter by chapter, and at time line by line, criticism of the subject matter,
and in his suggestions in the gathering of material and the techniques of preparation.
/'

Once the Obre.s completas of Alaman had been examined at the
Cuo.8.hy !·1emori8.l Li bre.ry, Hiss Christina Saletta of the Loyola
Uni versi ty Library ste.ff saved me invaluable time with her lmol'Tledge of the intricacies of the Inter-Library loan system.
r,1y o't>In trip to Hexico provided the opportunity to exa.mine
many

other~\rise

inaccessible sources, although the enchantment

of the country led to an excess of tourism which reduced the
time available for research.

This I rationalized by convincing

myself that be getting 8. "feel" of the historical setting I 't'Tas
lmproving my perspective for the 1'Iriting of the paper.
'l'ht S l8.cl{ of ·toTi llpo't'Jer made me all the more dependent upon
the e.sslste.nce th8.t I recel ved in fiIexico City.

Hiss Josephine

vi
Schulte of the Loyola History Department 't'Jas kind enough to
expl~dn

the loce.tlon and uses of the various 11 braries in Nexico

Cl ty that she had accuJ!J.ula.ted during her yee.r of study on an
OAS

gra.nt.

Her introductlons to the directors fe.cl1l tated my

access to these instl tutj.ons.

Lic. Ernesto de la Torre Villar

of the Biblioteca Nacional graciously took leave of his valuable
time to make

sllre.th~tt

I 't'Tas able to locate the Sala La.frague.,

and the staff of this collection i'i'aS most patient with one who
~·jas

not ah;e.ys sure i'i'he.t he was looking for.

.....

At the Colegio de T1exico , I w'as fortunate to meet Hoises
~

/.

Gonzalez Ne.varro, whose study of Alaman had provided my first
introduction to a critical analysis of Lucls Aleman.

Dr.
.

/.

Gonzalez Navarro interrupted his busy schedule the week before
his vace.tion to suggest additional references and to introduce
me to Jan Bazant.

r·1r. Be.zant provided copies of letters bet't':een

Ala,'n£n and Estevan de Antunano that he had accumulated during
his

O't'in

resee.rches in 'Puebla, as well e.s original pe.mphlets pub-

lished by the Puebla industrialist.

His assistance helped to

reduce the votd 'tr·rhich then existed in roy knoi',ledge of r1exica.n
economic history, and expecially the intricacies of the textile
industry.

It was Hr. Baze.nt i'iho directed me to the Library of

the Banco de Hexico, which proved to be an unexpected windfall
of information.
In acidi tion, I i'.rould like to express my gratitude to the
e.dministre.tors and staff of the P.rchi vo Nacional de Hexico, the

vii
Biblioteca Eiguel Lerdo de Tejada, E).nd the Hemeroteca, whose
efficiency, diligence, and speed allowed me to make the most
profl t~.ble use of em already tight time schedule.
Students

gener~.. lly

pe.ratlon of a pe.per.

plead for add.i tional time in the pre-

I doubt that more time i'l'ould have inspired

any more conclusive statements from my pen, but certainly many
points could have been g1 ven more nee.rly the consideration 1'lhich
they deserved.

Most of all, many of the Hexican sources pro-

duced leads which looked most interesting, but which had to be
abandoned until a later date.

As it is, only through the con-

tinous efforts of Dr. Gagliano was I able to meet my various
deaalines and finally produce a finished paper.

CRAPTER I
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH TO 1823
Early Education and Travel in Europe
LUCM Ala.m~

'tIla.S

the son of an imJnigrant, but in colonial

Nei'J' Spain this constituted more of an economic and socia.l adve.nta.ge than a liabi Ii ty .

Hhen Jua.n Vi cente Alaman arrived in Gue.-

najuato in 1770, he carried an illustrious Spanish lineage to
match his

o~rn

ini tia.ti ve.

This gachupine reflected the economic

stimu11..1.s instilled by the reforms of the Bourbon King of Spain,
Ch~.r1es

III.

Juan Vicente became active and prosperous in the mining
industry of Guanajuato.

He revealed the Bourbon emphasis on the

functional through his response to the construction of the new
a1hO"ndiga in 1786. Having been active in overcoming the ill effects of the famine of the previous yea.r, he

~Tas

e.s anxious as

8.nyone to see the ne't'T gre.ns.ry complete<l; yet he criticized the
building a.s
1
struction.

.13.

"pe.1a.ce of r'Taize" because of its elaborate con-

His marria.ge to Dona. Ignacia Escalada in 1780

'tITa.S

fortuitous

for her family 't'l8.S prominent among the creole upper class of
Guanajuato. Her first husband, Gabriel de Arrechederreta, Who
had died four years earlier, had also been influential in the
1.,..
..,.
.,..
....
Jose C. Vale.des, A1aman~ Sstadista e Historiador (IVIexico:
Antigua Librer{a, B.obredo, Jose Porrua e Hijos, 1938),p. 16.
-1-

2

commercia.l

~.no_

soclal community of Gue.najua.to.

The couple had ti'TO daughters before being blessed with a

.,.

....

son on October 18, 1792, 1'-7ho ilias christened Lucas Igne.cio Jose
Joaquin Pedro de Alc~~tara Juan Bautista Francisco de Paula
Alama'n.

The Escalada family had fov.nded the Jesuit colep;io in

G1).an~.juato,

glven the

and it was a family tradition that ma.le members be

n~.me

of the founder of the society.

This affinity to

the Com'Dan(a de Jesus 'Nould be a part of his educational training
.,...
and would reappear in his Oi>J'n ideas on educa.tion. 2 The Alamans
'lrlere typical of creole praise for the Jesuits, and Lucas later
sought to re-establish the expelled order while at the Spanish
Cortes in 1821.
The schoo11ng of the young Lucas 't'Tes selective and somei'ihat
tutorial.

Dona Josefa (amacho, his first teacher, prepared him

for entrance to the school of Belen, where he studied under Fr.

Jost (:I.e S8.n Jer6'nim.o 8md Don Francisco Cornelio Dioso.ado.

After

a brlef trip to !l[exico City in 1804·, he was enrolled in the
2Even though the order had been expelled in 1767, the educational effects a.nd influence aP.l'arently continued. the influence on Alaman is noticed by I·Tarra Elena Ota rUshima, but the
deta.ils are obscure. See Alaman Ilustra.do (Tesis, Uni versidad
iTe.cional Aut6noma de ~"I~xico, Facultad de Filosof!'a y Letras,
1963), p. 10. Alam~n later expressed a favorable opin10n of the
Jesui ts' Be.tio Stud.iorvm (1590.) as the proper basis for general
learning, contrasting it to the plan E>.dopted by the governm.ent
of the French Convention, l·rhich he criticized for its secularism.
He regretted the fact that the Spanish Cortes had used this plan
a.s the be.sis for its 01'711 educational system rather tha.n the Jesui
Rettio StudloruTI1. See IUstori;>. de I·lexico, V I in his Obras cOID'Dletas, ed. R.!Etfael A.guayo Spencer ( 13 v01s., MtXi co: Edi toria1 Jus,
1942-1943), V Pl'. 839-8 4 0.

Colee;io de Ie. Pur(si:ne, Concepcion to study under Rafael n(valos,
illho l'TaS le.ter executed by the Royalist General Calle ja for
casting cannon for the forces of Padre Hidalgo. 3

...

At the age of

...

tll/'elve, Lucas Alaman l-ras being directed to"l'lard a scientific
career.

Formal schoollng constituted only a part of his educa-

tion, perhaps the lesser part, in terms of lasting influences.
Juan Antonio de Rlano y Barrena enhanced

t~e

atmosphere that conditioned his early development.

scientific
As the en-

lightened Intendant of Gue,najuato, he is generally mentioned as
"

the prime example of the Bourbon reform spirit in admini stration';'
A former navy captain, this suave Castilian gentleman spoke

,.

French, and had married a relative of the famous visitador Jose
G(lvez.

Victoria Riano, wife of the Intendant, was a native of

New Orleans, and brought to Guanajuato the elegance eftd social
influence of the court of Louis XV, quite dominating the social
life of the city.

In recognition of the economic stimulation

tha.t he provided, Carlos Marfa de( Bustamantec characterized the
work of Intendant Riabo as "making effective the theories of
Jovellanos ... 4
The home of the Intendant served as sort of an academy, and
young Lucas was fortunate enough to be one of those selected for

3Jose Juan Te,blada, "Noticias Biogr{ficas de los r1inistros
de Rele.ciones de la NSl.ciO"n Hexicana: Don Luca"s Alaman,." Boletr"n Oficial de l~, Secrete,ria de Relaciones Exteriores, XXXII
(r.J€xico, 31 de e.gosto d.e 1911),221.
, 4Ci ted in V8.lad~, Alam~'I1, Este.dista e Historiador, p. 21.

4
instructi.on and gUidance.

Here he developed an interest in

mathe'!J.C'.tics, foreign langue.ges, the Lati'n classics, B.nd architecture.

He 'Nas not introduced to a dece.dent colonial admini-

strative system, and his later ideal of the proper servant of the
ste.te 'tIre.s based, to e. large extent, upon his recollection of the
Intendancy of Hie.no.

In his o"t'm 't'1'ords, Alaman pre.ised Riano a.s

being "distinguishect not .only for his integrity, but also for his
enlightenecl thought and the perse'lTerance that he shm'1'ed for the
propage.tion of 13.11 useful 1;:no't'1ledge. ,,5
He 'tITe.S a.ble to increase M. s Imo"t'rledge by independent reading
since there 'tITere four families in Guanajuato with libra.ries in
excess of one thousand volumes.

Among the titles were works

prohibi ted by the Inquisition, but the impact of these ideas "I'1aS
not extensive, since Alaman relates that this reading public 1'1aS
not really very large. 6

,.

By the time of the death of Juan Vicente Alaman on April 29,
1808, the mining industry had suffered a genera.l decline.

The

5Lucas Ala.'TIa'n, NecroloP.:la d.e la Senora Dona Victoria. de
Satnt :'~e.ixent! Vtuda d.e Ria,~o, n.d.; in Obra.s, XI, p. 356.
Spee.1dng of colon:lal administrators in 1849, he 't'lrote: "Th:ls
consolide.ted 9..-l1d respected authority, exercised by skillful a.nd
enllghtened ministers, became the origin of immense benefits to
the nation, a.nd the promotion, in grea.t mea.sure, of the wellbeing of individuals." Histor:la de l\Texicol in Obras, I, p. 90.

6Valades,
" Ale.r~1an,
" D. 31. One of these libra.ries "I'1aS undoubtly the.t of Jose Perez Becerra., who had 394 titles, totaling
more than 900 vohunes. He he.d boolm on various topics, reflecting the influence of science and the Spanish Enlightenment.
See Harry Bernstein, "A Provincial Libre.ry in Colonie,l ~fexj.co,
1802: Jose Perez Becerra of Guanajuato," Hispanic American
Histor:i.ce.l Reviel'T, X:;;VI (1946), 162-183.

5
BotU'bon reforms had. served e.s only a temporary stimulus. Although
his fortune had been reduced, this gachupine w'as still able to
lee.ve his son an iJ:"lJ1.eri ta.nce of seventy thouss.nd pesos.

The

business continued to deteriore.te, a decline 'l'lhich antede,ted the
physice.l destruction 1'lTought by the :tIlde.lgo phs.se of the indepenclence movement.

These deprade.tions served to meJre the task

of recovery a herculean effort.
These business difficulties interrupted· the new residence
in He:z:ico City, forcing a return to guanajuato in 1809.

It was

thus by chance that theYi'Tere present in the Intendancy capital
at the time of the Hidalgo Revolt, and were subject to the subsequent be.ttle of the Alhondiga in 1810, where Riai10 and most of
the other Spaniards of the c1 ty met their death.

This event 1'1aS

bound to leave its mark on the impressionable young man, and
Alaman. carried memories which colored his political thoughts for
the rema.:l.nder of hi slife.
",

At the time, h01·rever, Lucs.s l'J'as content to continue his
studies in mathematics end science upon returning to Mexico City
in 1811.

Entering the Rea.l Semens,rio de T1tner{a founded by one

of the fa.:r;10US Elhpye.r brothers, he studied und.er his equally illustrious sucessor, Don Andres del Rio, and received his degree
on September 11, 1813,

Del n:l'o had been educated 1n Germ~my e.t

the Fre1 berg School of I"=ines, 'Nhere he formed e. close friendship
lTith classma.tes Fausto Elhuyar and the young Alexander von Humboldt.

Baron von Humboldt counted these two Spanish scientists

6
among his fe.vori te companiol'1s d'LU'ing his visit to I·Texico in
1802-1803. 7

As the culmina.tion of his formal educat:l.on a.nd in

response to an attl?,ck upon the Copernican system by one Permrl1.
Be.ig~.das, Ala.11lan publlshed his first v'lork in the periodica.l

Di~.rio de Eexico, defending the system. 8
T1'70 events during this time produced. a constrasting influence on h1s rellgious formation.

On February 11, 1811, he en-

tered e. brotherhood of Ce.tholic society,

th~

Third Oro.er of the

Peni tence of San Fre.nci sco, an honor whi ch he accepted l1"i th great
sincerity.

Little more than one year later, on September 26,

1812, he i'Tas called before the Holy Office of the Inquisition to
explain his possession of the BJ.story of America by Hilliam
Robertson,9 a prohi bi ted i'Tork.

His copies of the Vicar of 'VJa.ke-

field and e. 'Horle entitled Emilie by Surville 't'J'ere also called in
for inspection.

The cha.rges 1'l'ere discreetly

d~pped,

hOl·rever,

7 Arthur P. Hhi taJcer, "The Elhuye.r Hining Nissio11S and the
Enliehtenment,,::, lUsps.nic JI.1TIerican Histortcal Reyiei'l', XXXII (1951)
557-585. Ala..11lan discusses this topic in his D1serta.c10nes sobre
la. h~. storie. d.e Ee:c1 co; in Obr?.s, VIII, p. 296. In addition, one
cS'.n consult Helrmt de Terra, The Llfe a.nd Times of Alexe.nder yon
IIur:1801dt, 1769-1359 (Nev'T YorI{: Alfred, A. Knopf, 1955), p. 156.
For e, Dore e::rtensi ve trea.tment of the life of Del Ero, see Art1}.ro
Arna:(z y Free, Andres Ilemuel del RIo (r.lro::ico, 1936).
M
81'10
i ses
./ Gonze.""'1 ez -,.T
'""J_ P
i . .enl.-o
. . P 0 l"":ti
.i~e.ve.rro,
::..
~ensa.m
J.1 co d e Luce.s
Ale.;r~"1 (!.le::"::ico: El Coleg10 de E<?:dco, 1952), p. 13.
o
.
. . Robertson 1'10.S a Doctor of Di v1ni ty, College of Edinburgh.
The 1'rork Has published in London duri:ng 1788, 111. tl1"O volTh'lles.
The influence of Robertson on Latin &'llerica 1s discussed by
Frederic}{ S. Stimson, "Hilliam Robertson's Influence on Early
American Literature," The A~erice.s, XIV (1957-1958),37-44.

7
perh8.ps due to the influence of his half-brother, Juan Be.utista
10
l"rrechederreta., 1'Tho had nO'l'7 become an influential cleric.
Nevertheless, this shocking incident left a lasting impression,
and he souc;ht the a.boli tion of the HolY Office 'N'hl1e attending
the Spanish Cortes in 1921.

This experience also influenced his

e.lmost para.noic disa.pproval of the secret masoniC lodges.

The

issue penetrated deeper than the' ideology of the free-masons.
In 1830 he exclaimed vehemently:

"Secret societies in a free

country cannot be considered as e.nythlng but a perme.nent conspire.cy e.gainst the tre.nq,uili ty of the state. ,,11
His political att:i. tudes developed under the influence of
other events c'Luxlng

thl~

period.

In 1812 he

l'~i tnessed

the ce.m-

1'ai3n anc1. election of delegates to the e.yunte.miento of Hexico
Ci ty, which he le.ter cle,imed '(.Iras characterized by fraud mes.nt to
insure the c1.efee,t of !".ll Ev,ropeans (ie., gachupines and Spe.nish
sympathizers), follo'l'ied by a riotous victory celebratlon. 12 Hith
this unfavore.ble introduction to the electore.l process, he l'J"as
10iT~a 1 a d""
", "='
es, li.~l e.:ne.n,
LS t e,di""t""
,:>,;. e
half-brother, see Ibid., p. 17.

'R"
' i
_.~S tor.

e,d or, p. 51.

11Lucas
" ll.'1arnan,
",,~,llBTI'.Or •Ie. d e 1 a ,,;ecre
C'
tex
id
e. e '"'Jc,S t a d 0
Despacho, 1830, in Obras, IX, p. 183.

On his
y

d e1

l~valadts, Ala~(n! Estadista e Historiador, p. 57. Alarr.€:n
also me.de e. comparison betl'Teen the election of 1812 and that of
1820. See Roeer L. Ctmniff, "I'·1eXic.9.n l'h.micipe.l Electoral Reform,
1810-1822," in TCexico and the Spanish Cortes, 1810-1822: Eight
v.,,,88.8.,v S, ed • 1~',e ttj.e I-,ee Denson
n
(ft-,~us ~'.
Un i ve r s it y oj.~ Texas
vlll:
Press, for the Institute of Latin American Studies, University
of Texas, 1966), p1'. 59-86.

8
un~ble

to overcome his disdain for this

EOVerTh'Ylent.

featu~e

of representative

He. persone,lly avoided electoral offices, preferring·

e.ppointi ve positions, 1'rhich seemed to better exemplify his concept of s. public

serv~mt.

This perhaps explains h1s:own;:-,laclt of

involvement in the momentous events of the Independence period.
Yet, even 't'Then his chare.cter is te.1\:en into account, the lack of
interest 1s he.rd to understand, especially in one who had lived
through the seige of Gue.naj1.1.ato. 1.3
dent of this type.

This l·ras not the only inci-

Throughout his life, Alaman chose h1s poli-

tice.l arenas most carefully, even V'Then h1s stru.ggles l'rere being
1',raged against formids.ble opposition or in §.upport of minority
cS.uses.
1'Y8,S

Hecf.I.ining this det8.ched vien of government service, he

e.l1·Te.ys unable to understand the che.nge l'Th1 ch had taken ple.ce

In the ne.ture of poll tics during the nineteenth century.
Rather the.n defending one PS'.tria or the other by partlcipa",

tine in the bloodletting, Alam.8.n prepared for a trlp to Europe
by reading the seventeen volume Viaje por

Espa~a

of Antonio Ponz,

a Spe..nish historian 1'ri th a flair for depicting the artistic
ders of Spain vividly.

14

~

1-;01'1-

~

Aleman arrived in Cadiz aboard the

1.3 Alamti:"n had seen Hids.lgo w'i th Ule.no in Guans.juato. Hidalgo
had actually been responsible for providing protection for the
AlaIna'n fami ly, by posting guards in front of hi s home. He did
..t'
"
this becs.use of his friendship Hith Alame.n's
mother. See Noises
Gonz(lez :N;..varro, "Ale.man e Hide.lgo," Histori€!. He::Cicana, III
(Octnbre-Diciembre, 1953)," 220.
l L/· rJe.lades,
"

"
.t,.l~.r'.e.n,

/'
Este.diste. e Flj,stor 1 e.dor, p. 50,
)

9
brige.ntine Gene!'~.l Per5.~non on !':e.y 30, 1814, and remained in
Europe for five yeGl.rs.

His time 118.S spent 'in serious study and

tourism, 1'rhich included e.ll of lTestern Zurope except SCt:mdins.vie..
Once 8.8ain he e.voio.ed the major historice.l dramas of the age,
te,kh18 no interest in the restore.tion of Ferdinand VII nor in h1s
nulllficatton of the Cdnsti tution of 1812.

1'Jhen Napoleon re-

"..

turned from St. Helene., Alaman left Paris in order to visit
England.
Hhile in London, he met J08~ ]\Tarie.no Fagoaga and his brother
Fre.ncisco,

le~.o.ers

of the mining industry in Nei'J" Spa.in, ilTho

-troll.ld later provide ve.luable business contacts in England.

Both

i'rere former administrators of the Tribune.1 de r'~iner{e. that had
been in5ti ttl.teo. e.s part of the Bourbon economic reforms in 1777.
Jos( ri:~.rie.no he.D. been elected Administrator-General, the highest
adl1'.inistre.tl ve post I 011 Je.nu8.ry 4, 1800. 15

A1e.mt.n also became

acqlJ.8.inted 1'l"i th the colorful Jos6 I'Iar{'~ Ble.nco of Seville, former
editor of El Espanol, supporter of Latin

P~erican

independence,

and a converted Protestant minister, then in eXile in England.
During frequeX'lt visits to Pe.ris, Alaman managed to' continue
his formal education, studying under such men as BenjeBin Constant, the Duke of Hontmorency, and the Vlscomte Fre.ncois Rene
de Chatee.ubrie.ncl.

After having visited the mines of Freiberg

15..,."7",.. lver
.... _
':7 Oi.'r e,
__
The T=ininr,; Guilcl of New' Sue.in and Its Tribunal
General, 1770-1821 (C.9.rnQl'idge:
pp. 221-222.

He.rvs.rd Unj.versl ty Press, 1949),

10
&.nd schools near the Bines and in Berlin, in 1818 he concentre.ted
on the study of minerology.

Baron von Humboldt and Casimoro'

C6TI:ez Ortega recommended him to many of the leading men of
SCienc.e,16 and it Nas at this time that he became acquainted with
the process for refining silver ore "l'ri th sulfuric rather than
nitric acid.

He also formed

a

lasting friendship with Augustus-

Pyr8.mus de Cando lIe , the Swiss ne.turalist.

They corresponded

for T!1any yee.rs and exche.J:'l.ged specimens of the flore. 8.nd fauna of
their respect1 ve continents. 17

Candolle useo. much of the infor-

~ation in his Regni veget8.1is systema. ne.turale .18

Aleman,
" in

16~L Broz (physics), H. Henard (cherrrlstry), H. Hauy (minerol05Y), Leopold von Buch (nature.list), 1,1. Colombelle, N. Delamet~J.re (Professor of !"~inerology at the College of France).
Von
Buch 'V'T8.S also educated et the Freiberg School of Hines. He 1'1as
a friend of von Humboldt, who ce.lled him "the greatest geologist
of our century." See J:TouveeJ..l L8,rousse Illustre (Paris, 18971907), II, p. 322; cited in Hensley C. :Joodbridge, Politi ce.l Essay on the Tan"dom of Ne1·r Spc'.in by Ii..1 exander von Humboldt: Book
One (Lexin,9.'ton: Uni versi ty of Kentucky Li bre.ry, 1957), p. 6r::-:-Alfonso L6Pez Ape.ricio tells his readers that this influence combined to J!lal;:e Alanian "Bl Disc(pulo de ~'ilboldt," Il)'hich is the
ti tle of one section of his work, Alaman, Primer Economista cle
f1e.,"'Cico (T.!exico: Editorial Campeaclor, 1956). This au.thor places
too great an emphasis upon the role of mercantilism 1n the mining
activities of Alam~n. The influence of von Humboldt must have
been considerable, nevertheless. The house that the famous German
scientist used during his stay in Guanajuato in 1803 is located
right across the street from the house Hhere Alama"n ~'J'as born.
1Luce.s
7 " Alame.n,
,
D
D:l.versos, IV; 1n Obras, XII,
.ocu.menvos
p. 13.
.0..

1S T a bl a 0. a,

""!IT
~o

t·1C i as 'Pi
"f'lcas:
~ ogra

Don Lucas Alaman," 223.

11
tl)rn, used the ple.nts he received for aGriculture.l experimentation on his haclende., Los Tro.1es.
CI

This Continental education, in its total perspective, certainly e.ffected the intellectual

forn~ion

./

,/

of Luce.s Ale.m&.n, but

the deGree of influence and the specifics remain unclear.

His

acquaintances spanned the entire poli ticaL_spectru.m, providing
such contrasts as French ultras like the Prince de Polignac and
the Count de l·:ontmorency Nicolal, and the French Revolutionary
figures 't"ihom he met at the home of the regicide Bishop Gregoire.
The Spa.n1sh exile Ble.nco, Pi us VII's aid, :Cardinal Consalvi, and
Ne't'J Horld figures such as Fray Serve.ndo Teresa y Nier and Bernardino Ri ve.de.via, present an interesting di versi ty of talent and
opinion from ~'lhich Alaman could draw' in e.n eclectic me.nner. 19
rIe.r~e. del Carmen Vela'squez does not find this eclecticism dis-

turbing, or even surprising:
Educated in B. society ~ihich g?-ve great honor to the
'century of enlighten.."Ilent' and later moving in a. society
that fought to be modern, it is not strange that the
thought of Alaman was eclectic, the quantity of each c25ponent varying according to his political experiences.
19Rivadavia offered Alam(n the position of director of the
mines and the mint in Potosi, cle.iming the.t Upper Peru w'as under
the control of The United Provinces of the Rio de La Plata. See
Vale.dtf's , Ale.m£Yl, Estl').dista e Historie.dor, p. 81. The eclecticism
is offered as a defense of Alam~n by LdPez Aparicio in an attempt
to dispel1 the impression that he Nas a reactionary conservative.
See Ala~tri1! Pr~_mer Scono'TI.l ste., pp. 24·-26.
20Harfa del Cc>.rmen Vele:"squez, "Luca's Ale.nlan, historiador de
in Estuc1los de Historiorafie. America, ed. Silvio
Z;w8.la (Tiexico: :81 Co1egio de n xico, 1948), p. 396.

rII~xico,"

12
The Pae;oe.ga brothers h8.d just returned from Russia, 1';rhere
.Joseph de I':aistre ,. ,e.s the represente.ti "\Te of the King of Sardinia
at [3t. Pete:;.:'sburg, cl.l1cl it is not improbable th8.t they transmi ttec1.
some of the ideas of this illustrious Continental conservative
to Ale.man.

Benj9.J.'1lin Constant introduced him to positivism,

"rhich is reflected, though 1'lithout acknowledgement, in his writings.

..,..

Alaman is e.t times credited 1'ii th establishing the philo-

sophlc!?l be.sis for the pol(tice. integral of Porfirio D!B.z, 11hich
later r9.tlone.lized by the cient(ficos in unabashed positivist
21
doctrines.
The tlme spent at the College of Paris also ge.ve

He.S

him an ample opportunity to acquire the rudiments of the teachings of C1EtUde Henri de Saint-Simon, to 't'ihom historie.ns have attributed some of hls io.eas. 22 Ale.m.~ does little to solve the
21,

t'

t'

i'l.no.res r·Tolina Er..rlqu.ez indice.ted that General Dn~.z did
nothlng more than follo't'T the politics of Ala11l'n. Reference by
Gonz6.'lez Ne.varro, :81 Pens.;>.mlento Pol{l:;ico de J..A1C~S Ala.man, p. 27.
Alama'n made positivist statements at various times: "LB. tranqui1ide..d y el orden are the;elements most necessary for the prosperi ty of nations." In ~fl.laman, Hemor:ta sobre el estado de la Agriculture.. e Industr:1.e. de Ie. Retnfblice. en eJ. ano de 1844; in Obras
X, p. -348. Or, ,,:.Ji thout security of person and property there is
no society; 1'Ti thout 8. national representation formed by the free
but ordered election of the citizens, there is no liberty; without e.n or.o:ce.nlzed nublic force that can assure order 1'Tithout risJdng the union, there is no ne.tion." In Alam6."n, Memor-:1:a-de-la
Secretaria de Estado, 18)0; in Obras, IX, p. 2)0.
22

,...

...-

-

- 'Hoises Gonze.lez Navarro compares the nlutocra.tlc government of Se.lnt-Simon in France 11J'1 th Alaman' s . desire to organize
the industrle.l forces into a. cle.ss 8.nd to make them ai-Tare of
their socie.l e.nd economic function. El Pensamiento Polltico de
Lucas AI!?m 5.l1 , p. 81l-. It is not "'Ti thout significance that SaintSj.mon he.d. ,='.s h1s secret?,ry the Father of Posi t1 vism I Luguste
Comte. ,Pharles He.Ie has rele.ted the slmile.ri ty of thls opinion
of .A.IaTIc\n to that expressed by Higuel QuintEl.na 1'1'1 th respect to
the Puebla industrle.list, Esteve.n de Antune.no. See Hale, "Alaman
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mystery of the origins of his ideas or to bridge the gaps in his
inte1l:ectua1 formation, either in his e.utobiography or in his
other writings. 23
J

Study in Europe no doubt deepened his Im01'lledge of the
sciences, but thIs inclination had been well-developed even before the Europee.n excursion.

The effect 't'-TOu1d have been more

signifi ca.nt he.d Pari s or Berlin avrCl.!{ened a previously dorma.nt
interest in science.

To 1ee.)I:'n the influence of his travels a.nd

a.cquaJ.ntances on his political and SOCial thought 1'70u1d be most
he1pfv.1.

One 1'iri ter h8.S commented upon this unfortunate defi-

ciency, w9,rning of the dangers involved in an uncr1 tlce.1 use of
A1ama.n's w'I'l tings to support judgements I
about

his early life

"That which

~-ve

know'

he wrote three decades 1e.ter, under the

influence of an unfavorable situation, so that we must view it
. th
1'D.
_

rouc h reserve.t'.Lon. ,,24

Antune.no y 1a Cont1nuide.d del Li bere.1:l.smo," lIistoria I·lexica.ne.,
XI (Octubre-Diciembre, 1961), 244-1-l-5 (note 56).

?3 He supplies feT,rl na.mes, and even these s.re gi ven ~li thout
comment as to their possible influence upon his development, or
his personal opinion of them. See above, note 16. In addition,
see A1amal'1, f::puntes Biogre.fl cas; 1n Obras, XI, pp. 507-08; and
i\.le.!l1an, Autoblorrre.fre. de LuciS A1aI"ls:n; in Obra.s, XII, pp. 15-19,
21.
24

/
~
,...
_
~
Jesus RodrJ.guez Frausto, Lucas A1ame.n! polL vico, estao.lsta,
periodiste. e Htstorle.dor (Guanajuato: Universidad de Gue.najuato,
Archivo Hist~rico, 1955), p. 3. He is E;.pee.king prIme.rl1y of
events of the years 1810-1820, but this stricture could apply to
the European influences as vre11, for they also l'10u1o. have been
tempered by the passe.ge of time e.nd the events of r.!exican nationa.1 history.
J
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lamentable that there is no record of the extent to which he was
8,ble to obtain 8. personal awareness of the Industrial Revolution,
most notably in England and Scotle,nd, but also in France e.nd Ger-

~
j .ndi ca t e d an acqu.e..i n t smce
me.ny, 25 TI
- e 1 J3.lJer

W'lo'th

Con ti nen t a 1 i n-

dustrla.lism, but one is never sure w'hether this 1'TaS the result
of first-hand experience, correspondence, or readings.
Deleg2te to the Cortes in Spain
~Jhen

informed of smother misfortune in the fe.mily business,

"..

Alaman we,s forced to ple.n for his return to Ne't'J' Spain in 1819.
He had been considering implementing his nel'.j'-found knowledge of
the sulfuric acid separe.tion process in the mining industry' of
II evT Spain.
he

Ne ce s s i ty

~mtlcipatecl

nO~IT

qui ckened the pace of hi s ple.nning, as

revivinG the family fortune.

Such a plan required

prior 8.pproval by the Council of the IncHes, and the trip to
ICadric1.. a.dded a further delay to his departure.
1820, he arrived at last in Veracruz

e~oard

On February 20,

a French ship .
.",.

Viceroy Apodace., the Conde de Venedi to, e.ppointed Alaman:'s
the nei,rly-cree.tecl Junta Superior cle Saniclad, a position which
introduced him to the field of public

~rorks.

Since this Junta

25 The schools vJhj.ch Ale.ma-'n and. his friend Antufiano esta.blished for the children of their fe.ctory 1'Torkers bear a striking
resemblance :1.n theory to the 'V'Torl{ers' schools in New Lanarlr of
Robert 01'Jen. Antunano ~'Te.s educated in England, and Owen visited
Mexico himself in 1828. Robert Heilbroner, The Wordly Philosophers, Rev. ed. (Neu York: Simon and Schuster, 1961), p. 93.
Significantly, Alaman and. iI..l1tunano \'I'ere the only l'lexican industrialj.sts to found such schools. See Robert Potash, El Be.nco de
P..vf'o; El Fomento de 113. Industria, 1821-1846 (Hexico: Fondo de
Cultura Econ6mica, 1959), p.2.36 note.
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existed. prim::),rily on pe.per, it required little attention, so that
he wes able to accept the post of mining inspector as well.

In

thls cap::).ci ty, he ge.thered material on the mining industry, publishlng

~.11

e.rticle on the C8.uses of the dece.dent ste.te of the

. d
t ry j .n
m.nlng
In.us
i ·

liT

Qpaln. 26

Tn·

~e0

The Riego Rev'olt in 1820

1'T8.S

followed by the formation of a

Cortes in Spain, and Alaman retuxned to the Mother Country to
enter political life as a delegate elected to represent Guanajuato.

An atmosphere of liberalism enveloped the Cortes, 8, con-

dition which
of his

Olm

Alam~n

later cited in an attempt to rationalize some
Reform in Spain ~ras

behavior during the sessions. 27

the primary concern of~ the Spanish delege,tes 11ho had instigated
the revolt, but the contingent from New Spain i10rlced diligently
to g1 ve Ne"t'T Horld affa.irs a prominent place on the agenda.
Speaking on behe.1f of the mining interests, Ale.man folloived the
group v-rhlch I'Tas 1n fe.vor of libere.11zing commerica1 regule.tions.
He" "('Jas also e. member of the coromi ssion that reported on the st8,te
of affairs 1n the New World.
Coming to the Cortes as a member of the group later descri bed

l?S

moderate bec9.use of their preference fOl" a ';orai t-and-see

26Gonz~iez Navarro, In Pens8.miento Po'l'tico de Luc9:S Alaman,

p.

ll~.

2?(~1?,m~1, Historj.e. de r'Jexico (r1oxico:
V, p. 553.

J

.rr. Lara, 1849-52),

16
."

posttion,Alaman was not yet firmly committed on the question of
23
ind.ependence.
VJhen ne1'TS of the Iturbide rising reached the
delegates on June 4, 1821, he was forced to make a choice.
~mRlyzing

After

the circum.stances, he first decided to follow the group

which favored the more cautious proposal of autonomy for the New
';,Iorld l<1ngdoms. 29

Later he supported independence as the inevi-

talbe alternative, and urged that Spain recognize separation.
This ready adaptation gives an indication that Alaman attached'
little real significance to political independence in itself.
He preferred to Vie1"l it as a matter of mere convenience.

Conse-

quently, he was quite mystified by the emotion that it aroused
21'
')In Nei<T Spain there were three political groupings on the
issue of independence in 1820: one favoring complete independ.ence (Radicals), another wishing to retain the present situation
(Conservt;l,ti ves), and ~. thrid group "1hich straddled the fence
(Hodere.tes). A1aryf;:"n was a member of this third group. See Ote.
r.a sh lITle, , A1e.:r.S'n I 1 us trado, p. 30.

29Meeting in an extra-legal session, the colonial delegates
S8.thered e.mong themselves and called for a she.re in the legislative power for New Spain. They asked that executive power be
p1e.ced in the ha.no.s of one of the brothers of the King. The
commission of the Cortes had voiced a similar opinion prev10us1y,
only to have it struck doi1n by Ferdinand VII, i1ho viewed such
id.eas as underhanded forms of 1ndependence. This appears to be
. an a,ttempt to offer an a.1ternative to the ideas then Circulating
in New' Spa.in, and is simi1e.r to the eventual Plan de Igua.1a.
The Cortes, ho~!ever, remained d1 vided on the subject. Aleman a1't"Jays connected Nexican independence to Iturbide rather than I!:L
Hidalgo. In view of these developments at the C~rtes, puch a
relationshlp is not h8.rd to understand. See Lucas Aleman, Borraclor de un Artr'ctl.lo que se.lr"o como edt toriB.1 de un peric1'diCO-en
1935, ,9on m6t!vo d.el e.n!versario de 1a Independencie.; in Obras,
XI, p. )49.
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a,mong the other delegates, and by the vehemence of the debates.
A1aman's stand has been described by one hlstorie,n e.s a, "liberal
position; that is, for Spain,,,3 0 taking into account the mental
block of the otherw'ise liberal Spe.niards when cha.nges in the
stetus of the New World came into the discussion.
I'"
J ose,... vl'.arla

'~i
h e 1 ena.,
['l_C

1\~i
.~ gue 1"R"'"
Lamlrez,

... Al
.,...
and Lucas
_ ama.n

drafted a "final statement" of the colonial delegation, calling
for

~.n

appeal to reason and logic.

1e.rge an area

1'Jt~.s

Complete pacification of so

deemed impossible, and the statement reminded

Spaniards th8.t Spain itself presented an example of the ineffectiveness of a forced restoration.

In addition, the Constitution

of 1812 must be modified to fit the New hTorld conditions, especia11y the articles concerning the direct responsibility of officie.1s to Spain, and the requirement that America send delegates
to e. legislature in Spain. 31
The question remained unsettled, necessitating a special

-

session of the Cortes, e.t which A1aman 1'18S elected a secretary.
He B.ttempted to calm the debate over the treaty of Cordoba,
signed by Iturbide and Viceroy JU8.n O'Donoju, by urging the Spanish government to make a ree.listic appra.isal of the situation.
They re jected a proposal to send a commission l'Ti thout any precond1 tions, on the grounds that it V'Tould constitute a recognition
of r·'iexi can independence.

Alaman
'" replied that a treaty l'Tould be

3 0 0ta r,rtshima., Alanl(n I1ustrado, p. 30.
31Vale.d{s, Ala,me.n, Estl3.dista e Historiador, p. 116.

18

necessl;l.ry for I:my such recognition, !?nd that the stalemate could
only be resolved by opentng discussions, even 1f it meant a disreg[?rd of protocol. 32 He recognized that the insurrection had
created e.n abnorme.l s1 tue.tion which made recourse to established
diplome.tic convention meaningless.
Establishment of the Ne.tional Govern.rnent
Returning to Eexico in 1823, Alaman found that the empire
of Agust~n Iturbide had already come and gone.

He immediately

accepted a position under the Poder Ejecutivo.

In the Cortes,

he had established to his
Nexico

l'TaS

01<Tn

satisfactlon that an independent

an accomplished fact that had to be accepted for the

sal{e of Hispanic lml ty.

Although e. firm. believer in this commu-

ni ty of compon interest, he saw clearly the.t it 't'J'ould be futile
to resurrect the old colonial poli tj.cal system I that any form of
:m.spa.nic un! ty must henceforth be arre.nged by te.ci t agreement.
He had tried to impress this fact upon the Spanish delegates at
the Cortes, but without success.

Obstinacy, he felt, could only

serve to inhibit the natural affinity existing among Spanishspeaking peoples.

He obviously considered the Spanish society

of peninsulares and creoles to be the only politically significant sector of the population.
cordingly.

32 Ibld., pp. 130-134.

His ideas were constructed ac-

19
Expressing through his actions the belief, or hope, that
antagonisms "JOuld not prove irrevoce.ble, and that the wounds
coulcl be hee.led, A18.man 't'iould later e.ttempt to rene,,\)' relations
wi th Spain ';IThen he served as Foreign r'linister.

In the so-ce.lled

Family Pact movement, an enlargement of Bolivar's panamericanism,
li.lama"n tried to est8.blish commercial and diplomatic harmony
among the new republics and, hopefully, to include Spain.

VJhen

he concluded a Treaty 'I'11th Colombia in 1831, he expressed the
,\liish that it would be "the basis for a true fe.mily pact which
would

~ive

a unity to all Americans, united in defense of their

independence and liberty, and promoting commerce and mutual interests. ,,33

By tM.s time he had been forced to abandon any be-

lief the.t Spa.in could be included in these proposals.
Lucas Ale.man 1'las a nationalist, but in a limited sense,
bec~3.Use

of hj.s peclllie.r and perhaps naive interpretations of the

customary ideals of national sovereignty.

For example, as Sec-

retary of State in 1823, he was willing not only to forego any
Hexican claims to Guatemala by recognizing her independence, but
also to arrange a boundary settlement with the United States in
order to ward off any potential Yankee advances, which were becoming more imminent '\'lith each passing day.3 4

In 1830, he was

33Rodr{guez Fn'l.1J.sto, LucKs Alamai1, p. 6; and Berndt L.
Histedt, LUCM Ale.me.l1 and IUs Fe.mily Pact (Thesis, r1exico City
College, 1958), pp. 39, 76.
34 0n May 31, 1823, he sent a Bill to Congress that restricted the entr.~mce of colonists into Texe.s. On Julyl, he aslred

20
re.",dy to relinquish Texas, if it could not be adeque.tely secured.
~md

defended, so that thetotal sovereignty of the Hexican n81.tion

might be preserved. 35

This does much to explain the feeling of

despe.lr whlch conditioned his 't·rriting of the H1storia de r'Jexico
in 1849.
Controversy arises with regard to the patriotism of Alam~n
due to an improper emotion8.lism that is attached to the term,
improper 8.t lea.st when applied to the early nineteenth century .

...-

Alaman possessed a cosmopolitan outlook, similar to the liberal
doctrines of internationalism, but this attitude can be more
readily ascribed to the belief in the cultural, if not racial
heri tage i'Thich united Hispanic peoples.

In his feelings towe.rd

the United St81.tes he exhi bi ted an extreme concern for ne.tional
ider..ti ty and security.

Encroe.chment by this .Anglo-Sa.::::on nation

he.d entirely different connotations for Alama'n, i'1ho felt no inherent contracliction betw'een these xenophobic fears til.nd the
dree.m of a he.!'J1!onious ne.tionalism in l1hich Spain lo;ould participe.te 11i thout dominl?ting.
that the forces in Gl)atemala under Vicente Filisola be recalled.
It took until October 18 to overcome opposition to this request,
since many deputies ree.lized that thj.s ·t'Jould be the first step
in the direction of an independent Guatemala. See Valad~,
Alaml:'1, B.:stadi ste. e Hi storie.dor, p. 152.

35Rodr :t'c;uez Fr81.usto, Luca:s ."_18.m8:n, p. 10. For details of
the Texe.s Leti'J of 1830, see J. Fred Hi ppy, TIi valry of the Uni ted
States ~mcl Gre9.t Brl te.in Over Latin Arnert cp..~ 1808-1820 ( Ba,l timore: Johns Hopkins Unlversi ty Press, 1928 , P lOll·.
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His sentiments of TIe.tionalism ilrere reserved for those sectorl
of

Hexic~m

herl tage.

society which participated in the Hispanic culture.l
Be-.ther the.n discerning e, common experience

bet~ieen

colonlal ares.s of the Ne1'l' \{orld l<Thich had subsequently separated
from the }lother Country and founded nel'l' nations I his "nationalism'
resulted in the view that the United States was basically opposed
to the interests of

~exico.

In 1898 this theory took on a new

force in I·atin Americe.n culture, emerging as the Hispe.nidad movement, v-ihose most famous expression is to be found in the
of the Url~.g1).ayan .Jose ~nriqlle Rode.

i~-ri tings

".,.

.. nus, 1'7hile intellectuals

in the Unt ted StlEttes liked to believe that their country had
broken w'i th the past e.nd 1'li th the Old Horld, or "stepped out of
History" e.s David Noble has sl:dd, 36 Le.tin A'1lerican intellectue.ls,
both Liberal and Conservative, continued to identify consciously
wl th Europe until '!tlel1 into the ti'ientieth century.
The theory of Hispanic cultural continuity mas not really a
re.cial attitude, for the subject 1'las never considered on those
terms.

Anyone could become a member of ·the Spanish cultural

tre.cli tion, and this e.ssimile.tion
progress.

l·re.S

to be the marl{ of s.ny true

In this respect, he '!tras continuing the tradition of

the original conguJ.ste.dores, who felt that in oro.er to progress
36David Noble, Histori8.ns Ap~e.lv.st History Oannee.polis:
Universi ty of Hinnesot8. Press, 1965). This thesis is also exemplified in Ds.niel Boorstin 's The Genius of American Pol!'tics
(Chj.ca.go: University of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 8-35.
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the Inc'tie.ns he.d to become "Spe.nish".

Hhen this interpretation

;'

li;ent l.mheeded for many years, Alaman wrote his Diserte.ciones
with the hope of explaining this heritage more completely. Histor:1.ce.l ;proofs 't'Tere then current in Burope, and one could almost
Sf?.y that Alarnan liJaS trylng to trace the vollmp;eist of the Nexican
people.

In a much criticized statement, he admitted this objec-

tlve, when he reminded his readers:

all 'Hexicans' must remember

that "all in existence in Mexico owes its origins to this prodigious Conquest.")'?
il.Tturo A.rne.iz y Freg attacks this statement for its neglect
of the cOl'l'cri butions of the Indian civilizations. 38

Like most

of the nineteenth century historical proofs of a national spirit,
A.lam6:"n's theory singled out the aspects that i.'J'ere considered most
",rorthy a,nd most indicative of the idea of a 'i\Texica.n', l'lhile ignorj.ns or deprece.ting the rest.

Fel'T liberal or conservative

lee.ders in the early nineteenth century acl·mowledged the Indian
contri hutions. 39

Attempts to improve the status of the Indie.ns

37Alam6.'n, Eistoria de NeXiCO, I; in Obras, I, p. l.
38prologo y selecciOn a Semble.nzas e Ideario (2. ed. Nexico:
Universidad Hacional .!h,.t6noma de HEfXico, 1963), p. XXIV. This
author is not very sympathetic to Alaman, and uses a semipsycholoGical approach in an attempt to analyze the idee.s of
Alaman, attributing all sorts of fixations and neuroses to the
man, be.sed on rather tenuous evidence.
39Alaman, in fact, paid compliments to the Indians in his oi<7n
HB.y. One of his criticisms of Prescott's History ,'las the.t it
exhi bl ted a poor 8.tti tude to~·re.rd the Indians. See A..11.otaciones
a la TIistoria de Ie. Con ulsta de M~'ico de Guillermo H. Prescott
2 vols. Mejico: Vicente Torres, 18' ~ , I, p. 15. He especially
e.dmj.red the Tlaxcalans, i'lho had been allied. 1'ri th the Spanish.
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prinarily took the form of plans to a.ssimile.te them into the
r~3,i.nstre~m of :-Iispe1.nic society.

Alaman, who never tried to con-

ceal his 8Tistocratlc tempera.ment, could be expected to state
this attitude most bluntly.

It reT'lained for the 't',rrl ters of the

Revolution of 1910 to reveal the deficiencies of Liberals and
b

8Conserve.ti ves, and to create in the indigenismo movement a more
inclusive, but also more emotional reconstruction of the true
'Hexican".
During the form8,tlve years foll01'Jing indepenclence, e,nd
throuehout his life, Lucas Alaman 1i',as prime.rily concerned with
the development of Nexico.
his vie':"7 of
term .

r'~exico

Any criticism must take into account

and the limited ne,ture the,t he ple.ced on this

Given his assessment of the essence of mexicanids,d, how-

ever, the 10g1c$,1 e,lternative to the Fa,mily Pe.ct would have been
the creation of a govermnent embodying as mu.ch of the Spa,nIsh
heri tage e.s possible, and worl{ing I'li thin the fre.me1'Tork of Bourbonism.
Homs,n Catholicism s.nd the monarchical form of government
de:serve to be.:considered under this same frs.me of reference.

A

clearer perspective occurs i'Then they are seen as means rather
the. n ends.

A18,m5:'1. did not separate mee,ns and ends 1n his analy-

siS, but this fact makes it even more important to consider the
minor 8.nd me,jor points of his arguments individually 1 in order
to g8.in a proper understanding.

Religion was felt to be so in--

grained in the SOCiety of man that to ignore its

pre~ence

was to

doom a.ny scheme for e.ctvancement.

24

,

For Alaman, institutions had to

be developed frOID \',i thin the fre.me1Wrl( of e:x:isting ·society.
Society cOl.1.ld not be tre.nsforTiled to fir s. -prlort conceptions of
,'lhat the best insti tutiona,l structure of a country ought to be,
1'rhich appeared to be the intent of the Liberals.

Alaman incor-

por2,ted this thesiS into his definition of a constitution:
nation he.s

8.

"f:;.

constitution 'VJ'hen it consists, not in being 1'1ri tten,

but in being rooted in the customs and opinions of all. ,,1+0
He failed to differentiate between the religious impact of
Catholicism and its poli tice.l, social, a.nd economic influence.
Lilrev'lise, his fe,ilure to recognize the volatile impact which the
term "monarchy" had upon the Hexican political scene, "1as politica.lly inept.

To gain e.n insight into the mind of Lucas Alama'n,

it is necessl3.ry to consider why he wanted a centre.list government
G..nd Hhy he believed that religion could not be excluded from the
founds.tions of society.

To do this we r1ust first see 'tIrhe.t type

of society he envisioned, and more important, the role which he
saTtr for the government in the formation and preservation of this
society.

40

.;,...

Alarnan, rlsertaciones,I: in Obras, VI, p.

144.

CHAPTER II
.."

A.LAi'iAN, MINING ,AND ECONONIC

DEVELOP~ENT:

1821-1829

f10tivated by patriotism and a spirit of public service
.."
rather than by political ambition, Aleman
joined the Poder

Ejecutivo in 182).

He was seeking a means of transforming Mexico

into a solid and stable independent nation.

His negotiations for

Hispanic unity in the Family Pact are examined in grea.ter detail
elsewhere. 1

Hore important 't'ras the wa.y in which these early

years a.ffected his thoughts on the most suitable pattern of
economic development.
Alam6

B h;ay s

he Id a flexible po sit ion wi th regard to the

form of government,

~'ihich

might be federalist or centralist, and

often dictatorial in practice.

Although ideologically uncommitea

on the issue of representative institutions, he was anti-democratic in practice.

His fear of the masses was also common among

Liberals of r·lexico, those of Europe, and even among the Founding
Fathers of the United States.

The difference lies in the Liberal

predicB.tion tha.t a representa.ti ve government, usually a federal
republic, was an a priori necessity.

Alam~n was more concerned

lSee above, page 19. This topic is also explored in Wisted t, Lucas A.laJ'l1~·h FInd His Family Pact, and to a lesser extent
in Melvin Bloom, The Rise of Nationalism in Mexico Between the
Years lAlO-1824 a.s Interpreted by Luc~s Ala,mifn (Thesis, JVlexico
City College, 1950).
',"

.'~
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with what the government did and the type of society that it
produced.

This is not to say that Liberals were unconcerned

v-·fi th the results of-'government, but they felt that the form of

government would determine the type of society that would develop
Bnd their concern for individual liberty led them to require few
tangible fruits from the government.

."
Alaman,
however, placed the

essentials outside the governmental structure and made a far
greater use of its authority.
For this reason, economics plays a crucial role in any
assessment of All3.man' s plans for l'1exican development.
1823

~ras

in a. shambles fina.ncially and economically.

r.1exico in
Guanajuato,

.",.

the birthplace of Alaman, had suffered a population decline
1IThich, though not as severe as it is often pictured, was nonetheless significant. 2

Particularly affected were the villages

2Alexander von Humboldt, Esse.i Poli tique sur Ie royaume de
la Nouvelle-~sPR~ne (Paris: Chez Antoine-Agustin RRTIouard,
1825), I, p. 302, gives a figure of 32,098 for the year 1793.
By 1803 the population of the city had risen to 41,000 (Ibid.,
II, pp. 162-163). But he also gives a f~gure of 29,600 for the
ne~rby villages which served the mines such as Valenciana.
LOPez Ape.ricio comhines these to get a figure of 70,600 (in
"Luc9.':s Ale.m~n, precursor ~e:lla tndustria moderna mexicana y autor
de su Primera Ple.nificacion," El Universa.l, ?4 de f!Ie.yo de 1953,
in the Sunda.y supplement entitled 'Revi sta de la Seme,nB', pp. 8,
19). When contrasted with the figure which he attributed to
Minister of the United States, Joel Poinsett, of 35,733 for the
year 1822, the difference is striking. In all likelihood, however, the later figure included only the city proper. The decline would therefore have been slight, although the surrounding
yillages '\'!ould have been particull3.rly affected by the mine closings. The paralysis was significant a.nd to some extent permanent, as the population today remains under 30,000. Its attraction as a tourist stop rests on its attributes of colonial
splendor, relatively untouched by modern industrialism.
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that surrounded the city, w'hich were supported by the mining industry, and suffered virtual pe.ra1ysis.

The Bourbon reforms of

the 1770's had apparently provided only a temporary stimulus and
the industry 1-'Jas in decline prior to 1810. 3

The Hidalgo phase

of the Independence r·iovement B.nd the 1-Ta.rfare of the succeeding
decade he.1ted nearly 13,11 activity.
tre.ining, it

1'le\S

Vitth his background a'nd

natur8l for Alaman to turn to mining !!.I.s the most

~

obvio"Ll.s roell to recovery.
On

!1~.y l.j"

1821, he me.de a series of proposals to the Cortes

on behalf of the

~ining

concerns.

Of particular interest, in the

light of his later acti vi ties, "ras his suggestion that law twelve
of the I,a"t'is of the Indies, prohlbi ting foreigners from acquiring
a.nd iwrking their own mines, be suspended for ten years.

In ad-

di tion, he requested that

fo;re~gners

be allowed the prlvilege.·;of

naturalization by express

gover~ment

1icense.

took the form of

4 These proposals

."..

B.

Bill, submitted by A1aman in conjunction 't'ii th

Andr{.s del n(o, his fellow delegate e.nd former teacher, and contained h,enty-nlne a.rticles.

I,rost of them represented efforts to

reduce te..x restrictions a.nd promote loce.l control over the Industry; one urged

th~.t v~,cGtncies

in the 8.dmlnlstre.tion of the mints

in }rew Spa.in be filled with graduates of the minIng schools, in-'
cluding the ne..,l ones proposed for Guanajua.to a.nd Zacatecas. 5

3See

ebove, page

5.

4Va18.d~, A19.man,
- Estadi ste. e Hi storiao.or, p. 172.
"SIbid.

For a complete test of the Bill, see John H. Hann,
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!

.,....

These efforts clearly reflect the persone,l interest of Ale,me.n and
Del Ero, but 8.1so cont.s.in incipient ideas which would mature as
:U9.illl?J1 moved into publi c and pri va te affairs.
As was mentioned previously, followthg the conclusion of the
.,-

sesslons of the Cortes, Alams,n attempted to gain assistance in
Prl?nce and England. in the forms.tion of a mining compe.ny, before
finF.l.lly

re~.chin3

The objecti-;r8

~Jas

an a.greement 1'li th the Bullet Brothers of

London~

to drain the mines that had been flooded during

the 1t!9.rs e.nd due to years of inacti vi ty, using moctern machinery.
In

r~exico,

r--:~_nFl.S

118 directed the opere.tions of the Compe,n18. Unida
de
44

de Hexj.co until 1830, when he severed connections with the

company in a managerial dispute.
W8.S not

Imoi~n

for his s.bili ty to

....

Even in private business, Alame'
~'J'Ork

Hell 1'Ti th others.

Despite a capital outlay of Bubstantial proportions, the
business

~T8.S

not very profitable.

S

Baron von Humboldt is often

considered influentie.l in the ext:ensi ve capital investments by
"Surope~.ns

to overhe.ul the mining industry, eventually totaling

"The Role of the l·Jexice.n Deputie;.s in the ProposA.l and Enactment
of }~ easures of Econorn~. c Reform Appli cable to f/[exi co," r~ex:t co and
the 2r~ni",1) Cortes! 1 PI0-1S22 : E~.p.:ht Esse.ys, ed. Benson, pp.
I5J-181.~ .
To help drain the mines, the Cortes conceded to the North
Plnerica.n Je.mes H. Smith the privilege of bringing in me.chinery.
This privilege was never used because of the oPPosition of the
I"Iexican Junt? Goberneti iTa. In addition, a Hexican la1tJ' of FebrU8.ry 20, 182h, adopted a 3% tax on metals, Nhich the Cortes had
substi tuted for the quinto re8.1 at the request of Alaman in 1821.
.,. C./
. . . -H'storil?
·
...
- co, .
,S ee Agustln
Ue C
8.nov.?s,
Socia1y.Economic8.
de 1"'exi
1521-1S5L~ (Hex1co:
:Sditoria.l F. Trillas, S.A., 1963), p. 291.

6Ve.le.ctes, AlaIflan, Estadiste. e Histbriador, p. 139.
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t1'Tenty-four million pe80S. 7

Humbold. t

llshed. in Fr!!lnce in 1811-1812.

,.

t

S

In 1824·, interes:ted groups in

London published the Selecciones de los
T-I1.u:nboldt,

rell=l.t~vos

BnS8YO DO' (tico 1.ras pub-

tr~bajos

del baron de

I'll clime., habite.ntes, prochwcj.ones Y

min~s

de

Tfexico, ",long l\Tith e.n English ecUtion, through the publishins
}louse of Longmf:'m, 1iJhich

among the groups interested in the

They offered him the cli1rrectorship of Eng;:" ~

mining developments.
~'Ti th

Ii sh negotie.tions

WI9.S

TTexi co, but von Rumbold t politely refused.

Nevertheless, Alaman sent him e. letter in 1821.)., acknowledging
his assistance in spreslling the kn01'rledge of the resources e.nd
riches of

~~exico. 8

Alfonso LoPez Aparicio contends that the cir-

culation of von Humboldt's book in Europe w'as responsible for
rene1iTing the image of Eldorado awe. 1 tine; investors in New' Spain.
A·.S

8.

result, c8.pi tl=l.1 pcrtetrs.tion betv.reen 1826 s.nd 1830 Was con-

stant. 9
Substantia.l forej.gn investment in the mining industry has
led many critics to question Ale.man,s patr10tlsm. 10

The com-

7 1,O:.,.,ez Aperic10, AlaJnan, Primer Economiste., p. 31. See also
J. Fred Rippy, niv~lry of the United StBtes ~nd Great Britain
Over La.tin America, p. 108; and Rippy, "Latin Americe. e.nd the
Bri tish Investment 'Boom' of the 1820' s," Journe.1 of Hodern History, XIX (June, 194'7), 122-129.

81'"vue,.

c'"

anov~s,

Hi storie. Social Y Bconomica, pp. 293-29 LI-.

o/Lopez Apstricio, "Lucas 1naman,"
"
.
:81 Universe.l, p. 8;.See
a.lso
Rippy, "Latin Americ~t e.nd the British Investment 'Boom'," 122-29.

10For a rliarxist..,.E.ne.1ysis of this so-cI:I.lled subversion, see
Pedro T:arl'a Anaya Iba.rre., "Alaman y e 1 cap! te.l ejrtranjero, "
Edt torial in :21 1·Jac!oni.?1, 25 de Septiembre de 1~3, pp .. :3, 4.
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plaint is that the encouragement of foreign investment fostered
the exploitation ana. subordination of the

~exican

economy.

How-

ever, Alaman we.s well a~'Jare of the dangers involved; perhe.ps to e.
gre8ter extent than were the proponents of free trade and the advocates of foreign 108.ns to the Mexican government.

,

Lopez Ape.-

ricj.o notes that the Pastry loJar and the Intervention of 1861
demonstr9.ted that the prophecies of Luca:s Alama'n were not in
error.

11

Invitations to foreign capt tal

r~presented

a calculated

risk, but one whi ch Alaman believed necesse.ry, since Jjexico
lacked adequate capital resources of its
sial issue of Church wealth is excluded.

Olm,

if the controver-

He believed that even-

tually Hexican industry (referring to mining acti vi ties e.s industry at this point) would provide an adequate capital base and

....

free the country from its dependence upon foreign capital. Alaman
sought the e.id of Europe because it had surpluf" investment capite.l and an advEmced technological development.

-

His 1iltention-was

not, e.s Pedro Anaya Ib!:trra has insinuated, to cree.te a poli tlce.l
be.se of foreign capitalists and r'1exican feudalists .12

Such a

conclusion interjects the reality of the era of Porfirio D(az
into the mind of Luc~s Alaman.
Like most i-1extcans, Alama'n vie~'l'ed the United States
greater threat to

~exican

8.S

a

sovereignty than a distant France or

l1LdPez Aparicio, "Lucas Alama-n," El Universe.l, p. 19.
12A. n8.ye. I....b arr~. , " h~ ..1....
"'I ""J
•
1 , pp.
aman y e 1 cap1. t a1, " J...,
l' aC10na

3-4 .

.3 1
England, the events of 18.38 and 1861 not'!>li thstanding.

He even

found It expedient to court the sentiments of the Holy Alliance
in order to forestall any intentions of the Colossus of the North.
In 1825 he empha.sized. that foreign ce.pi tal "considered under its
polj. ti cal a.spect", 1'18.1'" e.n advantage to !{exico. 1.3

Since the Euro-

pee.n nations had recognized the independence of Hexico, their
commercial interests could not be indifferent to the prosperous
development of the country. 14·

Foreign capital investments gave

Europe a further stake in In8.intaining r1exican independence, and
thus gave assure.nce tha.t any attempts at a reconquest by Spain
1'JOvld be thw'arted, as 1'Ja8 demonstrated by the role of George
Canning in the formulation of the Nonroe Doctrine.
One venture of the Compa~fa Unida deserves particular mentiol'l, because of 1 ts releve.nce to later industrial planning.

In

lQ26 the co~pany founded the first ferrerfa, or iron works, in
independent f,'[exico.
the city of Dure.ngo.

Ce.lled "Piedre.s llzules", it w·e.s loce.ted nee.r
The venture failed despite an investment

of 250,000 pesos, expended in the search for a workable method.
An anonymous critic in 18.31 blamed the fa.ilure of the company
upon a lack of foresight and insufficient trained personnel. 1S
l.3Lucas Alam~n, ]\1eTl1oria por e1 .Secretaria de Estado
Despacho, 18?5; in Obras, IX, p. 151.
ll,.

y

del

Ibid.

l5 r'odesto De.rga.ll5', L!'i!.s FerrerL'!l.s, de los primeros ve:tntictnco aDOS del r';exi co independiente (r·1exico: CompCnfa Fundidora
de Fierro y Acero de Monterrey, S.A., 1965), p. 18.
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Don
the

,.

.,.

.L:UC~,S

g~ve

the same reasons for the fa.ilure, placing much of

h1e~e

upon

hi~se1f.16

foundry

'l'TB.S

Even so, by 1831 he reported that the

produclng iron the.t

W3.S

"superior to English iron and

cep8.ble of a. iTe,ri et:~r of 1-,.ses, ,,17 which 'Nas perht;;l,ps a:~chauvlnistic
eX0,ggeretlon, but did lndicate that the iron industry had poIn his r·lemoria of 1843 Alam~ was able to report that

tentie,l.

the new o't'mer, JUlio Lehma,nn, was ma.ldng a profit and l-vas producing between .3000 and 4000 qulntsles (JOO,OOO to 400,000
pounds) per year, including ve.rious metal products as well as
18
bar iron.
".

Alamen resigned his directorship in 1831, claiming an: inability to get along with the Engllsh management. 19
sti tuted
and hi s

8,

This con-

bitter o.efee.t, in view of his O'lrm family background

tr8,in~.nG

in Prance end Germe,ny.

Modesto Be.rgalld"', his-

torian of the Mexican iron industry, assesses the 1820's as not
propi tious for eY-ploi tat ion 'By·.·mining companies because of the
physical and. political effects of the indepenclence movement.

He

,..

criticizes Alaman, however, for a lack of attention to the teehnical aspects of his business.

Detter administration, he feels,

:t6 Ibid ., p. 17.
T
17 .wueas
Al
- ' .r.~""m
.0 aman,
,~.j.,or i.:l
8. \.I.e 113, .S eerete.ria d.e L.'
l!..ste.0. 0
in Obre,s, IX, pp. 283-2RLJ·.
1,Q./..

1831;

.....

-'Lue-as Alaman, TTeTl10ria sobre 81 Estado de le. Ap;ricultura e
Inclustril'l. de l~ Tlep,5bllc.?. en Hlh3; in O1ore,s, X, pp. 62-63.
1 0;' A.larnan,
,.
Hi stor;?~
DOC1..1~ento

o.e

"

~.~e:{j.

rmmero 25, p, 973.

co, 1l; in ObrC',s, "tJ, .A.ppendix I
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:rr:ight have given AlaJran the "grand 21to horno a.ne'!. me.chinery with
1'Tl)J.chto f~brics.te ste?.ID engines" that he had desired. 20

Such

criticism could well be directed to most aspects of his career.
I,Tever

8.

buree.ucra"t in thought or in temperament, he did not

relish ao.r;1inistrs.tive detail, ,\,·:hich perhaps explains his uniform
lack of business success.

One recent writer has established the

difference beti'-Teen Alaman and most of the major figures of his
f.ay in the fact tha.t he vJas "born ri ch and died poor," whi ch was
e, fi ttins epitaph to his business ce.reer. 21
Although most of this acti vi ty ha(l been 9.ccomplished outside his official public capacity, it merely represented attempts
person.~,lly

to implement
Secretaria

~e

~stedoy

what he was e.dvocating publicly.

As

Despacho de Relaciones Exterlores e In-

teriores, he placed mining at the heart of the economic recovery
of >·~e=:ico.

This has led his biographer, Jose C. Vale.d{s, to

declare the.t Ale,maD 'I'TaS a merc8,ntllist. 22

For a more accurate

e.n8.1Y818 of this "mercantilism," Robert Potash has ably referred
readers, instead, to the nineteenth century appraisal me.de by
Jared Sparks, 'I'lho pointedly commented:
In Eexico precious metals o1..1.ght to be considered under
the S?me i?spect as the sreat commercial properties of
20 Be.r e;e.llO', Le,s Ferrerj.as, p. 17.
2:lGeorge P. Taylor, Luc~ Ala:l11al1: His Place 1n Nex1ca.n Hist.ory (Thests. Georgeto~m University, ~I]'ashington, D.C., 1963),

p. 153.
Histor1ador,

1"1

~

/~STO~

{"

LOYOLA

r\$\ ,

J4
other cO'l1.ntries . . .
lmel this is ho1'l AleJ'11.;>:h and the
enlit:;htened ste,tesmen of 11exico saN them, a.fter he.ving
conQue:recl their old. pre Judices . . . . T;Te hel.ve related
these observ~.t~_ons l3.bo'l1.t the Nork of Ale.ml:'Yl because 'He
believe th8.t he has been the principle instrument in eSte,bllshins a liberal a.nd seme policy among l'JJ.s citizens. 2J
For Ale,men, it

(.'g'8.S

not the minerals in the ground the.t held

the ultimGtte 1'reBJ.th, but "1tJ'ealth" lay in the stiz;::ulation that the
extraction and processing [Sa.ve to the economy.

He urged those

interested to me.ke note of "the nUITlber of men that they employ,
and. the 8.nimals involved in moving the machinery and minera.ls. ,,24
The men and mules 't'·rere consumers of agricultural products, and
the mining industry 81.180 cons1L.'TI.ed Ip..rge quanti ties of

p~,per,

~1exican

iron, and tallN-T.

Here l'ras the true "'t'Jea.lth" of the

minj.ng reS01..'.rces.

t~lam5.l1. 1'TaS to some extent talcen in by the ar-

gu:nents of D:ri tlsh Hinister !Ien1'Y ;{e.rd in this respect, for 'Hard
·"8.S atteDpt~.n5

to ge.:i..n an econo;-ric hegemony for Great Britain in

~:ard

tells us th~t although the true wealth consists in
the products of the soil B,nd of the ino.ustry of men; e.fter
that, in the entire world there i~Sno treasure equal to
that of the ,mines of our country. '

The
to

:x:xr

t~lrust

e;f:J,j.l1.

of the speech

W;tS

propa.ga.ncHstlc, hOi'iever I intended

support for the entrance of Brl ti sh cap1 tal in the mining

2.3.J8.recl GpeT};:s, "Gold B.nd Silver In lTexico," Nortl; America,
(1825), L!'Jl~_L!'JS; cited in Potash, .81 B2.nco de .!':...vfo, p. 72.
?'-1·

"

por el Secreta:lfie. de Estado y del .
Despp..cho cle TIel~.ciones Exteriores e Interlores / 1823; in Ob:ras,
IX, p. 92.
• LUC8.8

./

!~le.mc:t:n,

Pernori~.

25 Va1p..cle'"S, Alarr.fu"), 'Sste.dist9. e Historia,dor, PI'. 164-165.
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industry.

In the hope of ga.ining Li ber2.1 s.dherents, he c1 ted

\dA.:'71. 3Di tll freely on t.he subject of tmrestors t preference for
h~.5'n-ri Sl{ enterl)ri ses.

Jose'

c.

Vs.l!;',de.s ElcJces the D.1.Ost of the

co;-:':p8ri SOT, to Sni tll in order to depict A1e.m(n as a Ii bere.1izing
cl'18.'7'cpj.on of

free eCOYlony, and the remove>.l of co10nie.l shackles:;-

8.

"CxU1Qeu
., '" b~'.T
~ A '"
_ ,u~_~

1 d""0m.it'D, "TT"
~c_a
es
C'

, , , one wou ld g ive
f ·lrs t

re~ar~s,

iDpulse to separating mining from depenci.ence on the Ste.te."

In

trying to remove mining from the control of the Tribune.1 Genera.l,
he felt that Ale.man 1'lould be acting in accorde.nce with thi s prin-

.
26
clple.

It is doubtful, however, that this was his intention.

Forete;n inyestors si;y'ply c01..l.1d not be eypected to conduct their
business through such

e.l'!

agency.

If such investment 1'rere s01i-

ci teo, the T:c'i bune.l G01'1er8.l had to be liquide.ted.

S.D.i th 't'las used

for the expected prope.gcm.de. ve.lue of such e.n s.uthori ty upon the
deputies.
The

:\~epor~. ?,

of 1 c:'25 rele.ted the s.cti vi ties of the foreign

conr,e.ntes (three Engli 8h emd one German) in the revival of the
nines, the

l~.se

of neT'; steam engines, 8.nd the depletion of com-

bustibles, urging some sort of program of conserve.tiol:'). s.nd reo

forestation to remedy the latter weakness.

27

Such progress jus-

tifled, to his satisfaction, the repetition of the confidence he
ho.d c::pressed t1'iO years earlier:

"6
t.'.. 'T'
~ d
~.t

"The mlnes 8.re the founteJ.n of

1";2
.....

p.~

27 l';le.m~'l, .:. T5..; e;,; ;':1'o.:;.o; .:r:;.;l: ;.,·p.;...;.••......l.(..;:;1;.;;;8.:..;;2;;..5"-.L..); 1n Obre.s, IX, p. 150.

the trl'.e

1',e~l th

of this

eccno71sts have said

n~t:lOY.l,

a~ainst

?8
refut.ed. by experj.ence. u - ,
thusi~.sn

~md ~.ll th~t

some

s~ecule.ti ve

this principle has been victoriously

These

p~'lre.ses

reflected his ovm en-

more th~m the 2ctue.l condi tiona, ~md Alaman l'l'ould oust

ninin.=: from lts centre.l position in his economic framel'TOrl{ 'ltJithin
four yee.rs.
In 8.dcli tion to e. progress
Ee20ria of 132.5 also presented
~cel1ts

repol~t
8.

on the mining industry, the

proGram of internal improve-

'.
. 29 • Road constructlon
revived the nemesis of foreign cs.pi;;;'''

.....

tal, for fl..le-man foul1c1 the reSOl).rces and technical abi11 ty of
Eexico deficient in this area e.s Hell.
Po,dopt

··h~.t

Nexico 't'rould have to

he ce.lled the "Europee.n methoa.", the.t of private con-

strnction l1l1cLer public license.

.Two Englishmen, r·1anning ;md

1'8.r811e.11, had e.lre£'.dy been contacted for the Veracruz

high~1g.y.

{I.ny possible objections v'rere disElJ.ssea. '\ITi th the observe.tion the.t
the short-term pe.yments (p.. toll roe.a.?) l'rould be more than ba1;mced by the benef1 ts e.ccruing to the nation in the form of access to the ports, l'rhlch

\'~oulc1

increase interne.l co:nmerce, e.gr1-

culture, and lndustry.3 0

~
"-; 'I'hj.s 1'I8.S on.e of m(3,ny points Nh.ere Alame<.l1
I s
centralist economic cmcl 1"'101i tics.l tendencies bee.r a resemble,nce to the Feder?lism'· of Ale::ana.er n~.mil ton in the United States. This is
especj.!?11y evlclent in the If).tter 's 1'l8T'Ort on T·'m~n.::.f8.ctt'l"'es, g1 ven
DeC8 1'1'Jer .5, 1791; j.n fe.Ders on Fubl1c Credit
Commerce. 8.nd Fin?nC8 of l\lex8.na.er H!?n; 1 ton, ed. S0.D.uel EcKee, Jr. (Indi~:m"'l.polis:
The Dobbs-I1errill COT!ly.:'c'o:ny, Inc., 19.57), pp. 17.5-276.
"0

3 0 Al 1'),;],6.J.'!, f.~e!no:rj.p,. (1823); in Obre.s, IX, p. 1.51,.

See also
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Other internal improvements suggested included a

rlvers~and

harbors project and a canal across ~e isthmus of Tehu~ntepec, a
pro ject w'hich Ale,man he,d suggested to the Cortes in 1821. 31
engineers had submitted a report

on

.A.:rmy

the feasibility of a canal,

e,nd diplome,tic representatives in London and Washington had been
instructed to solicit blds by placing advertisements in the major
ne~Tspapers.

The cane.l was to be complimented by a colonization

pro ject in the so.uthern
g1 vine them land. 32

re~ions,

using demobilized soldiers and

Colonization 1'1as also advocated for the nor-

thern expe,nses of Hexico, to secure the frontiers against the
United States and to aid in civilizing the ba~barous Indians, as
well as providing as obvious increment in agriculture from the in.
creased aoreage under oultivation. 3 )

What was needed, he ~elt,

w·e.s a land law "such as had .been dre.l'ln up in theUni ted States,tt
to distribute the territory.3 4
David Pletoher, "Building the l\Iexioan Railroad," Hispanio Amerioa.n. Historios.l Revie!'7 ,XXX (1950), 26-62, l'Thioh shows h01'l railroads developed along the lines of the major roads and as supplements to them.
)1

,

3~

,

, .

.

Va,lades, Ale.ma.TI. Estadista e Hlstoriador, p. 118. Sa.lntSimon had suggested suche. canal to the Vioeroy of New Sp~ln when
he was .in America, but was reoeived coldly. See Elliot H. ~olin
ger, "Saint.:,81mon, Preoursor of the League of Nations," Journal
of the Hi story of Ideas, IV (194,), 476"
.
~
32
,
,
.
'Valades, Al8.me.n~Estadiste. e IUstoriador, p. 159. Seealso
Alarn.t'n, r~emorla (iPZ3 _ 1 in Obre,s, IX, pp. 98-99.
~Alaman

may have overestimated the fertility of these lands.
Alt.hough he had visited a presidio in Coahuila as a boy, his
Imov-Tledge of the north'~qestern areas l'Ias obviously sparse.

34Alam~, ~1emoria (1325") ~ in Obra.s, IX, p. 153.

The exact
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Before B.ny pollcy of' development could be effected, there
itJas e. need for sta.tistica.l information.
I'Te.S

In 1825, however, Alaman

e.hle to report little progress on the part of the states in

co:nplying "tvith the Government's requests of 1823 to supply the
neceSS.9.ry information. 35

This

~·Te.s

evidence of the regionalism

a.nd lack of concern for natlona.l problems which Alame$ came to
regl?,rd as endemic to the federalist system.tiis role in public
affairs during these unstable times perhaps furthered his abnorme.l v.1e"t'l' of the relations betw'een the states e.nd the central
government.

I-listorians, however, have B.lways listed localism as

a. major factor obstructing the achievement of nationhood and na-

tions.l cohesion in the Latin American republics, Mexico included.

,.

These early 't1'ri tings of Alaman also indicate the important
position given to education.
taro, he

i~ote

In a letter to a friend in Quere:

on April 23, 1823:

Among the mS.ny means l'1hich ought to be put in motion for
the attainment of our political regeneratlon . o . one of
the most importe.nt, the first e.nd basis or cement for all
the others, is that of tlie education of youth, and public enlightenment (llustraci6n ~l1ca): the history of
all the ancient and. modern nations shot'1s us that their
a.ecl).d.ence S~ prosperity has e.l't'l'ays been in light' of this
principle.
reference is unclear, but probably refers to either 'the Harrlson
Land Act of 1800 or the ~and Act of 1820. Cf., Enc:>Tcloped.ia· of
A!l!er~_ can Hi story, eo.. TIi chard B. Morrl s (New York:
Harper:·and.
11.01'7, 1965 ),pp .. 4·61-462.
35
~
,
Alaman, Hemorie. (1825); in Obras, IX, p. 132.
36Lucas Alam{'n, Documentos de.l Archi vo del Sel10r Ingeniero
Don Gonzalo r'~~ndez Cosio en Querete,ro; in Obras, X, p. 584.
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enumerating the benefits of education on the various aspects of
society, he incisively explains the role of the government 1n
this process:
In e. frs.nl;: and Ii bera.l government, l1Torthy of the nineteenth century, rather the.n inventing she.cl-rles to obstruct
the march of the ne.tion, they [the Supremo Poder Ejecutivo]
ought to dissolve the barrters to the torrents of liq-hts,
~ng..,~,:r.m ;t;l?:e~ P~9.p.l~~;.giY~):J.g{, :tipe~'f-tp~ ';;ue egide [SiC?,
s.ge,inst e.,rbl tre.rlness andde.spotlsm,
Curionsly, '\IJhile the government ~..e.s not to invent new' obstructions i it

i'iB's

barriers,"

supposed to take posl ti ve action to "dissolve the

The type of action, rather than government interven-

tion per se, 'Nas the determining factor for Ll)~cas Alama'n.
't'ras a a.ifferent type of le.issez-fe.ire, but one ,lThich
theless liberal,3 8

l'1e.S

This
none-

liere one can detect the influence of the Spanish Enlightenment.

'f1.e stated, as an introductd:on to the topic "InstrucciOn

PiJ.'blicf;\" in the 1823 r(emorie.:

"l'Tithout instruction there is no

liberty, and the more diffuse the former, the more solidly cementeo. "I'1i11 be the le.tteJ.:,,39

37I!21i.,

In a letter of April 23,- 1823, he

p. 585 .

... Q

..I')Perhe.ps this Viel'T of the term la1 ssez-fa.lre is more accure.te historically than the, conventional definition. G.N.
Clark explains tht;l,t the term really expressed the desire of merchants to have the govel'l1Tilent play a role in releasing them from
the mercantile restrictions and monopol1es on trade. C18.rk, The
Ideas of the Iniustrial Revolution (Glasgow: Jackson Son and-cQ.
Ltd., 1953); 1n The Industrial Revolution in Britain, ed. Philip
A.H. Taylor (Bostonl D.C. B'eath 8.nd Co., 1958), pp. 86-87.
39Ala.man, Kemoria (1825); in Obras, IX, p.

86.

40
called educa.tion "the fertile source from wllch all happiness ca.n
be anticiPated.,,40

ThlS last

statementJ;~oximates

in spirit

8.nd phr!3.seology a maxim of Gaspar fl[elchor de Jovellanos,

e.

leading figure in the Spanish Enlightenment, 't<Tho affirmed that
41
"to enlighten the people is to IDe.1re them happy."
Just as the
eighteenth century reformers made the sprea,d of a 'uniform system
of lea.rning the obligation of the Government, Alaml'rt made it the
province of the j',Te:tlcan government to co-orcUnate all possible
resources to secure this important objective.
Conscious of the lack of tea.chers and educational facilities
yet desirous of

B.

system. V'lhich V'10uld reach e.ll social levels, he

offered various suggestions and alternatives.

He was a l1Iember

of a Lancastrian Society in Mexico City, and described the Society .School of sixteen hundred students in the Hemor1a of 182:3,
noting .the rapid suc,cess of the system in England, Europe, and
the United States.

It could function

9.S

a normal school, and he

u.rged the,t this Society "serve as a model, and that others may
be established in imitation and under similar .:regu1ations.,,42
~

' " ,

4fOArchivo ~el G.M. Cos10~ in Obras, X, p. 584.
41'[.)r:ar(e, Elena Ota :r.ashlma, Alam~ Ilustra.do, p. 38. This
idea 1'las expressed in the Spanish Const1 tut10n of 1812, as
Article 131, Section 22 listed as one cC:~the p01'J'ers of the Cortes
"To Establish a general plan of publiC instruction 1n the Whole
mOM.rchy,·' so that by 1330 literacy could be a requirement for
citizenship, as stated 1n Article 25, Section 6. For an Eng11sh
text of this constitution, see The Pamphleteer, XXII (1822),
pp. 62-87.
42
.
.
Memoria (1823); in Obras, IX, pp. 86-87.

The Constitution confiaed'care of primary education to the
Ayunte,Tnientos, and in 1825

~laman

reported that thoce.l inertia Was
,

hampering S1..l.ccess -quite as much as the shortage of teachers and
funds.

1}3

Di versi ty wa.s not a, 'V1irtue of strength in the field of education.

Lil~e the Spanish reformers, Alamtn desired a uniform

educe.tional syste.m, e.nd his criticism of Nexican higher education
including second.ary education, 't'J'as that it was

~proceding

along

isolated plans and regulations without a common or uniform s¥stem
r·10re importe,nt, they lacked "the progress in science which wquld
have produced all the reforms !'lhich follo'G'1' from' it ... 44

In con-

junction with a board of regents, the Governmentf.:was preparing a
general pla.n to remedy this si tua,tion.

As one writer has said :

This preoccupation from the educational aspect is distinctly
that of .e.n enlightened man, because it had as its objective
a uti11t~.rian educatl~5' a natlona.l educ~.tion; in sum, e,
scientific education.
.
Alaman felt the,t the Ayunte.mientos could also dispense
1moT,'l'1 edge by organizing Gabinete.s de Lectura, to servae.s ex-'
amples.

These organs could sponsO'l' public lectures,

43.;.:,N.;:;.a·;. :.,1 0: :.;r: . ;1:;.;. a; ;. . .:(. :I:;.;o8. .:; 2~5:.4.l;

in Obras, IX, pp.

en~ourage

l42-IL~3.

44Memoria (1823), 1n Obras, IX, p. 88.
450ta f':IIshima, Alam!'n Ilustre.do, p. 63. He meant educatIon
to be more functional, but not really 'utilitarian' in the philosophical sense.

42
subscriptions to newspapers and "lV"orks of general interest",' and
generally diffuse "19..8 luces y adele,ntar" of intellectual culture
The report asl{ed that they set aside an annual amount for stockin
libraries with ·obras mas modernas".46

Very little concrete re-

sults materialized in response to these suggestions.
r·1ar(a Elene. Ota f.1ishima has sUJ11marized this early period of
development in the life of Alaman:
~~,...

'.

''';'

Thus we discover the young Alaman, the talented Alaman,
the Al:;l.man of nel'! ideas for a ne1'1 Hexico. Apart from
being enliglftened, one ma.y note that A.lama.l1 had ce.pitalist ideas, to a cer4,inextent liberal, ~ince it served
to unite the republic.
In

over-~.ll

direction he may h9ovepresented. new perspectl ves

j

but the reliance upon mining was clea.rly based more on his background. and training than on sound reasoning.

Alamt'n came to

realize this himself sometime during the 1820's.

His personal

business ventures certainly helped to alter and reshape his
thoughts.

1::i thout aJ?ology,' he gradually abandoned mining ,and
r

the break with the Compan(a Unid.a was rather;7symbolic.

Indica-

tions of the approaching change can be noticed in the same

~

orias of 1823 and 1825 in 1'1hich the "mining thesis" is enunciated '.
but the nel'J plan dHt not as'sume prominence or clarity until Ale,m~
returned to national life,

His new synthesiS "las exhi bi ted in

'. the cre$;ttion of the B~nco de Av(o in 1830, under the first Busta}~·6

;,;' ,.
( R23;
)
v
Ale,me.n,.emori?,L
in Obras, I A,
pp. 89-91.

47 0ta !l1shime.,· Alam(n Ilustrado, p. 39.

43
mante goverThTtent.

48

r·:ining d.eclined in importance to such an extent the.t by 1843
Alama:"n

l>iaS

using thi s branch of the economy as the anti thesis for

his more mature theory

of

development.Mining, he now asserted,

benefits only the immediate area surrounding the mines.

Of what

iTS.1ue, he asked rhetorlcG.lly, were the riches of Ze.catecas to the
people of Puebla; and how was it that Quer(taro languished econo40
mica.lly i'rhile Guanajuato boomed? 7 The rewards of mining were
spotty and undependa.ble, subject to sharp and frequent fluctua.tions, in compa.rlson i'Ti th an industrial economy the.t were properly integrated w1th aneff1c1ent agricultural system.
Such e.n analysis had taken t1'1enty years to mature, and, as
'Kill be shoi'm, suffered further alterat10ns ans setbacks . I n the
early years of the new nation Luc~s Alam(n had been experimenting
Significantly, he learned from these early miscalculations and
failures, and in 1830 emerged from personal and public failure'
w~th

a new theory,

colonie.l economiC

one which did more than tinker with the old
patt~rn.

In his theories and plans of development, he ShO't'Ted himself
ameneble to nel~ 1dee.s and innovations.

Unfortunately, this same

flrxibility did not extend to all areas of his life, and did not
ch~tracterj,ze

his poli t1c9.1 acti vi ties.

"Q

'-j"JS ee beloK, Che.pter III.

4'9"
., y otros,
Luce.s ,\la.man

". dir1gide. al eXIno. Sr.
Presidente PrOVisional de la Republic0., 1843; in La. Industria
Nacion9.1
CdmEF'C~_O.

Repr~sente.clon

y el ComerC'is> Exterior i1842~1851), Banco Naclonal de
E-;:.terlor cr~exico: ENe L lQ62}.L :011_7.
.

CHAPTER III

,.,.

THE BA]':TCO DE

l>~VIO:

GOVERNr1ENT FIlIP.NCED UA1TUFACTURING

r,:exlcA,n poll tics during the late 1820 I S have proven to be a
gordle,n knot for modern historians, defying dlsentanglement while
retBinlng

f~8cination

because the period contains most of the

"C19.8Sic" factors of eo9.r1y ninE3teenth century Latin American
Ne.scnry in t~'Jo forms, e.nAng10-P..nierican rlve.lry, and

politics.
8,

1i beral-conservatt ve struggle i<iere a.1l ent't'lined to a degree

'\'Jhich renders the identification of ideological attachnient and
influence in an Individual or group a herculean task.

Added to
"

this was the mili te.ry strongman, in the person of Antonio Ltpez
de Santa Anna, who performed the remarkable feat of seating and
unsee,ting two governments In four years,

1'11 thout

smudging his

image.

,.,.

Ida-man participated in, and some contend led, the ,second of
these governemnts, nominally hea.ded by General Anastasio Bustama,nte, i'lho he,d been the vice-president of the previous govern.. "
",

From Janua.ry, 1830 to June, 1832 Alame,n occupled the posi-

ment!

tion of gres.test political influence and pOl'Ter of his public
cs,reer.

This fact has importance because it al101\red him a greate
,

'

clegree' of freedom to implement b1s' theorIes than i'TaS true of any,
time lnhis public life.
From a position of power, he was able to institute a revised
plan for the development of Hexlco, one i'Thlch reflected much of'
the ambivalence in He::clca.n

tho1J,~ht

:44-

at this time, and pointed par-

ticule.rly to the imprecise na.tu.re of a.ny division between llbers.ls a.nd conservl?ti ves.· Influence of the Enlightenment W!=),s
strong, especially in its Spanish variant.

As such, it drew upon

French enlightened thought, but e. cS.se has also been made for an
.8.nalogy to the Fre.nce of Jean Baptiste Colbert, by emphasizing
the similarity to mercantilism found in the thought of Alam{n.

1

11 deeper analysis·.c5I'the Be.nco de Av(o and the thought behind
it reveals the influence of Spanish Bourbon reform and the precedents in Nexican colonial history, but also uncovers non-mercantile features and even ideas taken from Adam Smith,

Thes~

~c:

""

seeming incongruities give evidence of an eclecticism in Alaman
that calls for a closer and more intensive analysis,

The histori

cal context of the formation, enactment, and implementation of
the Bpnco de Av(o provides the concrete expression through which
t Ota ;';isnima, +.\le.mln Ilustrac.o, pp. 66-67, She compares the
"tre.y in :.-.:h5.ch ee.ch ste.tesman assessed the resources of his country
8.nd then sousht to use the pow'er of the state to achieve the
necessP.ry bals.nce:
'~lercs.ntilism reached its apogee ~Tl th the industrial resolutjons of Colbert, 1'1ho not only did not forget agriculture,
but permitted its monopolYLFarmers' Bu.rea~, In order to
balance the decadence of mining in the public wealth, 't'1hich
he considered lnevi te.ble, Alaman, in the manner of Colbert,
made f$fforts to create productive branches, giving special
impulse to the processing industries and agriculture. In
this respect Alaman, contrary to Colbert, incorporated agriculture 't'>J'ith industry in an integraLJ).an, and in order to
develop this '. erected the Banco ('I.e AvJ.O,
4,

46
to interpret iUs lo.el?s.

v·:hile this presents the advantage of

removing theory from the realm of speculation, the attempt to
me.nifest thought in 8.ction cam also obscure the ·pure" theory.
A18.r.~6., ho~'!ever,

philosopher.

~~e

i'7&S

never

at

pensador in the sense of being a

thought in terms of policies for action, despite

the lack of detail e.t times.

His ideas thus contain inconsis-

tency and contradiction when disected and taken inisolatlon:
but the times in I'Th1ch he was acting ,-rere unstable, requiring
e.brupt shifts a. nel improvisation to effect programs.
illustrates this point better than the events

Nothing

~Jhlch

led to the

Banco itself.
The Need Arises For Governm.ent Action
The D,?,nco (le Ay(o matured in response to the attempt by the
Guerrero governr:ent to relie17e the plight of the I-1exican textile
e.rt:l.sans in 1829.

I\Then the gremio, or guild privileges, ~;ere re-

moved in 1812, these artisans found themselves in open competition "7i th foreign producers. notably the British.

The disruption

of trade brought about by the Napoleonic wars provided an initial
stimulu.s to the !'-·;e:x:icans.

In peacetime, hOi'rever, they found

their semi-manufacturing status to be a hopeless disadvantage.
±n a curious but not re8.11y contradictory circumsta.nce,
these artisans later provided the primary oPPosition to propos;l.ls that aimed 9.t expanclli:tg the textile industry into
competi ti ve factory system.
enl.?ble

~.jexlco

B.

more

r,bdern industrial methods would

to meet foreign competition, but would also lea.d

47
~tt le~,st

to the demise, or

the ame.lcame,tion, of the artisan in-

dustry.
Robert PotBsh, '!JIho has ms,de the most intenslve study of the
effect of the Be."Jco on the textl1e industry, tells his readers
th9,t the

8,rtis~m

ina.ustry depended upon

t't~o

conditIons:

(1) The

existence of a market permanently free from foreIgn competition,
and (2) The c~pital of SpanIsh merchants, who domInated the in.
2
dustry and gave i t a ce.pitallst che,racter.
Both l'1ere undermined
betw·een the years 1810 and 1820, 8.nd the expulsIon of the Spaniards in 1828 spelled. the dee.th of this source of investment capi tal.Signj.fl-c~mtly , it l'TaS only one year later the.t the Gl1errer<
El.dministratton 'tras forced into action by the artlsans' demands.
The decision to interpose the government as a protector of
local industry

't'~as

ma.de over the stror..g objection of Lorenzo de

Zavala, rUnister of the Treasury, who resigned in protest.
Guerrero's so-called liberal government was abandoning the freetrade policy of 11 bera-l economics, and

W8.S

exhi bi ting conserva-

tism in its strictest sense by reverting to the gul1d policy of
the colonial period.
p~os

-"';hile this decision 8.roused the ire of the

in the liberal camp, and may have been instrumental in the

dOi'mfall of the government, indust!ialists and certain agriculture.l! interests 't'/ere axci ted by the move, for they realized the
possi blll ties of expe.nding the policy.
2Robert Potash, Sl .B~.nco de Av(o de Nexico: E1 fomento de
Fondo de Culture. Eco~mlc8.,

l~ irdv.stri~., 1821-18[,·6 O:~xlco:
1959), p. 23.
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Althoueh foreign cotton soods had been denied free entry , ... '.

;"..:,

'.~'.

1nto :::1ex1co by

~

law' pa,ssed in January, 1829, dissention among

li bere.ls l'J"as so strong that e.dministrati ve procrastination

1'1aS

a,ble to dele.y official promulgation until the fo1lO"t'11ng November.
One factor in the debate was the inflexible parochialism of
Puebla, the center of the artisan textile industry and jealous of
its position.

Federalism arose to haunt the liberals on this

-

occe,sion, for it l'!orked e.e;ainst their best interests.
delege.tion

1'r~mtec.

the prohi bi tj.ve

l~.l'r,

The Pueble.

but bloclred all attempts

to extend. tDt? 10ce.1 industry to other states.
h.er e.reument in the following fash].on:

Puebla presented.

" 'One state produces one

thlng that it can exchange 't'l"ith its neighbors for another, and
. _ u___ s pre~er~T·ed
"
.. 1,,3
t 'flUS an e qu i111D,..i
m'

;

Not only was this an ex-'

pre'sston of federalism in the extreme, it was pe.radoxically mercanti1lst e,s 1'1811, with the desire to dis,tribu.te roles to limited
areas.

Potash i'J'ryly comments:

creed the.t Fuebla

. "It appee.red that nat:tme had de-

'.

'\hTa.S

to clothe the ne.tion."

4

Delineating the pOSition of free-trade advocates, who were
federalists as 1'7ell, 7.avala argued:
The spirit of regulating everything and the desire to do
immed.iately the.t v·rhlch can only be the result of time, of

)I.J&.<!.,

p. 61.

14'Ibic1. It i'TaS not a simple case of art1 sans versus machines;
for locarmerch~.l1ts and muleteers e.lso had a great stalre in pre- .
servin[E the predomlna.nce .of Pueble..

c1 'Tlliu'.t10n, I!md of the

~.d..¥'8.ncement

of the

~ocie.l

system,

h~.s led, many frOOG. ps.triots Lli bers.ls) to believe ths.t the

me.nufacturlns industry CEm progress among us, a.voiding the
cO:-::l.petl tion of foreign s,rtlcles , , "
Industry should al?rays ONe :1 ts progress to liberty and the stimulation of in0.1 Yid1)G!.l interest .
Restrictions on ·.the forelgn trade
~f~~e~~ain a:tic es will augment only the nakedness of the
,,0.)..1;,111g clas ",e s .

5

He had found a Blaring 1'Teakness not only in the artisans' position, h1..lt that of the factory ino.ustri9,lists as v1el1.

In her

destre to _preserve industrial supremacy, Puebla fee.red true indus
tr:1altsm.

CO'D,mercj.s.l restrictions,

ho~,rever,

could never overcome

the technologtce.l inferiority of the e.rtiss.n, and the textile
ino.ustry lTO'l..1.1d reme,in nnable to provide the articles
the nation.

neede~

by

Zavala. opposed the' le.'tri both as a liberal, and as the

::anister of the Tree,sury.

A purely prohibitive la"l'l, such as the.t

enacted on I".ay (.'2, 1829, could do little beyond reducing the
revenue of the government, which CSEe primarily from customs
duties.
Ildefonso lTaniau, the r.Tinister of the Treasury in the Bustams,nte government, introduced a proposal to remedy this. defect'.
He e.sl;:ea. that an ella.! tional ten percent te.:x: be placed on imported
textiles, i';i th the revenue going to the development of industry,
uhile the Guerrero It:ti-; 1'7aS suspended.

The primary interest of

the Guerrero administration had been the protection of the artise.ns, but the ne't'T government

11?.S e,Y'~lous

to encourage technolo-.

glcal change, especially in the introduction of factory methods. 6

so
Guerrero's Solution is Transformed
It

~'J"a8

,

at this point that Alaman entered the picture.

En-

gaged in the textile industry his Compan{a Industrial de Celaya
since 1826, he was !.um.re of the d.ifflculties afflicting the strug
gling industry.

l'Ji th this factory, he had hoped to show

hO~l

the

obre.je system. of the colonial period, guided by technology, ,could
be tra,nsformed into e, modern factory. ' Although he was encouraged
by the report of the opening of a factory producing 1-Tcven cloth
in Quere-te,ro, he soon realized that his example l'rould be 1nsuff1cient to effect any large-scale change.
the laclc of

capital~

1'rhile, foreign

He I-:as further e,i'Tare of

for 10c8,1 funds were,in"Tlested in agriculture..

il1vestmentJ~1as~:flo"'iing

into mining, under the en-

couragement of Ale,man himself. ' His Oim negotiations l~i th foreign
investors led him to concluc1e that such arrangements w'ere not in
the best interests of r1exico, and he sought a policy that would
put l,:exican development into the he,nds of indigenous entrepre=.
neurs.

In the sphere of 'commerce, the expelled Span1ards haq.

merely been replaced by English, French, and United States merchants.?
Anotherpotentia1 souroe of 't'leal th, was, of cOUJ:'se, the
."

,

'

Catholic Church, and Ale,ms,n has suffered castigation from many

7Lu{s Chavez Orozco, ttpr6loe;0" a Los lndustrlS1.les mexicanos
y e1 corr,ercio e:r.:terto!', l848-..l852,_,pr.:r.CE (H€Xlco: ENCE, 1959),
p. 7.

"
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points of vie'tT on this topic.

So:rr;e object to the inclusion of

the clergy in plans for ind.ustrialism, 'ttVhile others poin.t to the
v\'"ealth of the Church as a neglected source of revenue and the
starting point for any attempt to dislodge colonial economic patterns. 8 This seeming contradiction is not as enigmatic a,s it
may first appear.

The role'of individual clerics constituted the

lee,st offensive type of criticism and could even prove advantageous to clerical adherents, for it provided evidence that the
clergy

i'las

not obstructing development.

One of the earli~st indications of a desire for factories
came from the apostle of the Spanish Enlightenment among the
clergy of Ne't'1 Spain, Bishop rJIanuel Abad y Qulepo, whose meetings
with Padre Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla at the home of Intendant
"" 0-'
Riano had been witnessed by Alams,n.

One of the suggestions' con-

8Alfonso Lopez Aparicio gitres one side of this argument:

""
"Che.vez
Orozco, a,long 'V'ri th many others, affirms that
AlarJ9.n dep~.rted on a false premise for the industrialization of iJfexico by his deSire to establish e, capitalist
system of production without first breaking the economic
p01<Ter'of the clergy, a typical semi-feudal structure."
See Luc6s Alam{'n Primer 'Economist8., p. 51. For these individual
vlei'lpoints, see havez Orozco, "Lucas Alaman, una faceta," Cua.dernos ..!L"!lericanos,
..
X (Julio .. Agosto, 1943), 1761 CueCanovas;r-I1stor1,a SOCial y Econ6::mlca de Mexico, p. 304: and Hale, "Alaman,
Antunano y Ll berallsmo," 231.

e

, 9Valad6s,

Al~tm6n,

Esta,dlsta e Historia.dor, ;P. 31f.
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te.inec1 in the 7e-pres8ntacion that the Bishop sent to the King
e.rgl).ed that if IHs t7ajesty l'JOuld "agree to the free permission of
f~bric!?s or<'lJ.n!?r:t8.8 of cotton 8.nd 1'1001, it would sttmulate the

implerr.ente.tion of other measures 'l'Thich ought to

g~.ve

the people

the first step t01-ve.rdtheirhappiness. "i()

'.

Ala.min's 01<Tn factory in Celaya 'Nas fine.nced on credl t from
the local clergy, but the danger 1'l'8.S felt to lie iILJthe fact that
involvement of clerics would lessen the business aspect of the
ino.ustries.

Such participation, it was assumed, would lead to

the vie'!'! of the compe.nies as semi-public patriotic and phllanthroplc enterprises rather than as businesses. 11
A more vulnerable field of atta.ck

l'TaS

the 11ea1th held by the

Cht1XCh as an tnsti tution, }.rhich undeniably was sufficient to
negate the need for an agency such as the Banco.
W8.S

Not so obvious

the method by "I)'hich thlscap1 tal could be channelled into in-

dustria.l development 'l'Jhlle at the same time avoiding the poli tical implica.tions that e,ccompanied e1 ther investment, loans, or,
on the other hand, disamortizatlon.

Nor was it clear to anyone

1trhether any method other than outright expropriat10n 'l'1aS eve'n
feasible.
One could

ha.rdl~r e~:pect

a me.n 1'1i th the background and reli-

gious sentiments of X18,ma'"n to favor the disamortization of Church;'
f

't'Tealth, e.nd his attempts to involve individual clertcs in indus-

10H8.~uel Abad. y Qtl.iepo, Estud.ios (Me=Cico:
cation Publica, 1947), p. 11.
ilpot8.sh, 'S1 B8.nco de Av(o, p. 98.

Secretario de Edu-
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tria.l projects seems to have aroused more fee,rs and recrimination
than they dispelleCl..

Li ber8.1 critics felt that the Churchi'l'as

alres.c.y too involyed in the economic life of the nation.

Leading

thts attac 1r on the entrenched position of the Church "Tas Jose""
f';arfa Lu(s Nora, 1'1'ho recogni zed '8.11 too 1'rell that the i'tee.l th of
the Church obvie.ted the need for a governmental financial agency~
Noclern historie.ns ha.ve continued this line of re8.sol1.ing.
The la.te LU!s Chavez Orozco, Nexican economic historian, felt

..-

the.t .Alaman 1':a.s 8.voiding a cri tiC8.1 step tOv<Tard lndustrial devel Q
opment by refusing to transfer the i-real th of the Church ,pointing
to the precedents in English and French history that established,
to his satisfaction, the relationship bet''1een the transfer to
secule.r hanets and capital formation for industrial use:
y

l.laman }mei-; the.t the economj.c o.evelopment of Europe 6l.nd
the u.psnree of inc.1)stry he.d their origins as the economic
properties of the Church had p~.ssed from the po't'l'er of the
e.rlstocre.cy to the.t of the midd le cle.s8. But Alam.!n could
not conceive that the Mexic~n economy ought to take the
Sf3.me course as that 1'1'11ich follo~\Ted the epoch ofl~he Refor.
me.tion inSngland B.nd the Revolution in France.
.
While the historica,lanalogies can be seriously questioned,
the role of the e.ristocracy was important.

In !,lexico this connec

..-

tiOD i'Te.S through land, s.nd thi S 't'Te.S the link the. t Chavez Orozco
and the es.rlier liberal critics of the 1830's felt had to be
12L1.l!S Ch{vez Orozco, "Introduccion," to I.e, Industria ne.ciona
v e1 comerclo exterior 18L,·2-1851, 3s.nco NB.c10nal de Comercio Ex('~
1 07 (.:..'2)
·
!·,ex1 co.• T.lN"ii'
",),\;v.~_,
p. 10"i •
t erlor
I

V

'

,

lJ C1
/'
0 rozco, "L......
Aaman,
l./
,:lavez
UCB.S.p~
u.na f ace t a, "176 .

er~.dic?tocL
c1.n~18crl bee.

':':'ht s hec;er;lol1Y consti tu'cod s. lack of freedom ti.11d o.1rthe econoBY.

The haciende. system, o:r::more precisely'

its "b!?nl{er" the Chm"ch,· by its corporate structure, i,!8,S the ts,rset of the libo1'al 8.sse.ult, despite the fact that the eventual
out.co:rre server, to incree.se the aomlne.nce of the he.c1eno_a system.
)

Ch8.rles Ee,le, the l!.ost recent historia.n to exs.!D.ine the problem,
COnCl.l.rs in··thls judgement, 8,sserting the.t "GI.fundamental ,of econOTtc development had to be the d.lse.mortize.tion of eccleSiastical
property," in recosni. t:ton of the :predominance of agriculture in
~he

l'=exicr-.n

econor'~y l:-n10_

this si tU8.tion.

the role of the Church in perpetuating

1LI,

.

If ]._le.:;1.(,"n truly 'Nished to use industrialism to forge a moder1
econom:r, the feuctal e.spects he,d to be replaced.

He 't're.s not ignor

8.nt of the b$.c}n·,e.rc1. na,ture of the economic structu:re, and. his own
methocts 'I'Tere intended to rectify the 81 tu.ation.

The evidence is

not extensive, h01·rever, so tha.t 1'ihen Alfonso Lopez Aparic10de ..
fend.s Alam'n on tM.s point, he is forceo. to stretch the evidence.
He conteno.s the.t Alam€:'n ~ias show"ing consistency

by includ.ing the

c1el"gy in his efforts to put oi'mersli.ip into native hands.

This

is 1.1,nd.o'L1.bra.bly trne, for the cleriCS 't'iere e.lso !':!exicans.

Rather

th~,n

S.

e.n institution in "d.ee.d hand.s", he presented the 'Chu.rch as

beneV'olentbari'I

'Hi t11

.

interest rates farbelo'Kthose,'of the

E),rtiotistes, or lo!:tn- sh~.rks .

15

To s'\).pport thi s judgen:ent, he

"Als,m8:n ,Antune.no y T. . i be;rs.lismo," 2:31.
1t:
-'''The 1nf11).ence of thE) Clerg;{ 'Has great because of these
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cHrects his
a ben:;:

rc~,d.ers

e.l~'rays

...""

to Alaman' S Eistori.:?:

"The' pious funds i'Tere

open to e.griculture and the crafts, from i'7hich the

necessar;>r funG.s for busj.ness '"Jere obtaineo. at

101'J

lnterest ,16

"
COl1seq,uently, Lopez
Ape.1'iclo feels that "ne1', cente!'s of vrealth
~·:01.~1(!-

he.ve been c1'eSl.tecl of a type

t~1c.t,

1n the Ions run, i'iould

he.ve relegated the preponderaTIce of the cler3Y to

a"

secono.ary

posit:ton, ~';i thont the necessiaty of the pillage of Le. Reforme.. ,,17
Perhe.ps 'such

.?

51'e.o.u8,1

~md

pee.cef"J.l transition could have'

,.

occ1..'.rrect, bnt there is 11 ttle evidence the.t Ale.man ever stated
the .:;;rohlen in this form.

The q,u.ote.t.ion e;lvenas proof 'I··ras i'rrit-

ten in 1849, at e. time 1'1hen Church

~Teal th

''las under far more im-

minent threat of confiscation and in neecl of arguments 111. its
behe,lf.

The simple fact is that he never conside:J;'ed the 1nflu-

ence of the Church

B.S

a ce.tegoricE',1 ev1l, gave 11 ttle thought to

ecclesiastice.l influence himself, and thus
e.n a:l:'g'l.1J:lent

e.s

di~.

not recognize such

a justifia.ble criticism of his programs.

On the.

contre.ry I 111. a statement refuting the e.ssumption of the patroRato
by the na.tional government, he indicated his support for clerica.l
freedo~

in the administration of ecclesiastical affairs, claiming

the.t benefits E.ccrue from this freedom:

In the Dldst of such a co~plete overturning of all elements
of society, the one thing that has endured lm.mute.ble
the
::~:Chu:rcl;l,': and···this 1s bece.use ne1 thor the Congress nol" the

"S

16'[T;
t· ;
", ~.~~.
. .I ; 111. Ob, rF.:.s, I , p. 136 ,
L! .• S ,or .. a
l'.C:l'-,-'c.~CO,

17r.,6'pez Aparioio, Lu.c?:S Ale,mt.'n, Primer "Cconol'1iste.; p.

54.

I

I' ~

GoverI1.1nent he.s been e.b1e to 1e.y a. he.nd on its e.dmlnistration
or the elections of its ministers, the bishops havil~ ref~sted Ni th eJ.dmirab1e energy the exercise of the Patronato.
'
L fei'T pages 12.ter, he ;rh§1.psodizecl v.pon the permanence of religion

in -vie"t'i of the clebased socte.1 state, I'.fhich

~'i8.S

the aftermath of

the i'Jar Hlth the United gtates:
Thj.s p:rofound rellgious sentlnent not only has not declined,
but rt;',CJ.1er he.s lllustriously fortified. l tse1f l i t 1s the
'
l)onc1 of the l.mto:'1 that reme.ined. to the r.Texicans, one that
he.s preserveo. us from all the cah~,mi ties vrhich he.ve·'been.,
preclplte,ted b? those 'Nho Wished to l1eaken it [ie., Libert~~
l'T1shing to lim~ t the pOHer and influence of the C'llurch ."
,

".

'

In conclenmlng the j.nt:rusions 8.gainst the Church, A1aman w'as also

iss1.l1ng

B.

't'ie.rnins age.lnst futu.re te.:mperlng 'Ni th ecclesiastical

administration.

These COmlllents cC!!.me in the face of imminent
~. '"';'~ ~

threats s.nd thus do not really indicl:!.te M.s feelings in the
18.30's.

The forme.tioD of the Banco de h.V(O i'ras also influenced by
,

"

",.

the subtle shift that had taken'p1a.ce in the thinking of A1aman,

~\

one which a.ccompanied the substitution of mannfactt~riJ.1g for:~:' ':'.t
::D.inj.ng.
in his

As

h~.s

been shoiffi, there 'Nere resid.nes of merce.ntl1ism

fascln~.tlon

i'Tlth the potentieJJ.tles of

mlner~.l 't'ie~.lth.

In the 19.30's, however, he revealed a spirit of

cBp~talism

as he

ste.ted that "the i:'.re.9.1th of nations consists in the formation of
These sentiments plac0d him closer to the ideas
18A.18.lJ1a11, IHstoria de I'Te.."'{ico, iT; in Obras, V, p. 8J6.
lqI"~.:I
p • u;),_J,
f'~(,
'~.,

20 Alam(n, D0C1;::"8ntos Diversos, II; in Obras, X, p. 10,5.

i
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exp!'0ssect by ,j017e 118.1:0 8

I

';'7ho tolcl.

Spo.nl~,rc1.s

of the change tak1ng

p1c::.ce in ths ot2..ncte.re. of ju.clging 1"ls.t.ions:
T'!e l'18.Y not (lelncle ou.rselves: the e;:reatncs8 of n8.tions 't'rill
not 1)0 f·urt.hersd nON, 8.S it '1;':8.8 In other times, in the. magnificence of its trit1."\lphs, in the TIle.rtial spir~. t of its SO:t."l.E)
j.n t:1e ezteYl.siol1 of its bounc1.e.rles, nor the repute/cion of :~
its glories, or its honesty, or its wisdom. All of this is
J.'1.O:·j c.iffel'ent in the actual ste.t.e of t:hil!-Zs in :europe.
COJ21:~lerce, inc.1.1 stry, and opulence both of them s.re, 8nd proQe.bly
:·7~.ll continue to be for 82pe tlme, the only sup:?orts of the
y,:reponder;mce of 8. ste.te.
\;1'1 ters in the Ii berEl.l i1e:xJ.ce.n j01:'.rne'.l 81.010

XI~:

lEl.ter ex-

pressed this p'allosophy eiie11 more succinctly:
':'-'11e1'e tre.s e. tlne in "Th~.ch the pOi'ier of na.tions ~'las ce.lctllatec1 by the size of its e.rmies, by the extensiveness of
its . conquests t····by tHe .·en11ghtened~·Q..espot1srh·of:'.1ts:rule:ts.
Toele.:: it is ;·le.;;l.sured only b;>r the greatness of its me.terial
p!'Oth7.ctioYJ., not becs.use l~ate:rial production ts the prlme.ry
object of the h.ur".an, re.ce, bt1t because in them rest the
1".lshest c'.esti::J.ies. Too.e.y 1 t 1s not ~.s~;:ed if e.. people occupy
a. l~.rc;e s.ncl "Tce.lthy terri tory, 't·ih~.t is :ehe for-:n of govern;::1el11:;, nor t:1e h~.8tory. It is asJ<:~~, instead, i'That are its
e.nnnoJ. p!'oc:..'.ct:ton figures
. . . ,~
l'~e,tj.one.lisn crept into the presentation meil.e by Ala:rr('n ~.n

1330, for he e.ssertec. the.t "a people should have the vis10n not
to depend. on others for anything that is 1nd.1s1Jensab1e for stlb-

2tC-~.s:pe.r ~:elchor de Jove11a.nos, Infor~'neso'b!'o 01 11 bre c jel"-'
de :!."!.s .?,!'t,;[?, in "'1011.."'_1:10 J., of t::e Bibliotece. de .i:'utores Es1i aIT01es (I IaclriclI :::leal Ac~.demia ESlx;;.nol~., 1952), p. 3ab. See
e.lso Je~n'l Ge.rre.i1h, T..JB ;-::s'Df'.l:a. II1..1.strc.de. ("Le leo Septm.d.a ;'1;1 te.d del
Slrlo :,:"vT.I:!:, T.re.dncci6n (,,0 Antonio Alatorre 0:e::1co: rondo a.e
Culture. ~con~nica, 1957), p. 544.
.
clc~.o

22 Lu fs Chfivez Cl,"OZCO, Introc.ucc10l'l a "Coleccion de ,.:trt(c1).los
del 8:1.'"':10 XIX",
:[.08 j.;"ldustrie.l es YJ.<?clon.e.les I 1811.-3-1852, p. 16,
c1 tins fron'. one of the ?r"i::icles.

'.11

p
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sistence. ,,23' Fe~.r of foreign domine.tion by meanr:: or~.1oans and.
investments 1s inclv.dect w'i th this reference to dependence upon
'Surope8l.n !"1F:.l'1.t'factured goods.
In r·~e:dco· deve10pm.ent of a manufe.ctur1ng indus~ry could not
me.ture una.idee..

.,..

A1aE1an neither denied nor undere:stime.ted the

mae;nl tude of the te.sk:

To create a manufacturing industry form the beginning, .or
111. a country ·t'ih~re it has either never existed or is nearly
in totG'.l ruins, is the ~q:eatest and most trying, enterprise
the.t C8.n be l.,mderte.ken.
The Sts.te would playa due.1 role in this o.eve1opment '. first

by

fi~ncing

the basic industries, and then by providing a pro-

tective tariff system.

...

Alaman reco;!nizecl this need i'rhen i?e first

,

contempla.ted

il"lc1ustri~lislIl

in the 1823 1·1emor'.a:

OU.r m~.!l.'t1.fe.oturers cannot enter into competition lori th the,
productions of the perfected cre.fts of Europe; they ne"ed
a t'l'e11-concei vecl tariff 'trJhich 1'1i11 put them on an equal
level, ana the introduction of machines e.nd engl2-sers suoh
e.s those Khich he.ve gl ven superiority to Europe;
TIe repeated these requirements in 1830, in response to the Guerrero Law:
"

"A purely prohl bi ti ve system in itself oe.nnot malte In-

"

dustry flour1sh; other elements are need.ed, such as abundant
population, ce.pite.l, and adequate !C.8.Chinery.,,2tS

ZJ Ala-man,
,.

r~emor12.

~18JO)1 1n Obras,

IX, p. 206.

2'-J.Alama"n, Henorie. ~18J2); in Obras, IX, p. 336.
,
25Alame.n,
.." f1eooria
~182~)1 in Ouras, I:C, p. 100.
26. Ala.mPl.n,
-

r~e1'l'or1a

~18:20)1 in Obras,

IX, pp. 205f.

r
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I-Iint of

&.

change cEt.me in his proposed leJ'i for the coloniza.- ,

t10n of TexEl,s (April 6, 1830), call1ng-:-for''the costs of settle.

a.no.

m.ent

!:lillt17.ry protection to be covered by customs duties col-

lected from the suspension of the Guerrero 1.o8.i'r. 27

Alam'n not

only fe.vorec. the "colonize.tion", "1'h1bh actually involvedencour. 8.ging

~~eJ:ics.ns

to move north, but also envisioned e.ddi tionalpos-

8i bili ties in this mee.su.re.

The incree.sed

~Texican

population

i'Tould. provide protection from lnc1,1rs10ns by the United States,
l'rhile the revenue could finance a much, Hider program.

The la'1

mentioned small locms 17.nd folloi'red the Guerrero pollcy by ind1ce.ting that the ,funds be cHstributed among artisans in states
i'i'ith existine industry.
policy

1'JE'.S

Ale.ml'n I

not yet complete.

S

influence in the draft of ,this

J

,11i th the S9,me d:l.sregard for .. the .protocol of 18.\'/ and jUl:'isdicti.on that l1ad led to his political .slrirmishes in the early
182.0' s, Alaman proceeo.eda.s if he had been handed far gres.ter

resources and. a me.ndate to carry out the idee.s expressed 'in hls
:'iemorla of J.830. Shortly thereafter ,he asked Congress to legaliz
thls embel1ishm.ent as the Be.nco d.e Av(o para Fomento de Is. Indus.,'
tria Ne.cional.

Fine.nced i'ii th one million pesos, to be. te.ken from

customs duties resulting from the suspension of the Guerrero law,'
this

e.genc~r

'Nas to . o.i sperse the funds in the form ofcol1struction

loans a.l'lcl me.chinery purchases madEh by the Banco.' Loans e.t five
27}iaterlal
PI'. 7J}-76.

011

this 1e.'t'T is taken from Potash, :Gl Bs.nco de Av!o.
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percent interest 170ulo. be mg.de to inc.i vidua.ls or groups presen:-ting fee.slble productton projects,

~rlth

textiles receiving pri-

ma.ry, though not exclusive, considers. tion. 28
In add.i tior! to the Texa.s le....; and the idee.s of Haniau, Alaman
he,d t'trro colonia.l precedents for sections of the Banco.
certe.inly

f~rr.iliar

he was

with the Tribunal de r,1inas, created in 1777 to

revive the mining industry, as a result of his association i'Tith
Intendant Rie.no a.nd the Elhuyar Blipthers and Del R!o at the Real
Semene.rio de

r·~ine.s.

Low-interest loans . . rere secured by miners

from be.ncos de 8.vfo, e.dministered through the TTi bunal. 29

Sub-

ject to even greater suspicion from hj$ critics 't'l'as the relation
th8t, the Be.nco ('te Avfo bore to certain agencies of the Church •
.P:.lamln noted the.t "each jud.ge of. ce:pel1an!as, each cofrao. (e.,
a type of ban}i:. .. 30

Was

His arrangement 'tr.r1th the clergy of Celaya in·

the fine.ncing of his Compan!'a Industrial in that c1 ty of the
Ea,j(o me.de him personally aviare of these similari tles.
.

The secu-

p

ri ty of Church-based 10e.ns was a fes.ture that he hoped would .be
transferrable to government credit.
essentie.l that the

3~mco

For this rea.son, he felt-it

be financed. by a specific revenue source,

in order to assure confidence in the loans and purchases. 31

.The

28Ha1e , uAlaro.an, P,·.ntu?Iano y 1iberalisTllo," 226.
29Cle..rence TIe.rine, The Spanish 3'nl'nire int..merlcl?, (NeH York:
Oxford Vniversity Press, 19 LI-7), pp. 247f. For a more complete
trcs.tment of the Tri bl)na1, see Hovie, The M1:n~.ng Guild. of Kew' _
,S~)~ in.. Ch6:'vez Orozco malr.es the direct cOlTJcctiol'l beti';een A1am;;J.n
~nd thG 'T.'ri hU.Yl?l, Lf;' ~.n0.tlstri€'. naciol'lP.l 1?/~·2-1851, p. 10.
/
.)"0'
A.l~.Jr.8.n, tTi.8torie. Clc l'l0.:"Cico, I; in Obr~.s, I, 19. 70.
1
3 !h1s t!~vc it t.he t:I.spect of a "sinl\:1ng fund", such as tha.t
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ch~.rs,cter

e,ncl function of the BJO.l1coe.lso indica.ted a ohange in

,

.

to'f'rarc1~

J\1e.me.n's feeliYl-Z

.

foreign c8.pi tal.

His mining acti vi ties

in tho 1920' s h~d Yirtu~,11y destroyec. the 'J:ri bunal ete Hinerra
2,ftcr 1825,
co.pi ts.1.

2,).'"'11.

p1e. ced o. me,jor

re1i~nce

upon foreign investment·

By 1330 he cS.me to doubt not only the validity of the

pri;-tacy of mining, but also, apparently, the l'T1sdorn of placing

ACCO~dil1g to Luis' Ch(vez

c, total relie.nce upon foreign capi te.l.
Orozco:

,...

It ~'(2.,s don Luc,.s 1'1110, in effect, opened the door for
the entrance of forelen capital in 1825; 1n 1830, scarcely
fi ve yee.rs 11.;',to1', he V'!as ~.lree.dy convinced3"if the dam~ge
that such investments m~.de in the country .. r..
The

~,ajor ch~.l1se

from the

Tex~.s

nethod of eli spcrseol of the funds.
toms reYC'.'l').e had.

occ'L~rred

LEl.1<J" of 18.30 came in the

Al tho1..1.gh pro jects to use cus-

frequently, the most recent beinG that

of tie.nj.au, :Sebert Pote,sil states the.t the

:9?,l1CO

"'t\jas the fj.rst to

stlpu.le.te the:>.t the in0.'llstrial compcmies liou.let receive loans e.nd
machlYler;yw; t118.t is, for the first time the' cres.tion of a factory
systCI:l was ll'l.cHcated e,s the objectl ve. ,,33

Consequently, the dif-

oste.bllsbec1. bjt ~;illis.m Pitt in Ensl2'.nd an1 Alexs;>,ncler Hamil ton in
the Uni ted 8te.tes. ""~dmunc1 Burl~e 't·j2.S a.n ·GlJJ..mlrer of Pitt, and
Al~.r,1:an c1.rei'i pol:i. tical' ideas froT'l the i'rri tings of Burke. See Hale,
"Ale.nan, :~nttt'ilano y Ll1)ere.lis!!10," 228f., i'rl th reference to Jestl.s
Reyes Uer61es, ::;1 Ll1:~re.l'.sno r:7ex1cano (J vols. ~1t::~ico, 1957-58) .

.32Ch~vez Orozco, "Introcl1.l.Cc16n" to

184?-1?~1,
??

I ,e. lnr1..ti.str:tal ne.cional,

p. 10.

.

,..1;"Pote,1-;'h, ::;1 n~nco d.e Av{o, p. 78. For a comE-lete text of
the lr.-.\'! cree.ting the ::;,1:'.;:).co, see Appendlx A., pp. 2 l-,3f. of this,
Tror'::, or rri:':;l'el Leon-T."'orti11e., et, /?,1., rasto:d.e. DocuJ':'1.ental o.e
T~{xtco (2itols. j:TO':-:lco: Univerisc1.e.d Nacio1!.S'.l A1.;.t6nolTI$, de )l[Xico,
1n8-('1 ti..lt~o a.e In'le8t:ts~.clones rI1stO:rlce.s, 19(4).
.
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ferol'lce 'bet't-reei1 this c::no. the ::;'uerrero Li..i'Y, and even the Texas
L",.:'r,

Fe.S

a significe.nt sUDsti tution of ends, rather the.n a mere

c.is8,-?;reeD8nt over t:leans.

Uneree.s the latter

DO~'Ted

to the inter-

0stS of colonialism 1n industry e.net e.gr:tcult'llre, the :Bs,nco was a

d.ellbcre.te attemI)'(; to change the existine economic structure.
Since em 10.ee. never evolves in isolation, res,emblemces to colopreced.ents shoulcl not be surprizing.

n~_e.l

; vio.ec1. by such
El.~ropC8.n

8~.Jnilari ties,

a fee.ture

l~.c}<:ing

i'l'aS

pro-

in l11.any of the

L'lfluences 't'Thich were brou,zht to Le,tln America B,nd,

stitutecl '\'7ithO'..lt sufn.cient ade.pte.tlol1.
Tather

Continuity

th~.:n

~.n-

The use of the funds,

the' a::;ency through 't':hich they 't'rere administerect,

C011.-

sti tuteel the reel 8c"vance in r·1ex,.can ecor:.omie thought.
"Cri tics of !"l~uti~11 s poli t1ce,1 beliefs unfairly lump the
econoIhic

~s:pects

of his thought in the se.me eonser'T!?tive

mold~

The "conservinG" element in social e.ne. political, institutions
ce.rmot be 1::nhes1 tatingly e.pplied to the sector of economic development.

A liberalism be.sed upon free-trade policies 1'J'ould ·h3.ve

continued and e:r.pe.nded the existing
nOli:Y 1

th~t

thinl~ing

p:;!.ttern of the r-1e:x:iean eco-

is, aericul tm"'e and r.lint116 , e:/::hi bi'ctng through such

e, far, gre:?,ter adherence to co10n1.9.1 establishments than

d.iel the theory ':1h1ch lay behind the Be.nco de AV!o.

Libere.l

"Teforr"s" in the eolonia1 economy resulted in the entrenchment
of 12,t~funcl.j.o e,nc.· tho o;::pansion of min5.ng, albeit under foreign
at1.lSpj.C0S,

:r.0,~,chinG

.

"

thej.r pee,}\: under the D:u?z regime.

1910 fonnd herself still tied to these

-CO:'i

I,1e}:ico

~.n

economic foundations,

.e.

81 tr.ation tilCl.t 1'Te.S reversed only by the policies of the Revo-

It:tlon, exempItfiecL in the industrial clevelopm"El:'it. corpors.tion,
the

TJ~.eiol!.8.l :7i~1e.nc:tere.,

S

.P..,

...

i'rhicl"~

hs.d e.s its prototype the

In 1830 Alarat.:n virote in h1s r,1eTY'oria. that "the manufact1..1:d.p.g
inclustry is reclu.ced to nil 'beee.use the Bee.DS 1-;h1ch have been em'"'4
ployed in its deve1opl'1ent have not been the most convenient.",)
The

nl?$n~_ tucle

system

~.nd

e.

rj.cio seel{s

of the te.sk eliminated both a purely protective
tot~.l

reIie.nce upon priVEtte tn1 tiati ve.

.,.

Lopez Apa-

e. middle posi t10n with the suggestion that "&'1hi1e,

Ale.man "'t'Tes far from economic liberalism, e.nd approached a pru~
o.en·c sts.'ce 5.nterven·cion", he

1'IS.S

not the state-'t"Torshipper that

hls 'blogra>.pi.1er .Jost Yala~es implies, 35 at least in the field of
economics.
by the

St~.te

Ti.1at he 1-:as not an advocate of a

~no:nopoly

of ce.pltal

is clee.rly indicatea. by the struct1.'l.re of the Banco

itself, yet he cannot be completely exonerated of the charge of
"sta.te-~\"orship"

.

In 1831 he agie.n a.slIed Congress to approve an

e:cpe,nsiol1 of the functions of the Be,nco de ll..v('o.
cludes the.t

hp~ct

Potash con-

these proposals been e.ppro-ved, the lnsti tutlon

':>~"
""
.
,
.)~Lt"'.cr;o.s "·le:1",t;l.l'l. Prj.mer Ecol'l0:rJ1.ste., p. 36.
Este.c1.g1s.tr1e,
represe::1ts lO'. J,")ll;}.Y 011 't'Tords. Thoueh j,ts mea.ning here is "state~'Toi"sllipper", l!:'.t:''''ie. is ~.lso used to refer to the forced Rellel1iZ<'?lt~.o::J of other peoples by the Greel::s.
Here the implice.t10n
is the.t of the ,state being 'Used. -co force industrializat3.:on.
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i'ionld have s.ppro<?ched the present-day development a.gency:
From e,n :tnsti tution 1im1 ted to encouraging private ini tiati ve by means of low-lnterest loans, it TJTou1d have passed
on to become a combination State investment €l.nd credit compS.ny e.nd a Bank of Industrial Credit. Hi th the power of
.'
choOSing the type of aid most adequate to the circumstances,
the Banco de l'..vr0 Hould have he.cl the attributes of the fl~~. i ble institution of development of the tirJentieth century.
At this thn8, hOHever, initiative remained. with the inc.ustriali sts , although these entrepreneurs 't'l'ere s.d.m1 ttedly a select
group id th close ties to the government.

The Junta. Directtv8. of .'

the B8,nco \'78.8 first he'3.d.ed by Alamt'n and was el"lPowered to choose
from .!3.mong the applicants 't1i th near complete discretion.

Interes

in inc1ustr1e.lize.t'.on

~las

limi ted to those

had been influent1al in establishing the,

~'7

Banco! .... '

~Tho

sparse, so that the choice v'J'B-s in fact

Later in the 1830's, the initiative came from army

generals raiding the funds to support revolutions and meet payrolls.
/'

.

In the Hemoria,of 1830, Alaman justified govermental support to pri va.te imrestors by reflecting upon both the ne.ture of
business and. the natuxe of man, especially Mexican man:
Because this type of industry [ie., manufacturing] requires
e;reater dil1sence, men do not· dedicate themselves to it unless they ce,nnot f~.ncl an ad.equate living e1sel'There. Thus it
36Pote.sh, ~l B~mco d.e 1111"(0, p. 9L,-. He is not alone in CO!T1parinE the '3r:mco to the Nacioll'9,l FiV)!\lt1cierJO't S. A.. Huch of the
recent j.nte::r'p.s{~ in th0 economic thought ofucl's Ala:man h~"s been
st:tmuJ.8.ted by. the theories of State control ,2;TOl'ling out of the
TIevolution of 1910 e.nd symbolized in the Fins,nciers 1n 1934.
The pq'/;erE' of this agency l'i"ere anplified in a law of. December 30,

19 l1·0 ';'-'

37Potash, :':1 Banco de Av{o, paSSim.
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is ths.t a.grioulttlre a.nd mining receive preference, end certainly anyone ~-.:ho can extract sllver directly is not golng 8
to occur;y himself in try1ne to obtain it in another man.Yler 3..
TIe

h~,ct persone~11y

found the

lu~~e

of silver to be illusory,

oonoluc'1.eo that theca "ee.sy" forms of wealth l"rere not the true

8.nO,

incU.c~.tors
~lso ~

of ne.tionA:.i development, so that this statement 11as

type of confession for h1s own prodigality,.

Despite the

e.ttention given to mining, the industry he.d never occupied more
th~J1

a. srrF.!.ll minority of the population of Ne11 Spain, and:·la.ter

TTexico.

Even 'Nnen silver production reached i ts

peal~

in the

late eighteenth century, the value of agricultural products

:t
sUr,;

pe.ssed m:lnere.l output ee.ch yea.r, 39
Jost' !~ore. presented many, of the same arguments '!Ilhen he' explaineo. l'Thy l':exicansfe.vorecl agriculture a,nel mining, but his 1ntent 'Has the reverse,

I'

Potash remarl{S e.bout this contrast:

l'!h1le the latter [ie" !.10ra) insisted that nature had'
',', ,
wished that Mexico be essentially agricultural and mineral,
a.nd. that it was 'upon these the.t her prosperity depended,
A18.ml5:i1 adoptee. the theory ths.t ne.tional indepenclenctiorequ.lred the devel9.pmel'1t of a !D8.nufe.ctu.ring industry. '
;"

Seeing' noappe.rent difference between Alaman' s plan a.ndtha.t
e.c'lopted by, GV.errero, l:ora lUInped the

B2r..CO 1';1 th

a.ll other

~'em-,

:

\

?O

'

""'Donald T. t·7orcester and 11ende1l G. Schaeffer, T'ne Gr01~th'
I:md C'\)l turn of La tin A\.',erl C9., (Ne'l'J Yor1-;::
Oxford Uni vers1 ty Press,
195~', p. 310, ~mcl J,F, Pe.rry, The 13p'~.nish SeG.borne Zmp1re (New
'
York: l\.lfred A. Knopf, 1966), p, 314"
1

'~·Opota.sh I :PI Do.nco de AV!"o, p. 73,
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nants of colonial economic t111n1o;:lns;, -;';hich he set out to elimi:r.8~te.

T.oget:"'J.9j:~. ~'~).tI1 ~;orenzo

de

Zav9,le~,

~1e

led.

B4tt~tC}~s

n

E8.1!.CO

durlng the 1.1 ber.s,l reform ere, (1830-34).

the intellectl)aJ.

tr~.p

upon the

They fell into

of comparing T."exico' s seeming laclt of pro-

eresslJith th&.t of the United States d.el Norte, emph8.sizing the
1·restern e:qjl?.nsion· and

~.e:ricultur8.1

developn:ent of the latter.

;:·i67.:ico i'J'S'.S U;r5ec1. to emule.te this pattern, bu.t they neglected .to

point out that the United Sta,tes hao. been developing industry
under

t?"

protect! ve tariff at least since 1816, 8.nc1 to some extent

slncG 1739.
sion in the

The ind:u.strialtsts were q,uick to notice this ommis ...
libe~al arsu~ent.

:;\.lam!n chose te::::tiles e.s the e.rea of concentrated effort
because it seemed the easiest to install and hao. the widest, market.As he explained it in 1830:
Textiles of cotton, linen, and 'V'Tool, necessary fOl~ clothing
the most nUJ11erous class of our population, e.re the things
th$.t onght to be fostered . . . ,;,;ri.th the necesse.ry machtnery
for s,!·ticles at ~llodere.te prices, something the.t is' never
Soine; to be /?ttained "tITi thout aid . , • . J:i'actor1.es l'rhich
produce· erticles of 'fine lu.."l\:u.ry should uaJ. t; i'Te should not
try to r!re.l l'le.tions that have the industrie.lmeans whioh
i·-;e need.
.
In order to accomplish this expansion, the textile industry
could not be re.stricted. to Pueble.; therefore, unlike the Texas
Lallj of 1830, the.re v:as' no clause llm1 ting the use of the funds

to Ste.tes in Hhlch lndustries presently eXisted.

Preference

~'las

,

not given to the artisans, nor were government officials excluded
11-1 Alame.n,
"
!'emorle. (1830); in Ob1"e.s, IX, p. 206.

.... ;

.

for e.s has been

~.ndicated,

they constituted the principal enthu-

sie.sts of the Janco and industrializa,tion.
artis~m

The

e~.ch

tn 1830,

lndustry of Puebla. he.d e.bout six thouse,nd looms

em,ploJrins S'.bout five people in the processing of

re.'t'T cotton into fj.nished goods.

Ll·2

A sce.rci ty of m:echa.nlcal de-

seedins equipment causes e.n inflateo. vision of such figures, and
of the indt'stry e,s e. i'ihole.

Thls tended to triple

tion costs, since only one third of the

bt~lk

transpor~a-.

cotton could be

l..1.Sed., and ve.stly increF.!.sed the nu.mber of people earning
from these inefficient production methods.

E'.

,li vine; ,

Even when such equip";

ment 1Tas e.ve.ilable, 1"iorkers i1'illing to brave the torrid eastern
coe.stal reeions could not be secured in sufficient· qua.nti ty ;43
Loans from the Be.nco i'l'ent

pr~.Tt1ari1y

to the cotton industry,

In 1837, l~exico had four factories in operation, producingcotto~
thread, and four more in various ste.ges of construction.

The

first four "oi';red their exlstence to the money and machinery that
,.

the Be.nco rl.€: AvJ.o hEt.d provided."

1.}l.j.

The government contri bv.tion

amounted to bjO,OOO pesos out of a tote.l lnvestmel,t of tanto
h:elve million, i'rl th private foreign e.nd domestic capital supll. '2

;"

.,..

','Cue Canovas, I!istor1e. Soc:te-l

~T

,

Scol1.omica, p. 300 .•

43TJ
"""1 Dcon
'0 ..... cd""
~. /" .LP.
iJ
2lf •
-0 t a s',
L,.!...
0
.~ ,;-~v~o,
Lt·L:•
.I£.l1., p. 219. The four Je.ctories i'l"ere: I.e, Constancia of
Antnncmo, the Factory of Tle.lpe.n, and the two enterprises o'Yrned
by Se~.oJ.~ Alds.zaro y DoC'" Ofth~ other four, o:sfl had received e.
le,rse lOE'~n from the ranco (Alema.n' s e.t Cooole.pan), &.nd h10 other
had received aSSistance froD lI..n.tune.no I all of I'lh1ch indicates th
tisht-}:ni t. zroup that 1-J9.S j.nvo1ved.
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!.J.K

plytng the renail'!.0er. ''';

Al thongh the eXG,ct

~mounts

are not as

reB.di1y nveJ.hlble, for these t1'70 sources J Pot!?sh concludes tha,t
lilt

i,~

cotton

obvio·l:.S th':?t the 1ns,jority of the invested c:::tpita1 for the
~ndustry

c~rne

lt6

from private sources."'

!i\nrl c10r'l'0stj.C ce.pt t~,l seems to have
li·7

t.erests in ?·:exico,"
e~rtent

that the go!?,1

The program
1IJa:,S

C0':1".9

Both the foreign

from the c0IT1D.ercie.1 in-

anti-foreign only to the

\lTaS

to rep1e.ce, foreign producers as supplier

of the r,;exice,n marlcet.
Over hB.lf of the amount loaned by the Bsnco during 1 tsexIstence 1vent to industries that 't'lere still in opere.tion in;1845~
Of this total, the cotton industry e.ccounted for 5777264 pesos J
Incluclln,s a loan of 60,000 to
nee.r Orizs.be..

A'iame.n

for M;,s factory at Cocoiap{n

Ot~er major recipients i'J'ere Es.if;eban de AntUriano,

~'jho rece:1- vs':l over 180 J 000 pesos, e.nd the Compen(a Inctustrie.l de

!/:()xico J '!r!!"llch receIved t1'11ce as much 8.S

,.~.18.mal1. ~·8

These 10,9.ns 'irere not all, nor primarily, in terms of money.
One of the obje,cti ves had been .the introcluction of me.chlnery •.
PU.rchase !;I.ne1 distribution

u

1'19,8

handled by the Junte, Dire'o·t-iva. of

.

,5The tot,9,1 a.mount loaned by the Banco

T'Te.S

1,018,966 pesos,

~'Ti th the money poinS to e. V'8,riety of indt'.stries.
:::n :r:',;l,nco ('l.e AVio, p. 18L~.

l~6 l2.::.l.,
, 1r
/ p. 22
--5,
!U:l

See Pote,sh,

1-1-7 Ibj.cl., p .227.
1.:

-

", "Ibid.. See the t,?-.ble on pe,ge 18!· of this ~Torl{. Th.e table
also sh'O'118 the 10e.ns to factories which never became fu.nctione.lly
opel'ative,e.nd to those that rem for a tim.o, but i'i'hich had closecl
before H)!·~5. It also gives a breal:(l.o~'nl in terms of the various
types of industries reeei vine; e.ssiste.nce.

t~'"'e ::~.rc.o,

u_~:c~er

the theory that costs 'tToulc. be rectuced. by buD\.

p,--'~rch!:,3es.

Cen.tri?l control 't'70uld also glve

::--LOl1CY

not r,:erely be sued. to perpetuG',te the ohr!'3'-.1e system.

1·~ot~lo_

Er::.chlnery

\':-/;;.$

~,SS1)_rs,nce

th~.t

the

purch-9,sert in the tTnl ted Cta-tes I France, and to some
..

A.c;ricultural machinery formed a part of

e::tent tn

t:"leS8 pl).rcns..ses, and the Banco clid not eliminate the possi bili ty
of proo.ucine; the machinery in ~·TeJl:ico at SOIDe future date.

A1SJ."11li1

had. dab131ecl in the iron industry I realized its importance, and

optomistlc about the future of this industry, as was Antu.ne.no,;
~'Tl10 hlEi.d Cree:t; fe,i th in the me.chine tool industry • .5 0 Por the. time
1:';13.S

being, the proble':'.". '\'T2..S eiyen to t't'iO English mechanics for st1).dy~1
Foreicn operatives ,\'rere cl1coure,sed to immlgJ:'ate by the Junta
D~.rect~_ ~TS'.,

:C1o:tern

tn the hope tha,t they 1'10ul<1 spread, the knoi'Tledge of

met~1oc1s

butin.c; :i.n their

of production among r1e7:1ce.l'1s, as l'Tell as contriO1'TTI

risht.

Alaman t7aS later s.ble to report that

this transfer of Knoidedge ~-;as indeed occt~rri!1..g in some instanI)~

CGS. J".'

II ('\

~

.. ;.-,..'.':l.e
,'" Canov~.s"
J!!I".

TT
~.Ii'
~.-.s . . or e.

<::'
~ 1
....,oc<.8',

...,

,. ..~ ce.. p..)
. ':! 0 2...

y;~conom

.5°:Csteban (1.~ Ant'L,jiano, FensC:1.!7:j.e?ltos 'Par~ Is. ~e?ener~.c~.O'l1
Inctustrie.l de I:Te:·:1.co· (Fueble,; Hospi te.l de San Feciro, Septiembre"
18.37), pp. 1.5, 17. This pe.l:J.phlet is bound in a volume entitled
follatoe 1Oo1::re 1a 1nr:1.ustrla cte r~e:::lco I 11'1 the SE'.la Lafre.cua of
the :81 b1iotece.. I~e.cione.l de ::'·l~:·::ico.
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The first s;~J.p:;'.ent: of J"18.chinery ..rent to the Cm;T2,nftl 0.9

the secone..

3)".t tn the second yea!' of opere,tion 0.332), t}1e

:reY011it~.on9,ries

seized the cuS-COr:.'3 houses

\}·ore.cruz8.l1Cl Ta:::.pico, c.e1aying the

f10i;

1;7,nn

~·;8.S

to

E:\t

of revenue and the recep-

tlon of the foreign eqyipment--SO!TI8 f)9,chinery
the docks!

port faci11 ties

1-;1;7,S

left to rttst on

T,Tl th this action there began a. recurring theme that

'pl~.gue

the ent:i.re hlstoryof industrialism, as e,11 rebel-

lions ,srot1,l)s SovEht to control the 50Verl1!l1ent' s source of revenue.
COl':structlon

1'7<;'.8 h~,l

teo. s.t Ant una no , s fa.ctories in Puebla., a.nd e.t

eYlterprises in '!'le.lp511 emd San :11g1.1.e1 i\.llende.
&

Alama':'1. suffered

personal loss 1rhen his factories in the state of Guanajue.to,

ll1c1'.ld.~.ns
?·e7el~

tile

';j~.ll

in Celaya, 't'Tere forced to close their doors.

one to· e.bandon o.ifficult cau.ses, he soon founded.

~mother

te:;::t11e m1.11 e.t Cocol~.ps:'n in 1836.
Condi tj.ons S1.1,ch e.s these did. much to nege.te accomplishments
of the Bs.nco (luring the mid-1830's.

Sotie interest 't';ras revived by

the second B1.1.~tru:Iante gover:mnent e.fter 1836, and the agency itself
lil'lcered. on 1Jntil 18[1·2.
reported the

ship~-Treclt

In a letter to Alanlall in 1837, Antune.no
of a load of

Florida, and lamented the loss of
'"'?

cident ~·Tould oco&,.S10'-1. )",'

e~uipr:.lent

t~.ime

off the coast of

the.t this unfortunate In-

The 108.n fnnctiol1'-of the Faneo had been

fulfilled In the years 1830-1832, and deli verj.es resUl:!led folloi'l'ing

5J:Ssteb~.11 ('te Lntune.no to Lucaf' !~.lam(n, r':arzo 22 de 1837.

:! .','

',.
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-the Te::a.s

that this aspect of the

C1.gency t'ras no longer needeo. by l8 Lr·2.

.A.le.me:n, 'N'ho heil. asst'l..'l11ed a

p:rOl~ll'leYlt pos~.tlol1 j.n eoyerm~.el1t

circles, clid not object to the

cleni se of the. institution he had. fot1.nCl.ed.

Nor dld. he attempt to'

revi ve it l;.'hen he returned to offj.ce the follo't'Ting year; rather,
he

S9:itJ

the need for a different type of f).gency, and adjusted h1s,
5L~

policy to fit the need. '

":'sriff policy, stated. orie;1n8.11y as a necessary complement
to lnci.ustrl8'.l::credl t, suffered to an even gree.ter extent from
the numerous govermlent. che.nges and the l.mencHng raids on the
Cll.stoms revenues.

:':ore, notes that army pe.yrolls often exceeo.ed

the entire eo\"er:~.d'1entincome! 55
Proponents of the ]3e,nco erred in the 1n1 tial phase of their
Cf.l.,npaign bye. relle.nce 1:.pon
Thj.s ctecision ':,·;e.s due in

prohj,bit~,on

p~.rt

re.ther than protection.

to a need to secu.re the support of

the e.gric1J.lt1.1ralists groi'Ving the raw' materials.
~-rorl:ed

to the cUse,dve.ntage not only of the Treo.sury, b1.1t the in-

e.ustri~.lists

themselves, for indu,strll?l expansion S0011 0\.1.td1s-

tanccd local sources of supply.
to Potash,
~e.1n

;'~as

the rhlstD.ken

l.n e.ddi tiol1al reason, according

~.mpress:i.on

that "1 t 't'V'az easier to

cotlpl'.e.nce to e.n absolute prohl bl tion

~.iilport;

This eventually

the.l1·:~:to 2.

system of
...

'

outles; but e::perience C!.lc. not justify the theory.,'''' as

5ll':'~e
-...

to fnlfilJ."I mD,l1.~· of i~11.e otlJ.er
but lo~ms T/Tere not included in the progrl?!';:\

"tllC
n
,;"
orst;),n~.zeG.
Co ~,reccion

r1lJ.'J.ctlol1s of the

~~.:'1.co,

~.'

c-,-r--Jt"""'{2
..\.. "'",
"'.1_' u
.. 'C".\"'.:)
•
eet. ;!e:l:ico:
0•,"'to. . ....
.'.~-:,.~

p, 1.03.
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cotto~".

to

el~ter

8.ccorc.i118 to some type of slicling sce.1e that

T"onlr.:1 Sl1!?rc.ntee the s8.1e of the 10c.<;>.1 crop
'-::a11,,'fr;:ctt:res access to the cotton they
l'ToulC'.ha.Yc beon

::;:']:'00.l1.C80

e.1so assuring
':!:he consu,mer

~;.eecl.ed.

subsidiary' bencficie.l"'Y uncler such e. pla.n, for

of cotton increased proch1.ctiol1 costs.

sc.~rc:l ty

the

~.

~'7hile

Textile goods

bj" the fe.cto:rics sold for one -third less than comparable
l:1s.J.cil"J.g the ilid ustrial

e::::per1.I'Cl'l'C r:-. success fran this stEt!lclpol:'lt.
1:)lC.O".1.bta,'b1y conla.

hfl.VG

l:hile imported goods

sold. for even less (ane!. did as contraband

c,a.te1:'1c.1), tl18 lntroc1.;c,ction of the fs.ctcry s:r::;te:n involved. only

sis by

~sking

crit1cs:

Dut 1:'h2.t c.lterr:.e.t1 ye

IT!!>,S left?
The m1.::1.es could notabsorb the Sl1:l:'lJJ.1.1S of l'i"orlcers in t::'le cities; nor ;'re.s there
tlle po:sslb1lj.ty of e. 2;'.88 m~.Grs.t~'3§ to the tropical regions
to cultivete ~rt1cles for export . .

Prahl 1.11 tion 1ntroctucecl a fiJi-ther' hati(licap to il1d;;.str1al1sr:,
')

il1

ti1G

for:'~

of a. ps:rc!101ogiCD.l ba.:rrler, ';'rh1ch led. to eo ctependence

upor.. protcct:i.on.
~.)"),i tj.~,ti vo Has

C:18.:::-~.ct8rlst~.c:::

~"
..J·T1·,~

-,

~.,

t}.l.e
":~er8

Jl~-::;~~~t.~""l~

for

t~'10

.,...

J.....

~0l;;r:i.11::::; 011

stiflec~ ~.G

tariff 1'::0:.11 b1 tiOl':'s

inc.'lJ.str~_D.lists

CS,DC

to

D.S D.

crutch,

e~::hi h1 t

the.

of ?11 ?,rlstocrat1c, selfish rress::rc group, thu.s

.". ">

... ~.('-.

!ttempts to inc~eesc cotton production for
haurcred by ~h13 1nc::.)il1 t~r to C0t ,'70l"'-

j.r11!·~"!r::t,:c·~r ~Gre

eS'~'2t(:;::.-'1}

::r)siOl!S on

t:1e

c'o~.st.
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,

'i::;l'!_8

s\ntipa.t>,J' of

C'C)

more i-;ine . .),:

rose t.o

v;?,r10'L1S

interest c:;ronps that

l'TeS

the me.jor ir:'!pe-

\'7i th the ineffj.cj.el1cies of

prcYcntil1S their 'development, c:.nc'l. hen,co
supplytns the local tl?rlret.
r.:ti tutec1

~n

'lieS 2.180 e,

:creD,t~.ne

Prohibittol1,

a deficiency in

hOirever,c~08.rly

con-

l.1n't'es.llstic poll cy, e. .J.1Cl, tnou:=;:1 perhe.ps unconsciously,
SGl:fls:~ polic~r,

one 1r11lc11

o.e11~r-;-.nded

that the entire

se.c::'2.f5.ce be 1)0:::'1'1e by the consu,mer 8.11(1' tli.e Gover:l.,'IJ.!cnt Treasury

59:r.:.!1.c'1.. Th~.f'l l'efGrrecl to textile Goocls. ~'7l th rese.rel to ra'(;"
cottOll, thr-:- i:1Clv.stl~iC',1 01-mers 'Here 1e8.c.111C t1w mOVOrient to lift.
the n~",,-. 2,oe bclo~;, C:1,:,.pter V.

. .rT'I '
TIIEOrlY OF D~r?:IJopr,~~
J..!IV.i.:..t.
....l.w ••

P;rJUSTnY lJm

'!'nile not

..L. ,

illl'11l~n8

s:l.~.sti08.tte.chmel1t

to the f·(?scine:tlon ths.t

to nS'.ter1E-.l progress.

m~chj.nery

ofJcen

"Eaoh e.d~,al1oe in ma;" ,

h,?s cOl'ltri buteci7':ore e.nc"- DOre to Con08ntrate industry
in feller
,
,
,"
.

e. greater ineq,1.1C'.11 ty e.t tne se.me ti:n:e t1;latJ.t
.

PJ:ocl2.ij~~ed

e:;'Fal~. ty

"

•

1

before the lai'i. ,,-

.

1;,

• ",.:

No one has ever acoused

hln of beine a philistine, and his eco1'1oT".io society 't'!a.sal-r,·rays
s'l:,boro.i:L1.ate to lcftter enc':.s.

The, Y,~e~or~.~s of l82J al1d. i8~5"i11161'r

1101'7 itJportal1t Bin1nc v'Tes in h1s el:'zly eooho:rnio tho\.lght.,
factnrll1.5 !:'.sS1..U:led. this role in the Me:~or1as of' 1830-1832 .b "the

Y

a::;101.'.11t

of spaoe devoted to economics, one oan plainly see that it

occupled but
of
h~li.

~830',lS

~.

portion of his a.ttention.

A majority of the :report,

clevoted to the c1 vil l:'.n.c1. poli tioal disru:ptlons that e

'

pl;>.gueo. the co'tmtry. , Nv...'::lero'lls references to the effects, c,! ,

politic!:'.l 1nstab1l1 ty e.re injected throughout its, pases.
bil~.ty

:';e.s e prime requisite for

s~c~e.l,

politioal,

&:'1(1.

Sta..
eoonomio

d.eveloprllent.
,In theprevlous, chapter,

~1'e

sau thatpo11tical instab1l1 ty·
Although Alam~1.

he.r11:Gred the effeot! veness of 'the' De,.noo de' AV!'o.

bel~.eved that lndll.stry and CO!:11:2eroe prosper best uncler tranqu.1l'
~,{.<,~+ec1_A~+.~
v'",,_
I __ ...
<

_

e_

l~i~~lOI~i~~o'r
.....~.
G,.Ll
,

-7J..~ ... "

p•

50 0

... •
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conditions, agriculture needed this stability even more.
he was attempting to arouse

the~nterest

Perhaps

of the influential hacen-

dados when he told the Congress in 1830 that:
Agriculture, more than anything else, needs tranquil and
safe times in order to prosper, because all of its operations, being gradual, can only be Undertaken when there is
the confidence necessary to risk capital in them~ the lack
of this is a powerful deterrent to its progress.
At the conclusion of the report, he systematically stated
his political priorities.

Indicating clearly that order super-.

I

ceded personal liberty, he responded to the thrust of the Liberal
argument:
Without security of person and property, there is no
society. Without a national representation formed by a
free but ordered election of citizens, there is no liberty,
without a public force organized 1n a manner Which guarantees order while not jeopardizing the union, there is no
Nation. These principles are not peculiar to the systems
we have adopted, they are the elements of all systems whatever they may be, ~nd without them no regular form of government can exist.
He reiterated this belief tMO years later, when he told the Congress that "Tranquility and Order are the two elements most neces,

sary for the prosperity of Nations; without them polit1cal inst1tut10ns can not be consolidated, nor can crafts, commerce, or in~
dustry flour1sh. n4 IntroduCing th1s Memor1a, he had stated. the
apparent success of th1s philosophy;1n glow1ng terms. S

2Luc~ Al~n, Memor1a (18;0). in Obras, IX, ,PI 203.

3Ib1d., p. 230,
4/<

.

Lucas Alaman, Memoria (1832), in Obras, IX, p. 347.

SIbid., p. 341.
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Appearances are often deoeptive, and the suooesses which.were
enumerated in 1832 were soon forgotten as the government of Busyamante toppled before the year was ended.
ted by

Ala~

The philosophy enuno1a-

as spokesman for the admin1stration retained its

relevanoe nevertheless.

The positivistio emphasis is refleoted

in the dootrine as presented by Alaml'n, and the maxim of "ordered
progress t1 was later adopted by the D(az regime.

Posi tlvist anal.I

ogies may be more apparent than real, however, for the D!az government was far more seoula.r in tone, amalgamating positivistic
strains in both theL1beral and Conservative parties.

This re-

presents a vital differenoe in any comparison with AJ.a.me:n.

A'

desire for stab11ity, in the faoe of the events of 1828-1830, is
to be expected form one who was, after all, a member of the
v1legedola8s in Mexican SOCiety.

pri~

Moreover, it mirrors the re-

sponse o'r oonservat1vesgenerallY to the doctr1nes of the eighteenth oentury and the oonQrete expression of these 1deas in the
French Revolut1onary Era.

,/

Edmund Burke, from whom Aleman drew

heavily for polit1oal ideas,6 and Joseph de Maistre, the Contine~
tal conservative, reaoted w1th s1m11ar, 1f not greater, expresS1o~~ of'd1smay at the laok of order 1n the so-oalled advancem~nt

of society.

But·Al.a.tn8n

was

also react1ng
to the separation wh10h
,

aff11cted the Mex1can federal system, most notioeable in the
Western'rebel1ion of 1824 in the state of Jalisoo. 7

6·
,;
.
Hale, "Alaman, Antunano y Liberalismo," 229f.
",
,/
7For his viewpoints, see Lucas
Alaman, Disoursos pronun.
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Hls concern for order more clo'sely resembled that expressed
by Count Claude Henri de

~alnt-Slmon.

In a recent artlcle, Walter
I

Slmon refers to the Frenchman as a transltlonal flgure, one who
was able to see beyond the Enllghtenment, but was not able to
construct a coherent alternatlve to the anclen reglme. 8 Lacklng
a convlnoing substltute, Salnt-Slmon made an advancement over the
llberal phllosophes, who merely destroyed the old reglme without
givlng adequate consideration to a replacement. 9 Alam{n leveled
the same charge at his liberal adversarles: .
This has been the evil, not only in our RepubliC, but ln
all those whlch have been formed in the Spanlsh Amerlcan,
countries: in all these the ancient system that ruled them
has been disorganized and a new one established, but with- ;
out regularlzlng these changes ln the various branches of
the administration so that they conform to the overall f~
damental law Constitution that they have adopted, and,
lacking iSiS, it is impossible to form a substantive government.
J

8\\Talter ·M. Simon, "History for Utopia: Saint-Simon and the
Idea of Progress," Journe.l of the History of Ideas, XVII (June,
1956), 311.. 331.
.
9v.lorcester and Sohaeffer, Growth and Culture of Latin Ameri312.'
....•

.2!.. p. 283. and Simon, "History for Utopia,

It

10Lucas Al'9.ltfn, Examen de la Or~anlzacion General de la Adm:inistraci6n PUblica (February 8, 1 38) f in Obras, XI, pp. 373f.
New revolutions, he added, "have always found it more convenient
to write new constitutions than to organize effective Govern- .
ments." (P. 37!f.). In his definition of a constitution he incorporated these thoughts:' "a nation has a constitution when it
consists, not in being written, but in being rooted in the customs
and opinions of all." Disertaciones, I, in Obras, VI,-p. 144.
De l\laistre expres·sed a Similar disregard for the sanctity of a
l1ri tten oonsti tution, preferring an institutional expreSSion of
the general will. "Perhaps the greatest folly of a century of
follies the elghteenth century was to believe that fundamental
laws could be wrltten a prlorl, whereas they are obviously bhe
work of a power above men, and the very actoof writlng them down
I
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As an hlstorlan, Salnt-Slmon recelves rebuke for hlsuse of gen.
11
erallzatlon ln hls constructlon of a "scientific history".
/'

/

Marfa del Carmen Velasquez hurls a similar charge against Alaman's
Historia de 'Ne:X:lco. 12 Both "hlstorlans" are accused of uslng their
hlstorles as vehlcles for phllosophlcal expression.
"Posltlve phllosophy

as presented by Salnt-Slmon

, moreover

was programatlc ln lts own behalf," accordlng to Walter Slmon.
"Posltlvlsm was bound up wlth a specifrc type of social organizatlon li'hlch he called lndustrlal ... 13

Emphasls upon manufacturlng

ln the phllosophy of Saint-Slmon makes the parallel all the more
entlclng, but also more deceptlve.

The French Utoplan was a de-

termlnlst, who vlewed the lndustrlal soclety as an inevltable .
progression, and wlshed to lntervene to lncrease the tempo of the
process, whlch he termed "'following the general tendency of a
soclety and dlrectlng It,·,.14

Thls statement has had deflnlte

appeal to modern Marxlsts.
later, is the surest slgn that their real force has gone." .
Joseph de Malstre, "Essay on the Generatlve Princlple Of Polltlcal Canstl tutlons," ln The \-Iorks of Joseph de Malstre, ed. Jack
Llvely (New York: T~ Nacmlllan Company, 1965), p. 152.
l1SiII10n, "History for Utopla," 316.
/

12Maria del Carmen Velt'squez, "Luci'"s AJ.am&'n, historlador de
ln Estudlos, ed. Zavala, p. 394.

r~e:x:ico ,"

13Slmon, "Hlstory for. Utopla," 316.
14Ibld ., 322; from S~lnt-Slmon, Oeuvres de Saint-Slmon et
d'Enfantln (Parls, 1865-78), vol. XXII, p. 224.

.

".

Alaman never read an 1nev1tab111ty 1nto the 1ndustr1al process.

On-the contrary, he felt that Hexico oould remain agrioul-

turally oriented indefin1 tely unless s.omething ,rere done to alter
the trend, and was oompletely oogn1zant of the magnitude of the
task.

Industry was neoessary for economio independenoe, and 1n-

evitable 1f that were the goal, but suoh self-suffio1enoy did not
seem possible to many I1ex1oans, or even desirable, and hardly inevi table.

For Ala.m€n, the tasle of industria11zation 1nvolvedmore

than the mere direotion of a general tendenoy, it required a reevaluation of nat10nal purpose. iS
rlhen

A~n

assessed the state of the nation 1n 1830, he.'

l1sted as the branohes constitut1ng the essential "prosperidad.
general

populat1on, agr1oulture. 11ustrao16n,manufactur1ng
1ndustry, and oommeroe. 16 M1n1ng 1n oonsp1ouously absent. Its
It

as"

1mportanoe was not ,neglected, but 1t was relegated to earn1ng
foreign exohang~ along w1th agr1oulture,1 7 and he later stated·
that th1s branoh was the most so11d at the time.
Stability was essent1al for the 1mplementat1on of h1s 1mmigrat10n

polie1es~

; -

Alaman wrote an ed1tor1al for the per1od1oal

i5AlamEm , !1emor1a {182i}' 1n Obras, IX,p. 100 •. Our manufaotured produots, he remarks, "cannot enter 1nto oompet1t1on with.
the p;:,od'1..1ots of the perfeoted oraftsof Europe, .. tln;:.~add1 t1on, see
Valades, Al~, Estad1sta e H1stor1ador, p. 208.

16Alam~. Memor1a (1830), 1n Obras, IX, p. 200.
17Ib1d ., pp. 204, 207.

,

.
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El Sol in Ootober, 1830, relating the debi11tating effeot of the
reoent oivil war. In another artiole, a wr1ter, who may have bee~
.".
18
Alaman himself,
expressing similar 1deas, told of the effeots
of an effioient immigration polioy:
The publio Will see honest oooupations born that will form
the well-being of men at the same time that they banish
idleness, this will stimulate marriages and these will inorease the population. 1 9
!

Alam'n dest~ed alterations in the striot Spanish Imper1al po11oies
't'1hi oh had surrounded adm.i ttanoe into her kingdoms with sharp legal
restriotions.

He stressed the need for foreign operatives and the

role of oolonization in the proteotion of the northern front1ers,
but he did not approaoh the degree of enthusiasm attributed to the
Argentine statesman Juan Bautista Alberdi.

Conoern1ng the oolon1-

zation of the northern territories, he lamented in 1830 that "1t
has advanoed little, if at all, as the few proposals made up to
this time have had no effeot.,,20

To oorreot this defioienoy,he

had proposed the Texas Law of 1830 •
./

For industria,l development, Alaman viewed populat10n more in
terms of quality than quantity, rea11zing that Mexico had an adequate supply of unskilled labor. 'In a speech to Congress 1n 1825,
he told the deputies: "Tlie.eoelabrated Smith says that there is no
18Lu{s J:slas~';Garo(aos1mply rela.tes the quotation to .::,un per;.s>dista", without ",-dentifyin..e; his souroe. Garo!'a, "Don Luoas Alaman
en la vida economioa de r.rex1oo," Comerc10 Mex1oana, No. 15 (Junto
de 1953), 3l.
19 Ib1d
-'

20Alam~n, Memoria (1830), 1n Obras, IX, pp. ZOlfo
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merchandise more difficult to obtain and more costly to transf$r
than one man from his native country to another. It

!lLiIte the 'clas-

sical authors," he concluded, "I feel that onlY the promise of
comfort can attract foreigners.,,21

Urging that restrictions be

lifted to allow foreign investment, he added:

"Smith says that

't'Then the majority of men are confident of good-fortune rather tharl
finding l1ttleprobability of future, earnings, then theY,will'invest l11thout the necessity of coaxing. ,,22
By 1830, he placed greater emphasis upon the men themselves

than,their investments, and to promote this end the legislature
had to do more than 11ft investment restrictions.

Congressional

act10n could create the proper atmosphere for immigrants:
The objeot of the leg1slator should be to 1nc11ne the
prospeotive 1mmigrants to settle 1n the country by means
of well-calculated measYres, 1n order that they may form
other Mex1can fam1lies.~j
There are many 1deas contained 1n th1s statement.
1t was

a.

In this context

rebuke to the pen1nsulares of the colonial per1od, wl)o,

un11ke hts father, had not considered themselves a part of the1r
adopted land.

But more important, 1t reflected a hope that fu-

ture imm1grants would mix w1th the nat1ve populat1on' and thus
d1ffuse the1r knowledge, ab1lity, and amb1tion.

Although he

fa1led to amplify this statement w1th an explanat10n of just what
21

....

;'

Valades, Alaman. Estadista e H1stor1ador. p. 167.

22~., p. ~64.
23Ala.m{n, I-remoria (1830), in Obras, IX, p. 202.
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these "well-calculated measures" would ental1, stabllity ln gov\

ernment can be taken as a pr1me requis1te.
"Technic1ans
were needed to lnstall the equ1pment.
he llsted the s1x Frenchmen who had

1nstal~ed

In 1832

the machlnery that

had been purchased by the text1le factory 1n Quer6taro.

He care-

fully expla1ned that these technic1ans tralned Mex1can apprentlcee
to carry-on the operat1ons after the1r c~ntractShad explred. 24
Exe~ples
l~ere

such as th1s had to be duplicated lf 1ndustr1a11zatlon

to become a successful ent1 ty •

"In valn have the Dlrectors

a.ccelerated the lntroductlon of mach1nes lnto the Repub11c," he
caut1oned, "If the artlsans necessary to teach the1r work and the
var10us operat1ons that each one demands, are not d1sposed to
come along wlth them.,,2S

They could not be expected to.lmmlgrate

1f the stab1llty of the country were constantly in dou'Qt.

His

statement also exhlblts an 1ntent1on to develop a olass of skl11ec
artlsans among the Mex1can people, 1n order to reducs,the dependence uponforelgners for the ownershlp and operat1on of Mexlco's
lndustrlal plant. Tfie laok of suoh a oommltment by foreign lnterlopers of the later n1neteenth oentury lald the grounds for a
major cr1 ticlsm of the econom1c nationallsts of the tllent1eth'
century.

24Ala.llla'n, r1emor1a (1832). Documento 2, ln Obras, IX, P. 417.
25 Ib1d •
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Further ev1denoe of progress in this area was the arrival of
Thomas J.ilcCormick of Philadelphia and eight associates, who accompan1ed a shipment of ootton maohinery.

Tba men were contraoted

for three years "with the same object1ves as the Direotors have
presented with respect to those from Franoe." .McCormick was busy
surveying the ootton.factor1es in the states of Guanajuato, M1ohoacan, Pueb1a, and T1axcala as an adv1sor. 26 The extent to whioh
these ear;:ty successes were repeated is a matter of speou1at1on,
~speo1a11y

after the fall of the Bustamante government. .The at-

tempt is s1gnifioant neverthe1ess,espeoia1ly the reoogn1tion that
ass1stance would be needed to transform the obraje workers into
faotory hands.
One of the results which Alaman
"" hoped would be passed on by
the foreign operatives was the institution of banoos de &borro,
or savings.banks, whioh, he said., "have had such good effeots in
other nations.,,27

Such banks were charaoteristio of the early·

trade-union movement in England, espeo1ally when they were disguised as Friendly Sooieties, and sav1ngs.banks were also common
among the working groups in Franoe.

It was trom the latter that

the introduction into Mexico was expected.

Alam~n's

enthus1asm

for this institution is seen in his revival of the projeot with
renewed vigor in the 1840's.

For the moment, however, he ad.herred

26~., PP. 4l7f.
27Alam~, I~emOIia 11830)

J

in Obras, IX, p. 201.
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to the liberal doctrine of work and thrift when he w:t"o'te of the
Banks in 18:30:
This will be the principle to insp1re in them [the workers]
an inc11nation for work, mak1ng them perceive the advantages that result from having something to count on for
the1r Qld age, their sicknesses, and other misfortunes of
life. 2~
The results 'of the banks themselves will be

con~±~~f~e

tR another

context, but for the present one should bear in mind the encouragement to private enterprise and individual initiative contained
in such a project.

.."

Alaman is at t1mes accused of a hostility

toward methods of self-help, but these banks could hardly be
class1f1ed as soc1al welfare.
Estevan de Antunano, in a pamphlet supporting protectionism .
in 1835, indicated hbw this po11cy would also provide an inducement to popluation 1ncrease.

Local capital would have more areas:

in which to invest under a proh1bit1ve system, since the variety
of products would increase.

Internal migration would take place

as workers moved to the 1ndustria1 centers, and, as these areas
pr~~pered, .the P9P~lation wou1dmu1t1p1y even more rap1d1y.2 9 :
He was no doubt interpreting trends that he had observed in the
Midlands of England, wh1le rece1v1ng h1s education 1n Great Britain.
28~.

29puebla, Observac10nes contra la libertad de Comercio EsteriOT 6 sea Contestaci6n a1 D1ario del Gob1erno Federa~ (Puebla,
25 de iviarzo de 1835), p. 11. Th1s is a crude form of the modern
econometr1c theory which pos1ts built-in factors of development
to be .found .w1th1nan estap11.shed industrial economy.
L

8~

The Comp!n(a Patriotica flexioana para e± Fomento de 1a Industria Nac1ona1 was also founded 1n 1830.

It was one of the

fourteen companies that he listed in 1832, aooompanied by h1s
views of the role which these companies lrhou1d perform in tbe
development of the IvIexican nation,3 0 Hhi1e ilama'n was not a mem~
ber of the Compa~!a Patri6t1ca Mexicana, the comment of Luis Is1a~,
Garc!'a that the name of this organ1zat1on "reveals the romantic
mixture of nationalism and econom1cs that animated its founders"
oou1d apply as readily to A1~n's whole conoeption of industria11zat1on,31
Societies suoh as these were envisioned byA1aman from. the
inception of his 1ndustria1 dreams.
term "oompany".

He took a broad v1ew of the

Besides regular business funct10ns and finan-

cial :transact1ons, he 'tfanted them to serve as places "where each
individual can combine h1s information with that of others, and.
his own resources with those of others, that they m1ght be ap1e
to form a compact and Vigorous body to overcome the diff1culties
that

re~u1ar1Y

prise. n32

touch upon them 1n the beg1nnings of each enter-

S1milarities to the Spanish Economic Societies of the

Bn11ghtenment, and to. salon soc1eties 1n general are unmistakable,
thus it is not surprising that he used the terms "company" and
..,~

"society" interchangab1y.-'-.1

3'6A1am~,

Memoria.

(18~2),

Documento 2; in Obras, IX, pp. 412f.

31Isla8 Garc{a, "Alam~n en la vida econ6mica," 30.
32A1am!'n, r,Iemoria (1832), Documento 2, 1n Obras, IX, p. 411.
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Private enterprise was

vie~led

in a different light than the

/

tradition of business oommonl¥ held.
would be more

be~fioient

One oan see that industry

than oompetitive under suoh a system,

as information "C'1ould be exohanged gratili tously, and added to the
fears of those Who objeoted to the involvement of the

ole~gy.

Companies would help eaehother to overoome the dearth of individual oapita1 resouroes, whioh was then his primary oonCBDn.

,.

Alaman later expanded the idea to inolude industry-wide manufac.turing .assooiations as well as municipal and regional groupings.
This intention is clear even in the skeleton outlined 1n the 1832
report.
The paternalistic attitude toward industry that such "companies tt would impose upon I"!exican economio society was

a marked

departt1re from the liberal spirit of individual initiative that
A1am'n was lmown to favor "in the abstract ~

It also reveals the)

paternalism charaoteristic of much of his thinking, a fact 'probably influenced by
baokground.

Sp~ish

Bourbonism and his own aristocratic

The lack of suffioient capital precluded effective

en~repreneurial

competition.

,.

Finally, since A1aman was inter-

ested in the industrial development of the nation, he was not
immune to combining the resources and talents of the indiViduals
concerned.

This does not mean that he deliberately intended to

subordinate the personal gain of individuals to the progress of
the nation •. He realized that Mexioo's ~ferior industrial position not only necessitated oo-ordinated effort, but would aotua11

be hindered by an excess of individual competition.

Without such

a unified effort, no one l'iould reap any financial reward.
Despite the logical explanations in the Packground of His..,,-

panic economics and in Alaman himself, or perhaps because of such
similarities, such a·society" could noly breed suspicion among
his antagonists.

The similarities to colonial institutions were

all too familar to Mexicans intent upon destroying corporate privilege and entrenched vested interest.

Rather than viewiD$ this

type of "company" as an extention of the economic societies of
Spain, and to some extent the New World,33
see in them a revival of the Consulado

critics preferred to

Jl~1lnoiple,

t'ri th the protec-

tive system that accompanied it forming a new fuero.

Thus Alam~

was acoused of erecting e. "colonialism with industry", a!1da new
hierarchical framework in which a new group had been added. 34
Although such criticism was not unfounded, it was misdirected.
The implication is always that a hierarchical system was inheren~lY

sinister, rigid, and parasitical.

Some of this,vitupera-

tion, by recent critics, is an outgrowth of the fervor of the
Revolution of 1910, in which

any

interest of the n(az oligarchy

is suspect, especially one which looks with favor upon theChurcB~
33See Robert J. Shafer, The Economic Sooieties in the S~n1sh
Horld, 1763-1821 (Syracuse I Syracuse University Press, 1958).
34Reyes Hertles, El Liberalismo NexigMQ, II, p. 168.
35E•G ., J\tNst(n,..cue' C{'novas, Historia Social y Economlca,
p. 304; and Luis Chavez Orozco, "LucCa Alam&n, una faceta,"'161.
162, 176.
'
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Predecessors of these modern opponents 6f pr1v1lege, that 1s,
the liberal cr1tics of Alam~, were aroused more by ant1-colonial
than ant1-ar1stocratic sent1ments, but 1n th1s case the two group
v'iere seen as one and the same.

In addition, they had a personal

vendetta against corporate institutions, wh1ch modern Mex1can
"'Ti'i:ters cannot consistently uphold.
Religious beliefs precondit1oned an acceptance of hierarchical

a~thor1ty

in society, and contrarily, insp1red the ant1pathy

toward religion among opponents of a structured society.

Alruru(n,
.'

't

in this sense, parallM.ed the European conservat1'SIns'b:B D'e }Iaistre,
who propounded a type of histor1cal ut1litarian1sm:
The best government lB~r each nat10n is that "trh1ch, 1n the
terr1tory occupied by that nat10n, is capable of producing
the greatest possible amount of happ1ness and strength for
the greatest POgsible number of men, dur1ng the longest
poss1ble t1me.)
Saint-Simon also had elite views of soc1ety.

He wanted a soc1ety

dominated by all productive elements of soc1ety:

sc1ent1sts, ar-

tists, and 1ntellectuals, as' well as businessmentand industr1alistsper se.)7

Alam{n

reflect~d th1s ve1n of th1nk1ng ,to a g

greater extent than that of De Ma1stre, for he too
to the

non~product1ve

~~s

opposed

elements 1n society. ,as demonstrated by

the derogatory remarks that he d1reoted at 11ex1canoreoles 1n
the D1se;:taoiones atid the H1sto;:1s de r'~ex1oo.38

Moreover, h1s

36ne 1'!a1stBe, "Study on Sovere1gnty," 1n Works, p. 126.
:37S1mon, "H1story for Utop1a,11320.
,)8Creoles, he said, were ,"generally lazyand~gligent •••

leadership group offered a theoretical flexibility uncommon in
most conservative theories.
This flexibility can be seen in his attitude toward education.

The seientific and empirical stress offers an imposing

cont~ast

to the classical orientation of most conservative eduCa-

tional systems.

Because Alam~n had graduated from a technical

institute rather than from the University of Meixco, the differ.
ence in emphasis can be attributed to his own training and interests.

In the Cortes he had favored extending the teohnioal

schools to include mining institutes in GuanajuAto and Zacatecas,
and called for a school of commerce in Mexico City.

He,was ;

clearly an adherent of curriculum modernization, but was not
thor9ugh in his program.
The discrepancies appear in his proposals for university reform and the resultant criticism of the plan by Jos6Mora.

Alam~

wanted to re-organize the university into definite schools of instruction.

He had broached this subject at the sessions of the

Cortes, but here his concern was primarily directed at the esta.
blishment of separate institutes.

University reform first ap-

peared in the Memoria of ,1825. During the Bustamante government,
quiclc to begin and rarely prepared 1'Ti th the means to execute the
task ••• prodigal in times of good fortune, Whi!.e suffering in
times of adversity." Historia de 1>19'11co (5 vols., M~ico: J.M.
Lara, 1849-52), I, p. 11. See also Ibid., V, p. 921, where he
criticized the wea.lthy class that only wished to reap the benefits of SOCiety without earning them, and who now looked to revolution as the means of attaining them; and IUstoria de r~e:x:ico, in
Obres, V, p. 843. He felt there Was a greater loyalty exhibited
to the state under Spanish It'ule:;.~.See Ibid., I, p. 90. '
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he was given the opportunity to realize his plans.
stated in the report, W8.S to "eliminate the.

The goal, as

superfluo\t~

and esta.....

blish the necessary,·,,39 by forming cole$ios within the university.
Theology was categorized as ecclesiastical SCience, and the

~

nario Concillar was to be devoted to its study, the Colegio de
San IldefonsQ to law, polttical SCience, economics, classical
literature, the Colegl0 de
matics; San Juan de

Letr~

Mlner~a

to physical sclence and

mathe~

to medicine; and a new college totrai

students in the skilled trades, which he felt would serve as an
inherent stimulus to Change. 40 Re-orgaihization along these lines
did not approach the departmentalizatlon of modern universitles,
but was an lmpressive advancement for its time.
The Liberals isstltuted a simllar reform durlng the administratlon of Valent!n G6mez Far!as, but then the university struc
ture was abandoned and closed as the only means of eliminat1ng
clerlcal influence.

The Univers1ty of }ie:x:ico had nearly three

hundred years of tradl tional .clericalism lmich would be hard. to
erase.

Yet the ne'i'l'educational plans were similar J so similar

in fact that 1tlois$s Gonz(lez Navarro finds students of the topiC
unable to agree as to whether Alaman or Mora originated the Plan?1

39Alam~, Docymentos Diversos, in Obras, IX, p. 233.
40 Ibid., p. 380.
p

41Gonz~lez Navarro, El Pensamlento Pol(tlco de Lu~s Aleman,
36.

,.,.

Hora 't'1ryly commented that Alaman should approve of his plan:
"He can do no less than approve it, since in hls Defensa he does
not conceal his pretensions to be the author of lts bases ... 42 ~e
critical differences, however,
in educa.tion.

em~rged

.,

over the role of the clerg

x'lora praised Alaman for his "suppression of the

exorbitant multitude of theology courses.,,43

."

Alaman's attempt to

classify theology as "ecclesiastical science" was a bit preten,

tious and perhaps anticipated the expected crlticism.
felt that it had no place in the curriculum at all.
see that

Alam~n's

Llberals
Here we can

empirical enthusiasm had limitations and that

his scientific interests were tempered by other factors.
One of these fa.ctors Was certiinly religlous.

Conservat1ves'

and Liberals both found themselves inev1tably drawn to th1s issue. '
Charles Hale, attempt1ngto define L1beralism in 1ts Mexican context and to establlsh a basis of difference between lt and Conser
vatism, finds that he must turn to the Church for the critical
point ofdiv1s10n. 44 Mexican liberalism drew heavily upon utllltar1anism, and one of the major tenets of th1s ph110sophy was 1ts
search for a secular ethics.

Besides the obvious fact that Mexi-

canc;Liberals found the Church

obstruct1~

many of their proposals

in econom1t'b;' soc1al, and. po11t1cal 11fe, there was also a bas1c
42Ylora, Obr!s Sueltas, I, p. CCXXIV.

43~., I, p. CXCV.
44Charles A. Hale, "Jos~mar!a Lu1s Mora and the Structure of
}1exican Liberalism" Eisj.?a:nic:-.)..merican Historical Rev1el'T, XLV
(1965), 215.

clash of ideology.

Extending education was a major g_lYQf Liber. 't"

.~

a.lism, so it is natural that the clerical issue l'lhould. arlse.>

ear~

and often, for the Mexican educational system, in its formal and
informal aspects,

l1aS

dominated by the Catholic Church.

No less

".

surprising is the fact that Aleman would include in his proposals
for the proper training of worthy citizens the religious principles that he valued so highly.
'\olhen Alaman spoke of the "il'llstracion general t' , it had a
moral overtone.

Hhen he called it

If

one of the most powerful .

means of prosperity for a. nation", he Was speaking with a

~1s10n

that looked beyond the economic connotations that generallY flow
from su~ a statement. 45 The deeper meaning of such a suggestion
is sometimes lost because of the context in which it was presented.

As government minister rela.tingthe state of the nation,

hi~

statements a.re necessarily surrounded by concrete economic exampl~s.

Perhaps moral education defies accurate explanation, or he

may have felt it politically expedient to refrain from

elabo~a

ting on such a delicate topic; but the other possibility is that
the meaning of "moral education" was so obvious to a Catholic
",

,.,

Mexico as to require no further explanation from Lucas Alaman.
Because Alaman was raising a new issue in his proposals for
scientific education, his argument naturally assumed a slanted
emphasis.

Absent

f~om

the curriculum, scientific education re-

quired greater stress than did the already familiar religious

45Alam~, Mempria (1830), in Obras, IX, p. 202.
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training.

The Memoria of 1830 reports the purchase of He.

pre~

cious collection of books", and chemistry and. physics equipment
from France, by the government of the State of Guanajuato, for ite
colegio.

"It is hoped," the report continued, "that this example

will be imitated

e1~ewhere,

and that by this means the knowledge

indispensable for the advancement of our industry will be propagated, following. completely a "plan of instruction most consistent
with the state of progress in which the sciences find themse1ves~~

....

In this statement, A1aman revealed another tendency which
aroused suspicion among his contemporaries.

He worked with a

federal system at times, but was never comfortable with it.

In

education perhapS more than in other segments of his thought, he
felt that a "plan" was necessary.

After reading all of the Mem-

orias, one is struck by the disatisfaction expressed throughout
their pages with the results of a decentralized system.

Promotill,€

education by exhortation and by the recital of promising examples
".,.

was a frustrating experience, and Aleman was

~isencha.nted

over

the results.
As Director of the Banco, he tried to implant a national in- .
f1uence on education, but in an informal way .. In the ear1y'1820'e
he had given the suggestion of cultural dissemination by the oity

4

.

governments, 7 and the "companies" represent another informal attempt at
46

eduoat~ona1

~.,

influence.

pp. 202-03.

47See above, pages 41-42.

The Banco contributed to this ef·
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~ort

through the publication of pamphlets, numbering eighty-eight

if"
titles in 1832, and collectively entitled the Coleccion
de Memor-

ias instructivas de

a~icultura,

artes y manufactures.

These in-

cluded translations of "some elementary works about these subjects
and other unedited productions of the various correspondents of
the Banco, whose publication appeared useful.,,48

.,..(

Alaman probably

authored some of these pamphlets or at least served as one of the
translators.
The distribution of technical information became explicit
in the 1840's when its centralist features were more pronounced.
In the 1830's, however, the procliv1.ty for central control and
direction was already eVident.

The theory of the Banco de Av!O

virtually demanded it in order to function at maximum efficiency.
All areas of'policy had to respond tn unison, and only central
direction could'assure this unity of purpose.

Financial aid and

protective legislation were intended to boost industrial development, and

industr~alization

itself was only a part of the plan,to
"

raise Nexico to a competitive level among the family of nations,
Opponents were therefore quite correct in assuming that the Banoo
48Alaml'n, Memoria (1832), Dooumento 2, in Obras, IX, p. 42:;.
Some of the titles included the following: "Memoria sobre el 1~
sec~o conoc1do como grana 0 coch1nilla n ,
"Tratado de la orta de
gtiSilhos de seda", "Cartilla para co lmeneros" , "Nultlp11baci6n
de abejas", "Descr1pc1on del arbol de l.,.a cera", "Tratado sobre
e1 ganado lanar", and "Colecci~n de art~culos sobre agricultura
ya:btes".
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de Avl9 was not as 11mi ted 1n scope as 1 t f1rst appeared:i? Alam(n
and h1sbackers were probably not aware of the total implications
of d1rected industrial growth at th1s stage e1ther.
The debate over the benef1ts of the Banco and the direction
upon wh1ch 1t rested continued to rage even after the fall of the
Bustamante government.

In fact, the arguments of each s1de are

presented in a far more coherent fashion in various ·pamphlets
issued during the 1830's than during Ale.m~ts term of off1ce.
The Memor1as failed to g1ve a structured analysis of the problem.
In 1835

~w~Pampalets

appeared, one 1n Mex1co City by the Ed1tors

of the Diar10 de Go"1erno, and in reply, another 1n Puebla probably wr1tten by Esteban de Antunano. 49
The ",flecs10nes of the Liberal journal Diar10 de Gob1erno
responded to the protect1ve argument by "combating the. apparent
reasons upon which 1t 1s founded, mak1ng ev1dent the 1noonveniences that w11l result to the nation.,,5 0 Referring venerably to
the"mas celebres econom1stas modernos", they correctly 1nterpret
free-trade as a world-wide system, and therefore deny'the va11dity
of any argument purporting to show that 100a1 01rcumstances can
dim1nish 1ts verac1ty:
What are these Circumstances so partioular that the 1rres1st1ble doctr1nes and demonstrat1ons of the economists are true.
49Mex1co, Ed1tores del IfD1ario de Go'b1erno", Reflecsiones
sobre la 'Oroh1bici?t; de h11azas y mantas estrangeras de alp-:odon
(Mll:x:ico: . Abril 6 de 1835) J Puebla, Obseryacione:s (1835). The
ideas expressed in this work reflect his other '~itlngs.
50Me:X:ico, Reflecslones, p. 1.

only 1n Europe or 1n the Un1ted States del Nort!, wh1le
upon arr1v1ng on our shores and,enter1ng freely, they nevertheless have lost their force! • • • To say that the part1cu1ar circumstances of a country destroy the po11tico-eoonom1c truths of a country is the same as sa,1ng that what 1s
the truth in Paris can be a lie 1n Pek1ng, and that~!hat ts
true in London is not so in Puebla or Mexico • • • • J
~

Pointing to a more vulnerable issue, the authors ask why the

nation should deny itself the enjoyment of foreign manufactures
for the benefits of a small number of "artisans" that seem to be,
and in effect are inj~ed.52
AntUDanO, in his Observaciones, presented the position of
the protection1sts.

He begins by admitting many of the claims of

free-trade adherents:
It is true that free-trade lOWErs the cost of imported goods
and by diver$ifying the means of enjoyment augments the factitious necess1ties of the people, and also g1ves a major extenSion to co~;umers, to whom it yields the benefits of industry. •.• •
.
He adds, however, that this extension is neither stable nor uniform, and that native industry does not enjoy the benefits of
th1s development.

In the long run, mass circulation isdimin1shec

and the change becomes merely that of money between two groups of
merchants.

Meanwhile, the. balance of payments, lithe only capa-

city for ma1ntain1ng the v1gor and free-flow of commeroe, comes,
at 1ast,to d1sappear.,,54

The result of the lack of development

5
1·
~:, pp. 1-2.
53Pueb1a, Observac10nes, p. 7.·

-

54Ib1d.

52 Ib1d., p. 3.
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in the local economy and the declining value of local cap1tal,
is a lack of purchasing power, regardless of how low fore1gn goods
come to be priced.
While Liberals resort to an abstract theory of world-wide
free-trade, something that has never been tested practice,

Ant~

ano contends that his proposals are "not purely a theory or vain
conjecture".

Quite the contrary:

It has already happened among us, when, because of the interruptions of commerce from the peninsula as a result of the
i'Tar with England [Napoleonic 'Vl'ars.J , commerce was momentarily
obstructed. It was then that the factories of Puebla received such an impulse that exquiSite silk products came to
be perfected . . . and those of cotton were diversified and
perfected to an astonishing degree.55
..
Reaching the central point of his theSiS, he

1fsuch de-

as~edl

velopment came f,rom a mementary paralysis of impDrts, notwithstanding the zeal of the authorities to

e~tinguish

such

activit1~s

as injurious to peninsular eommerce, what would be the result, if
the government were actually to support industry?

"One does not

have to bow to brilliant theories l'1'hen experience has passed a,
judgement against it which is beyond appeal.,,5 6
Mexico became politicallY independent but has remained economically subservient, he argued.

Antunann even goes so far as to

invest free-trade and the countries propound1ng
sinister

moti~es,

th~

doctrine with

making it into a deliberate plot to hold nations

subordinate. 57

56 Ibid., p. 11.
55~., pp 10-11.
57~., p. 3. The actions and i'Tords of British rUnister
Henry vJe.rd tend to support this insinuation.

.
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This is the concern for economic

that we find

ind~pendence

throughout the writings of Alam"n, Antunano, and the other proponents of a national industry.

Antu6ano, in fact, was a polItical

liberal, who accepted the political implications of Liberalism
~Thile

rejecting classical economics.

Industrialism was thus not.

the preserve of conservatives, nor 1'laS the doctrine itself conser
vative essentiallYr but the resemblances of protection to colonial policies clothed industrial ideas in an unholy dress.
It is beneficial to return to the examination of Mexican
L1beral1sm made by Charles Hale.

The

~ffinity

between liberalism
,

"

and utilitarianism created a problem which Hale interprets as the
fooal point of the internal 'struggle w1thin Mexican l1beralism:
,the role of the State versus individual liberty.

The use of the

authority of the State was supported in order to destroy the barriers to liberty existent in SOCiety, and to protect individual
freedom in a sooiety lacking strong institutional safeguards.
Continental

liberalism valued the role of the state to a greater

degree than did English liberals, because the ancien regime seeme
a more formidable structure.

Spa1n followed this tendency (in

Europe th1s era was expressed by the Enl1ghtened Despots, of whio
Charles III was a rep:resentat1ve), and 1t was transm1tted to Mexico by the later viceroys and most espeo1allY by 1ntendants such
as Biano 1n Guanajuato.

This tradit10n was adopted not only

by

/

conservatives, but by l1berals as wellr indeed, liberalism came
to Ne't'l' Spa1n under this guise.

"Have we not found," Hale asles,
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"that the liberals of 1833. led by Dr. Hora, also turned to
Bourbon traditions in their reform poliCies?,,5 8
In Europe this emphasls on the State was modlfled in positlvlsm, partly ln conjunctlon with rising nationalist fervor, until
the State became identified wlth "society" in the organic hier.
a.rchy.

11 e:x: 1cans , when trying to preserve the doctrines of. indi-

vidual liberty and while attempting to break with the absolutist
tradltion, were forced to accept the Spencerian formoof positivism.
Because

~fielr

liberalism was theoretical for such a long time

with~

out opportunity for practical application, Mexicans perhaps had
undue attachment to individual liberties.
and made implementation difficult.

.~

This dilemma lingered

Hale shows:'::h'ow this condition

affected the transition to positivism, as a strong State emphasis
remained present in the centralization of the Constitution of 1857
and its even more stringent application by the regime of Porfirio
D{az, in hls politico integral. 59
Alam~ could be depicted as adhering to the Continental syn-

theSis of liberalism and utilitarianism.

The additional factor

or religlous conservatlsm must be lncluded, however, to properly
distinguish his programs from lts European parallels.

In such a

5~ale, "t'lora and Mexican Llberallsm," 208.
59Ib1d ., 218. See also the various 'tiri tings of Leopoldo Zea
on posi ti V1S1!1 ln ~1e;,tco, its antecedents and appllcations; e. g. ,
El positlvlsmo en r.le:x:ico (Mexico: Edlc!<3,nes Studium, 1953), and
Aoor.r.eoy decadencla del 'Posl tlvlsmo en He:X:ico (Hexlco: El Colegl0
de ~'.I.exi co, 19'-14).
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structure the theories of Alaman and the other Mexican industrial
1sts becomes h1ghly plausible in their own right, and within the
context of the evolut10n of liberalism they can claim a place.
Liberal philosophy, it seems, took many divergent paths in Europe,
leading, some would claim, in a d1rect line to the totalitarian
states of the twent1eth century.

In Mex1co it provided the ideo-.

10g1cal foundat10n for the power struggles of the creole upper
class, and was at lastt converted into the bulwark for a thorough
dictatorship.

'.,

CHAPTER V

THE DIRECCIoN DE INDUSTRIA:

ORGANIZATION AND PROTECTION

A Pamphlet War Over a Protective
As the Junta Directiva

(3.jS

Ta~iff

the Banco de Av~ lost its control

over the development of manufacturing, Mexico's entrepreneurs continued the work on their own.

They did not abandon their efforts

to persuade the Government to re-enter the field of industrial
activity.

Pleas for protection constituted the major portion of

I:

their requests, but the growth of the industry, despite the obstacles, had already brought about a realization of the deficiency
in the local supply of raw materials.
Estevan de Antunano continued to produce pamphlets as well
as textiles.

In July, 1835, he wrote the Memoria Breve de la in-

dustria manufactura de
favoring protection.

M6eico, in which he repeated

th~ arguments

He carefully explained that this would be

only a temporary measure, and that liexican industry would eventually stand on a competitive basiS.

In support of his poSition,

he claimed that European countries had originally developed their
industrial plants under similar protective shields, and pointed
with special reference to England, which he knew best.

The Bri-

tish, he felt, had favored certain branches of the economy in
governmental policy, and then removed the

su~ports

when they felt

that they could make due on their own. 1
lEst evan de Antunano, Memoria Breve de 1a industria manufac-101-

I'
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Comparing this situation

w~th

Mexico, he reveals the Spanish

influence .on Mexican thought of the early nineteenth century.

He

cites a translation of a work by Condoreet, in which the translator believed that if it were not .for the Banoo de Av!O, Mexioo
would not have ootton maohinery for at least another oenturY.· He
further felt that suoh direotion was also neoessary in order t,o
stimulate investment in countries where people. did not "'know the
most advantageous use that oan be made of their money. ,,,2

In an

"en11ghtened oountry" this ooourred naturally, but in Mexioo the
",

emphasis had remained on land,

,

This is why Antunano disagree4 .

with the arguments against proteot10n raised by Condoroet.

Free-

'<

'

"1

dom of investment was a good prinoiple, but Antunano blamed the
lack of practical bUSiness experineoe for the. inability of these
"eoonomists" with well-intentioned theories to realize the

weabo·~

ness of their .arguments,3
Withou~

aotion on behalf of industry, Mexioo

eoonomioally dependent.

wo~ld

remain

Anon-industrial oountrywas viewed as

eoonomically stagnant, because an agrioultural economy neglected
Ant~no

innovation andtechnioal improvement.

saw this as the

basis of I-lexico's sooial, eoonomic, and even polit10al11l:s.
"Ignorance, Poverty, Revolution!":

these are caused by a laok of

honest and useful labor, and this is the result of the abandonment
tura de MexiCO, 30 de JUlio de 1835, pp. 10 .. 11r in the Sala Lafragua, B1blloteca Nacional de Mexico.
2IJ21.9.., p. 10.

3

.

Ibid., p. 11.
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of the study and praoticeof the solences and useful arts. 4

In

another pamphlet two years later, he attributed the h1gherpr1oes
of Mexican products to the lack of techn1cal skills,'rather than
to the abundance of s11ver, as some had suggested. 5
In the dialogue of the Pensamientos of 1837, Antunanois f1ct1tious adversary asked if men and mach1nes were sufficient for
1ndustrial growth.
l~t

This allowed

of the needs in reply.

Ant~o

to present a detal1ed

Speaklng 11ke a 11beral, he l1sted

varlous obstacles that must be removed, lncludlng some Which corresponded to the goals of political 11beraltEm; but included some
others of a qulte d1fferent nature.

They deserve spec1al

t1on, s1nce many reappear 1n the funct10ns of the

atten~it1

D1reoc1~

""

eral de la Industria, a government agency headed by Alaman

Gen-

f~om

18g.2 to 184.5=
1. The creat10n of ~untas d1rect1vas de la 1ndustr1a.
'
2. Colon1zat1on of the coasts, 1n order to a'Q.gJllent the numbel.
of consumers and to mult1ply trop1cal agr1culture(espec1..!'
ally cotton product1on-ed.)..
.'
3 . Some sort of npprec1at1on and renumerat10n for 1nventors.
4 Roads and canals, because w1thout them 1t 1s 1mposs1ble
to have an econom10al and useful oommunicat1ons system.
5. The format1on of stat1st10s for po pulat10n, product1on,
and consumpt1on, 1n order to mow the orig1n of our neces4

~.,

p. 1 .

.5Antunano, Pensam1entos para la regenerac16n Industr1al de
Mex1co (1837). This pamphlet has an added 1nterest, s1nce the
arguments are developed by the use of Socrat1c d1alogue. Agustin
Cue cl'novas exam1nes the s11ver export restr1ct1ons and the1r effect on the bi-metallic system, conclud1ng that the currency became s11ver-oominated, and that~the money depr~ciated, forcing
pr1ces up as well. See Historia So01al y Econom1ca, p. 262.
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sities and resources,

a~

to apply opportune remedJes.

6. To eliminate agiotistasLhigh-interest1oan-shark!J.

7. Close some ports and regulate contraband severely.
8. Reduce the number of feast days, in order to avoid losing
time from the purSuits of honest and productive labor. O
9. Form treaties of commerce with Spain for the importation
of rural products--principally flour--from the Island of
Cuba and the other Antilles.
10. Eliminate the use of a~uardiente.
11. Establish factories for constructing instruments and for
exploiting iron; because this ought to be conSidered the
base material for all industry.
12. Allow no textile mills closer than twenty-five leagues
i)r.:~~~t.!~~e~~:~~f ~o reduce the temptation to use contra13. The absolute prohibition of all foreign manufactures is
the basis of all economic reform in Mexico.7
Protection was merely a means of providing technical with a
fi,e1d of application.
playa direct role.
init1ati~e

It was in this area that government could
Kno"l'11edge and study had to result from the

of the people, but legislation could provide induce-

ment and protection.
The benefits to the nation and the government were far
being subsidiary.

f~om

At the t1m~, Mexico had an empty treasury,

insecure credit, and a lack of prestige and potency that inhibited
her ip securing obedience within theccountry.

According to Antuli-

ano, unless Mexico made a change, "1'1e must resign ourselves to
being as colonial as those in India.,,8

$Jl~h ~ comparison was in~..,.1.1 .• -:..

..•'.

tended to arouse the patriotism of his readers,

6ThiS was also a program of the Chilean independence leader
Bernardo O'Higgins, and was relatively unseccessfu1.
7Antunano, Pensamientos (1837), pp. 11-13.
8

,..

Antunano, Memoria Breve (1835), p. 13.

.

10;
Agitation such as this, coming from cultivators as well as
industrialists, brought changes in 1836 and 1837.

The new govern-

ment of Anastasio Bustamante established a system of comprehensive
protectionism, which created a monopoly for local cotton goods in
the national market.

However, the cultivators received their

inducement to the accept the new legislation, in the form of a new
law prohibiting the importation of raw cotton, passed with only
one dissenting vote on August 9, 1836. 9
These changes corresponded to the new centralist constitutio!
of December, 1836, and marked the re~emergence of Luc~ Alam(n in
public life, becoming a member of the Consejo de Gobierno that had
been created in January, 1837.

The policies of the new government

reversed the trend that had been evident in the G6mez Far(as administration..

Alam§n had few kind words to express toward this

latter government.

In his Defensa, written in 1833 to vindicate

himself and the part he.played in the first Bustamante government,
he lashed out at this new "system"' of the liberals, that ls, "if
one can call the destructionoof all that exists a system. nlO Its
origins in the principles of the· Enlightenment disturbed him most,
especially its "god-less" character.

To his mind, this govel[n-

ment 1'laS
Formed from the teachings of the madness of Diderot and the
sophistry that is called philosophy in the past century,
9Potash, El Banco de Av!o, p. 192. This measure was contrary to the Law of February 1, 1828, which had freed raw cotton,
wool, and silk from such ~estrictions.
10Alam~, Defensa, in Obras, XI, p. 50.
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whose works are read by no sane man exoept to admire and
pity the exoesses whioh the deviation of human reason oon~
duoes when leaving the path that revealed truth teaches. ll
"..

In June, 1838, Alaman was asked by Minister Gorostiza to aid
in the preparation of new tariff laws, in an attempt to solve the
current eoonomic crisis.

This allowed him to inolude provisions

benefioial to 'Mexioan industry, as well as those oaloula1;:;ed to
solve the problem of foreign and domestic debt. 12 .
Despite the successes of industrial interests in reversing
the liberal trend with the protectionist laws of 1836 and 1837,
efforts were primarily conoentrated outside government oircles.
Hopes were high that existing proteotionist legislation oouldbe
vindicated by a growth in the textile industry sufficient to meet
the needs of the oountry.

The only event that aroused concerted

opinion and action in the area of influenoing government policies,
was the Arista Incident of 1840.
fJ

Efforts to raise production levels, while inoreasing
continued to lag behind national industrial. needs.

steadil~

In addition,

Treasury deficiencies were oreatingalarm among the military officers.

To solve both problems, on September 30, 1840, Minister

of "far, Juan Almonte,issued a permit to General !1ar1ano Arista,
commandant at I'latamoros and later President, for the importation
.

11

Ibid.

t

.
pp. 50-51.

~2He returned to the subject of the debt in 1841, in LU9(s
Alaman, Llsuldac1o-n General de la deuda esterlor.de 1a RebUblica
r-rexlce.ne. hasta Diclembre de 1841; in Obras, X, pp. 321-472.
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of foreign yarn and thread at that northern port.

Lobbies from

the r.1exican industrialists and the French government sought to
revoke this grant by appealing to the Poder Conservador to rule on
the constitutionality.

It was a violation of the March 11, 1837

law which prohibited such importations, and clearly smacked of
favori tism and military arrogance.'

~.. French

plenipotentiary

protested because of the heavy investments by French natjJ:>nals in
the I1exican textile industries. 13
Two pamphlets appeared in January, 1841, condemning the grant
to Arista. 14 The ReEresentacion of the Puebla Junta De~rtmenta1'
was probably written by Antunano, and noted that these "illegal:"
textile imports "not only renew the attack on our nascent manufacturing' industry, but also constitute an attack on our agriculture," in an attempt to rally this gl70Up to the fisht also~5 They
were soon aroused by this call and produced a pamphlet of ~heir
..."
own in Me~ico City on February 7, 1841. 16 11ea.nkhile, Alaman appeared as .,8. s1gnatory to the Expos1cion. a pamphlet appearing on
February 4, 1841.

Contraband had already dealt a calamity to the

,

[

13Potash, El Banco de AV(o, p. 199.
14observaciones sobre la Cuestion Suscitada con m6tivo del~
Cocedida al General Arista (Mexico: I. Cumpl1do,
1 41), in Folletos sobre la Indus~r1aJ and Puebla, Representacion
Que d1r1~!0 al Exmo. Pres1dente de le. ReE~b11ca por el m~tivo gue
en ella se esp!;esa (Puebla, 1841) , also in Folletos.
15Puebla, Representacion {184l).
A~torizacion

16Represen~ac~on g~e

hace el A~untamiento de esta
en defensa de 18. Industria AAr!cola y Fabr!l de
atacada pur la6rden suprema sobre1nt..roduccion
prohfbidosJ in the Sala Lafragua, Biblioteca Nacional

..•
lica.

Ca12ital
la Repffbde efectos
de Mexico.
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cotton industry, the authors explained, what, then, would be. the
result of the introduct1on of yarn and thread at Matamoros:
imaginat10n

gets~.lost

"The

in the abyss .of the ev1ls that would fol-

low. "17
Mexican interests in favor of keeping the proh1bit1ve law
extended across the known po11t1cal d1vis1ons.

The pro-federa11st

newspaper, El Cosmopo11ta, wh1ch had prev10usly pub11shed caust1c
remarks aga1nst Alaman andh1s associates, now pr1nted columns in
support of their arguments. 18 Liberal federalists were no doubt
more concerned with this addition to the power of them1l1tary
and to their

resources~than

1n the industrial implications of

the Arista grant.
The furor ra1sed by these

objections was sufficient to per-

suade the Poder Conservador to rule Almontets action a violat1on
of the constitution and thus null.

This incident set Arista and

his followers~ the "aristarcos", against Alaman. and the antimosltl' . )'of the aristarcos continued l'Then the General la.ter became the head
of the government.

"

They wrote polemics against Alaman, and Arieta

never foregave him for revoking his yarn menopOly.19
The d1lemma of obtain1ng sufficient raw cotoon while maintaining the alliance with the agriculturalists remained unsolved.
17Alamah y otros, EX'Posici6n dirip:id.a al Coma-eso de la Nac1or.
por los fabrioantes Y cultivadores de Algodon, 1n Obras, X, p. ~8c.
18Potash, El Banco de A~!O, p. 200.

19Valad~, Alaaari. Estadista e H1storiador, p. 389.
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Antunano wrote to Alaman in l8J7 that Mexico produced abundant
cotton of superior quality, and that "cotton will one day by a
branch of our exports, of equal or greater quantity than the sil.
ver and gold of our mines.,,20

It was this dream that had led

Antunano to the belief that Mexico could surpass England in the
pro¢nction of textiles.

For if England could do so weal while

importing the raw materials, then Mexico could not help but do
better. 21 His biographer, rUguel QUintana, tells us that Antufiano naively believed that once industry was founded, the r1exican
cultivator

~ould

easily come to produce what was needed.

He for-

got to take into account "the indolence of the workers on the
coasts where the fiber was produced,and that the growing areas
were spread about many States of the Republic, isolated3for lack
of communications, 'from the region of ~~bla. ,,22
Nevertheless, Alaman was impressed by the theories and predictions of this successful industrialist.

He felt that the day

when cotton production would match the full potential of the industry was farther in the future than Antunano anticipated.

Be-

cause he viewed the situation more as a political statesman and
theoretician than as a businessman, he did not mind waiting for
20Quoted in Valades, Aleman. Estadista e Historiador, p. 375.
21Hector Hernandez, "Prologo" a Miguel QUintana, Estevan de .
d£ industria textile de Puebla (2 vols. Mlxico:
El Boletln Blb11ograf1co de la Secretaria de Hac1enda, 1957), I,
Antunano~fundador

p. XV.

22Quintana, Antunano, II, p.40.
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the expeoted developments, for when they- oame "the oountry (would)
have'two po't-'lerful sources of wealth:

one in agrioulture and the

other in industry.,,23

,

This led Alaman to m1sread the ories raised against the inadequaoies of the Mexioan textile industry.

With h1s speoulative

mind, he preferred to view the problem thus:

foreign goods should

be introduoed in order thattthe quality of the Mexioan produot
may not degenerate, an argument wh10h he oould eaSily~efute.24
The 1mprovement of quality by means of oompetition is certainly)

.

,

'

one of the objeotives of the free entel'prise sy-stem, bllt Alaman
was refusing to reoognize a glaring defioienoy in Mexican supply.
This blind spot also oaused
him to misunderstand the implioations
,
.
of the oontinued existenoe of oontraband.

An inability to assess

basio produotion and oonsumption statistios detraots from the po;

sition of Alaman as an "eoonomist".

Eoonom~os,

however, was not

an empirioal sOienoe then, so that he oannot be oritioized too
severely for failing to understand faotors that were more obvious
to a businessman suoh as Antuiiano.

Alaman 's geninsslay in the

faot that he went beyond eoonomios in his attempt to integrate
eoonomio and pOlitioal theory, while the Puebla

industrii~ist

remained tied to oontradiotory poli tioal and eoonomio posi tio,ns. 25
23Quoted 1n Valad~, Alantin. Estad1sta e Hlstor1ador, p. 375.
24 Ib1d
-'

25For an explanation of the oonditions, see QUintana, AntunII, p. 104. Antunano remained a politioal Liberal, and in
in 1846 tried to work his theories into the federal struoture by

~,
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Alaman Begins Organiztng the Industrialists
Efforts to obtain and seoure governmental aid for industrial.

;'

1zat10n were weakened in· August, 1839, when Alaman resigned from
the ConseJo de Gobierno because of personal incompatibility with

,.

N1colas Bravo.

",.

../

Valades states that Santa Anna had wanted Alaman

to be'3pres1dent in 1839, as a reward for his work on the French
~rm1st1ce

and Peace

Trea~y

the year before.

When he refused, the

./

was given to Bravo, and Alaman wrote a letter to the new Pres1dent deny1ng that he had tried to undermine his Pos1t10n. 26 The

~ost

1ntervent10n of Santa Anna bridged the difficulties temporarily,
".

and the General was able to persuade Alaman to withdraw his
nation,

r~sig-

In a letter to ~laman, Santa Anna stated that N'the Cons~,

jo de Gobierno needs your enlightenm~nt and accredited prudence.?"
Valades regards the final resignation of Alan1a"n in early 1840
as the termination of his days as a statesman, "to which he would
.
28
!not return until
the
last
months
of
his
life."
He apparently
,
.~

is referring to the fact that Alamiln was out of high governmental
circles, and no longer commanded the attention of the leaders .in
office.

Events would soon show that

be~could

from a lesser position in the government.

do as much, or more,

It was perhaps

a mistakE..

crea~ng bancos de av{O on the state level, at the same time that
Alaman was advocating a rigid hierarchical centralism.

26Luc~ Al"mAr). to Nicol~ Bravo, July 6, 1839, quoted in
lValades, Alaman. Estadista e Historiador, pp, 3 7 8 - 7 9 . ,
27Anton10 Ltpez de Santa Anna to Alam(n, in~., p. 380.
28 Ibid
-'
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to attempt to influence policy before the substructure was

organ~

ized.

On the other hand, it can be doubted whether the industri-

~lists

could have organized unofficially and sustained an indus-

~ria1

expansion without tbe assistance and protection of the,gov-

ernm.ent.· The Banco de Av(o had beeri lnsti tuted with this factor
~n

mind, as is shown by the secondary functions of this -financial'

~genoy".

Industry needed more from the government than credit.

By 1840 the foundation of

ind~try

was at least superficd:a1ly

secure, and independent organization was now feasible.

..,.

A1aman

assumed his new pOSition onDeoember 2, 1842, when Pres1.ae,nt Bravo,
perhaps at the insistence of Santa Anna, appointed him to head the
~ew1y-created Direccion General. de 1a Industria Naciona1.

In ef-

Pect, this amounted to an incorporation of an organization that
~ad

been formed among private interests into the government.·
At the end of 1840, A1amah had formed the Junta de Fomento de

1a Industria in Mexico City.
co-ope~ation

Its intent was not only to promote

among the industri.a1ists, but also to fulfill the

functions of the old Banco de AVfo. Their organ of information
~as the Semenario de 1a Industria Naciona1, in which Alam~ relate(
~any

of the difficulties faced by industrialism.

Some of them are;

~u11

repetitions of the arguments of the early 1830'S, with little
~odification and few new insights. 29 His primary concern Was to
~void

economic dependence, and he parrots many of the phrases in

::For excerpts, see Islas Garc{a, "Luc6S A1am~ en 1a vida
eoonomica," 40.
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Antu~no's

Pensamlentos (1837), regardlng the value of sclentlflc

knowledge and the mechnlca1 arts.

He 'had always admlred these

areas of 1earnlng, but ln thls case his tGematlc constructlon
closely parallels that of the Pob1ano, who was probably a part of
thls new junta.

In hls glorlficatlon of productlon as the lndex

,

."

of natlonal greatness, Alaman lntroduces a new referenoe as the
source of these statements.

He caalms to be ln agreement wlth

Adolphe Thlers, when he sald that "In our oentury the power of
production forms the greatness of natlons.,,3 0

,

Like Thlers, Alaman grew more oonservati ve wl th eaoh poll..,t.loal adverslty that struck hls oountry.

Rather thancoompromise

wlth the libera1s,and effect some sort of rapproachment on the
"

,

i..,..,

.

.

.

,

polltioal level,
Alaman turned lncreasingly to the formulas of
,
the colonial Bourbon era, while Thlers sought strength and sta- .
bl1lty ln republlcanlsm.

In the eoonomic sphere, Alam~'s re-

l1ance on the ,"Spa.n1sh organlzatlona1 pattern was even more disturbing.

The produoers and faotory owners banded together ln

1842 to form what Robert Potash calls a gremio lndustrial.

He

feels that lt was such a greml0 that President Bravo formalite~
as the~l~ecclon de 1a Industrla Na01ona1.

More 1mportant than

just the name was Potash's judgement that "the structure of the
new organizatlon

fo1lo~,ed

in great measure the model of the

~emio

,
30valad~t Alam~, Estadista e Hlstoriador, pp. 383-84. The
reference to Thiers is lnterest1ng, slnoe he re~esents the same
amblv.alence in the polltlcs of France that Aleman exh1bited 1n
lvIexico.
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mineral of the colonial era. tt31
If the structure w4s similar, the objective was different.
Th1s wa.s not an attempt to monopolize an industry or to restrict
production.

Tbeactions of the Direccion General during its three

years of existence indicated that Alaman was once again using a
familax organizat10nal structure as a means to achieve far-sighted
goals.
The Direccion and the Textile Industry
The Direccion General'de Industria was operated through a
.......
junta general, of which Alaman was the preSident. Its listed
'

functions bear a close resemblance to the items listed by Aritunano
in his 1837 pamphlet, and should be studied with this oomparison
in mind.

Among the functions of the Direccion were the following:

-To promote the establishment of local juntas de industria
in each part of the country.
-To keep itself informed of 1ndustria1 and agrioultural progress in other countries, and to"~make proposals to the Govermmentregarding investments in new maohinery, plants, and
animals ,from abroad.
-To promote the diffusion of teohnioa1 knOWledge.
-To suggest means of eliminating oontraband.
-To organize industrial expos1tions.
-To present ~ annual stat1stical summary of industrial
development.J2
,
These functions were intended to co-ord1nate the efforts of
the industria11sts.

To be suocessful, the ind1v1dual entrepre-

neurs had to oontinue to show progress in their business endea31potash, El Banco de AV!O, p. 205.
32 Cue/' Canovas,
".'
./
Histor1a SOCial y Economica,
p. 359.
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vors.

An agency such as the D1reccion General could aid the com- .

panies in their development, but in order to be really effective,
and especially for

t~e

theory of industrialism to become dominant,

it had to work from a position of strength.

In the 1840's its

strength continued to reside in the textile industry, and this
meant that it rested upon the shoulders of the cotton manufacturers.
Between

~une,

1837 and December, 1842, the Mexican cotton

industry had produced 1,200,000 pieces of cloth (mantas), with an
estimated value of nine and one-half million pesos.

In 1842 alone

the figures were one-half million pieces and three and one-half
million pesos.

Cotton harvests had been poor in the years just·

prior to 1842, totaling no more than 60, 000 to 70,000 qUinta1es,
and were serv1bg as a brake on the industry, since the act1ve factories already required 100,000 guinta1es annually. ScarCity had
driven prices from sixteen or seventeen pesos per gu1nta1·tn 1838,
to nearly forty pesos in 1842. 33 Rising prices were resulting 1n
a situation which A1aman feared even more:

a lack of consumers.

Nevertheless, the industry struggled on.

One can get an1n-

dication of the proportion of private investment by looking at a
few add1tiona1 statistics.

By 1843 there were forty-seven textile

mills in Mexico, an increase of thirty since 1840 a1one. 34 In 184~
the number had grown to seventy-fwocm±lls, with an estimated value
33Figures are from ~., pp. 356-57.

4 .E1 Banco de AV10,
~
.3
Potash,
p. 220. ,
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of sixteen m1llion pesos,3.5 while the value of the mills in 1843
had been fourteen m1llion . .36

Potash lists only nine cotton fac-

tories ana. three woolen m1llas as rec1pients of loans from the
.

Banco de

~

Even these d1d not receive their entire capital
,
A
'
/ had
resources from the Banco. For example,
laman's
Cocolapan
Av~o.

been granted a loan of 60,000 pesos by the Banco, but in 1841 its
total invested capital had reached 300,000 pesos. 37
The progressive increases in the textile industry is shown .
by the rapidity of growth between 18.37 and 184.5, when compared to
1830-1837.

By 184.5 there were 11;,81.3 spindles in
operation in
.
,

Hexico, compared to 8,000 just eight years earlier.

"

Thir~y-seven

percent of these were located in the State of Puebla, lThich also
had thirty percent of the mechanical iooms. 38 This phase of
mechanization did not proceed at as rapid a pace as the spindles,
and in 184.5 hand looms continued to outnumber mechanical ones.
Some of the individual factories were rather large enterprise .
Jan Bazant has made a detailed statistical study of the textile
indu$try, and especially of Alaaan's Cocola~ and the "La Constancia of Antunano.

There were over one thousand workers at

Alaman's factory, .5oq tejeddres (weavers), and .575 hilanderos
( spinners) •
':1.5

Antunano had ~72 and 384 respectiveIy ~ 39

Ba,zant

'/
/'
Cut' Canovas, H1storia Social y Economica, PP. 361-6?
36Alam~, Ex1X!siC16n (1841); 1n Obras, X, .p. 484.
37Potash, El Banco de Av~, p. 184; and Valad~, Alam~, Estad1sta e 1I1stor1e.o.or, p. 39.3.
J
.38 Cue" q6ovas, H1storia Soc1al Y Econ'ic!, pp . .361-62. . '"
39Jan ,ljaze.nt, "Estud10 sobre laproductividad de la Industria
..J
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".
" business operations 1n Or1zabl
asserts that the failure of Alaman's

arose beoause the project was too grandiose in its objeot1ves and
too large in s1ze.
Regarding the oondition of the workers, Dazant found the
salaries to be adequate, wh11e the profits st111 provided a suffioient return to the investor.

Goods were previded at reasonable

prioes, and all in all the 1ndustry "was not antiquated, but was '.
modern enough for those times.,,40
A more interesting set of figures are those whioh indicate

'

the stimulation that the plant in Orizaba provided .to the entire
Potash shows how the Cooolapan
'" faotory had a:

eoonomio oommunity.

cumulative e:f'feot on the eoonomy, inoreasingl;tme number of jobS·
in seemingly unrelated ocoupatiolls. and most notably1n tile serv10e industr1es.ll~n ~nd the othe~ industr1al enthusiasts had
hin,ted at suoh'a development, although the,. had. never oaloulated
the spec1fic effeots.

,

The1r theories have been substantiated,

and Potash assured h1s readers that the exper1enoe of Orizaba was
not a quirk:

"There is no rea,sonto be11eve that the effeots of

.

"..

the factory of Cooolapan upOn the eoonomy of Or1zaba would not
,

/'"

'

. Algodonera I1ex)oana en 1843-45 (Luoas A1aman y 1a Revoluo1cfu INdustrial en Nex1oo):," 1n La Industria ~aoional. 1842-1851, p. 74,.
Bazant bases these statistios upon the number of spindles and
looms, s1noe the aotual number of workers are not available. He
made estimates based on the oomparable number of workers needed
tcf rtl.n a spindle and loom in Europe. If anyth1ng, Bazant' s' tig, , ures would understate the number of workers 1n Mexioo's ootton in. dustry.

40~., 76-77.
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have been repeated by other factories in other regions. n41
Mechanization had brought with it a significant price reduo.
tion in cotton goods,

When Potash compares the price of a manta

hand-made in the colonial era and in 1835, with the price of the
same article produced by machine, he finds that while the handmade one, did not vary in price, but the,machine-produced cloth,
represented a 33% reduction for the consumer of 1843. 42 Undoubt.
ably, the free importation of foreign textiles would have allowed
the consumer to pay an even lower price, but it also shows that
industrialization was not a complete finanCial bureen for, the consumer.

In 1830 Bustamante had to make a deCision:

to continue

the artisan system like his predecessor, Guerrero, or to modernize
the iddustry.

~he third alternative of allowing foreigners to

snpply the market did not really eXist, according to Potash, for
it would have required the abandonment of thousands

of~persons

then earning a living through the cultivation add processing of
cotton:
Given the circumstances, the government elected the road or
using public funds in order to stimulate the transformation
of the artisan cotton industry into an industrial one, and
although still needing protection, they could already offer
the consumer articles as cheap as those made by 'artisans'
methods. From this point of view, and taking into consideration the positive effects that the industry had. on the
1ncrease of employee4~ the deCision taken in the ye~ 1830
was the correct one. J
41Potash, El Banco de AvfO, p. 234. '
42 Ibid ., pp. 240.41.

43~., p. 241.
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44His early f11rtations with monarchy had peen pred1cated on
nationalist sentiments. In March, 1830, Alam~ had considered the
possibility of a monarchy under a foreign prince, if this were to
be necessary to 1nsure the support of the European powers aga1nst
the 1mminent threats of the United States. Bri tish ~11nister Paker Iham placed too great an importance upon this diplomatic manuever,
as he assured his government that "the monarchical party has not
lost ground," and that it could be expected to grow, in 'vi ell of
the fears aroused by the agitation of 1828. See Rodriguez Frausto,
Luc~s Alam~n, p. 10.
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dous experience of the Amerioan invasion and the ~exioan defeat.
This relatively easy capitulation, which is often attributed to
the politioal disunity of the Mexican nation, caused a reassessment among Mexican political and social thinkers.

Oae, recent

writer has found in this basic philosophicalre-evaluation the
seeds that eventually led to the political movement known in Mexican history as La Reforma. 45
For the duration of the life of the Direccion General de
Industria, the policy of protection continued to evokeconfl1ct .
among the pre-1B49 Liberals and Conservatives.

Industrialists'

considered it essential to their interests, wh11e L1bera1s assoCiated it with the remnants of colonialism present 1n the tar1ffs
of 1821 and. 1827.

The ootton manufacturers lobbied in favor 'of

the continuation ofprotect1on and

~l5r

tighter enforcement on

existing legislation, and achieved some success between 1842 and

1846.
A1am~, along with other 1ndustria1~ts, published an ~
sioion in 1841. The stress laid upon entorcement indicated that
the cotton industry felt a

d~gree

of strength.

Atltempt1ng to

strike a responsive chord among Liberals, who held a greatrespeot
for the power of law, A1aman approached the is'sue of oontraband as
repres-enting a 1aok of respect for the Mexioan nation and her
45Char1es A. Hale, "The Har With the United States and the
Crisis in Mexican Thought," The Americas, XIV (July, 1957-l.pr11,
1958), 153-174.
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laws. 46

He also removed another bulwark of the arguments of free-

trade adherents by again questioning the examples of England and
Franoe.

In these oountries, the authors of the Exposioion olaim

to have observed that:
The proteotion and development of their own industries produoed not only by the internal legislation of eaoh country,
but fortified and strengthened by stipulations in the international law: the first of these was to take oare that in
the treaties eaoh nation made with another, the produots of
these latter nations did not cOinoide so as to enable them
to prej~dioe the indigenous industry. 4 7
In a later pamphlet, these authors oited the speoific example of
France under Louis XIV, when government aid helped to end her dependenoe upon Holland and England for texti1es. 48
At the time of the Exposioion, these industrial interests
were outside governemnt oircles.

When they repeated their re-

quests two years later, the po1itioa1

o~imate

had been altered and

the industrialists were able to present specific proposals.
/'

Aleman and his associates· now showed a greater sophistication
with the operation of tariff po1ioy.

The law that they proposed

ino1uded the provision that the tariff by oonstant1y revised and
·reformed to oorrespond to the needs of industry.
ture~s

Looa1 manutac-

were to, have access to all ootton produced in Mexioo, and

46A1ama;, Exposicion (1841); in Cbras, X, pp. 384-85.
47 Ibid., p. 483.

--a.mafi

.

48A1
y Junta General Directiva, Represent~C16nQl~~2J;
in La Industria Nacional. 1842-18~1, p. 132.
\
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the importat10n of raw cotton was to be allowed only after the
,
49
price rose above eighteen pesos in Veracruz.
Such a po11cy
corresponded more read11y to that employed by the,Span1sh government to promote the cotton 1ndustry in Cataltlfia dur1ng the 1770's,
but also resembles the regulat10ns of the Eng11sh Corn Laws •

...

The 1mmediate effects of these proposals 1ncluded the passage
of laws wh1ch tightened import reguIat1ons,50 but also resulted 1n
a tariffrev1s10n on September 26, 1843.

The restr1ct10ns were

strengthened two years later in a decree by the Inter1m Pres1dent
Jose 30aqu{n de Herrera.

Apparently importers had been evad1ng

the proh1 b1 tlons~',on cotton thread by m1xing it With 11nen, importing this hybr1dand separat1ng it later.

General Herrera's

decree made 1t clear that this tact1c was to be g1venthe same
elassif1cation as pure cotton thread, and to be judged by the
tar1ff of S~ptember, 1843. 51

,:

The industr1a11sts were not sat1sfied w1th Herrera's act1on.
Try1ng to enforce the proh1b1t1ons, the government was neglecting
49Alaman y Junta ij:eneral Direct1va, RepresentaC16n (1843),
1n La1ndustr1a Nac10nal. 1842-1851, pp. 130-31.
5<1Mi:1co, r.l1nist~i0 de Haoienda', Pauta de Com1sos para El
Comeroto Exter10r (I1e:x:1co: 3.m! La.ra,'1843). This documents
sets up regulat.1ons for vouchers on oertain types of oommod1ties
transported in internal COIl17Uerce rand Mex1co. rUni,sterio de, Hao1enda, Decreto Sobre Responsibi11dad de Los EmDleados de Aduanas
I:Iaritlms.s {H€:x:1co: J .M. Lara, l8lf3}. Both doouments are 1n the
Archivo I.teneral de Hao1enda, Aroh1vo General de ls. Nac1On. ,"

~

51 1i;-extoo.. -::M1n1'S'ter1o;(de rHa'ci"'end'a-,'1)eoretct''',iAm1:·l -?o~de "(1;845.
:~cn-1Y.Q~ g~iii~X'kr(;hi:v.o-'ti~ner.~F d:~,~~, ~Naot.d'"lll.::: ,Et::t"J:~~t)1,ve,.) .en;.,
jfor:cemeri£)wdr:tl:f, bti~~~ am3t1Ier~~:~..

I
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the principle of flexibility desired by the manufacturers, and
thus

ta11~ng

to provide the neoessary raw materials.

In November,

1845, ~lam'n submitted another Exposioion, as part of a report by
a commission named to reform the tariff.
that

t~

He stressed the fact

local market could not be inoreased so long as the prioe

could ndt be reduced, and this was due to the high oost of raw
ootton.

In the United States" he said by waF of comparison,·eottop.

1'laS six or seven pesos per guintal, while in l-lexioo it had been
selling for thirty to forty:

"This differenoe, that has been

established solely by the la1'IS, at this time present a powerful
and almost irrestible stimulus to oontraband."S2
·

~)

.,.,

To suppress the contraband, Alaman suggested that ships be
built to patrol the coasts, and he Decogn1zed the neoess1ty for
an honest and efficient civ1l service. ,He exhibited a laok of
familiarity With the role of the military in this illegal
however, for one

aotivit~

hls suggestions was that militaryohiefs be
appointed to head the frontier and ooastal departments. S3 There
o~

was a degree of validity to this suggestion, nevertheless, sihoe
the military dependenoe upon tariff reoeipts would demand an interest in making oolleotions as large as large as pOSSible.
;'"

Alaman was thinking of the army as a single institution, with· an
5 2Luo(s Al~n,' Expos1oiOtl con que la Com1sion nombrada Pa:ba
la reforma del !ranoel (M~xico: Vinoente Garoia Torees, l845),
p. 7, in the Bibl1oteoa Miguel Lerdo de Tejada.
.
53~., p. 1 6 .

.'.

,
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1nternal d1s01p11ne and loyalty wh10h 1n faot lt laoked.
".

In the1:r attempts to seoure raw ootton, Aleman and h1s industr1al assooa1tes

fou~d

the1r efforts far from fru1tful.

Their

al11es 1n the 1ndustr1al endeavor, the agr10ulturallsts, l'1ere apparently very paro~ai 1nthe1r 1nterests.

Eaoh department w1shed

to grow at least enough ootton for 1ts own faotor1es, if it had
any.

Laoking

adequate~internal

solution seemed suitable.

transportation faoilitles, this

The growth of the textile industry soon

made suoh an arrangement totally inadequate, for it was natural
that the lndustry would be oonoentrated 1n oertaln areas, suoh as
Puebla.

In l8~3'Alaman reported that the ootton harVest ln Coa-

huila had been exoellent and that they were a high qua11ty fiber:
"It is very probable thattthls e.rtlole may pregress in that department, and wlll oome to be the most produotlve ln the repub110.,,54 Th1s suooess had a l1m1ted value 1f the orop oould not

,.,

be moved prof1tably from Coahu11a down to Queretaro and Guanajuato, or by sea to Veraoruz and Puebla.
On February 4, 1846, Alaman wrote to Antufiano that an admlnlstratlon order of January 22 would allow the lntroduotlon of raw
ootton under restr10ted terms.
oluded

a duty

Unfortunately, these terms In-'

of ten pesos, so that 1twould sell for "no less

than th1rty pesos" in Nex100. SS

Three days later he 1nformed the

54'
/' Memor1a (184;); 1n Obras, X, pp. 30-31.
Alaman,
55Quoted ln Qu1ntana, Antunano, II, pp. 290-92.
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Puebla industrialist that he 1'1aS renel1ing the requests for a more
equitable importation policy.5 6
The additions to the policy of prohibition effected between
181.j.2 and 1846 converted "the prohi bi tory tariff laws that existed

into

a~rue

national P91icy, over the traditional political dif-

ferences.,,57

It is nonetheless clear that the industrialists did

not attain a primary influence in the formation of tariff policy,
and that the interests of the agriculturalists still maintained
sufficient force to lceep any reforms w'i thin the frame't'Jork of their
Nm

interests

The prematuxe supposition that agriculture and in-

dustry sould develop side-by-side had been contradicted by the
ensuing events.

By the time that a ban on imported cotton was

finally lifted by General taredes in 1846, even this qualified
victory came too late to benefit the cotton manufacturers, for
Hexico was s.t t'1ar four months later. 58
Antunano had been ai·rare of this conflict of- interest between
the agrioulturalists and industrialists only after the failure
of a compatible development.

It 1'1aS probably a result of his

deeper involvement in the politioal life of the nation that Ala.m~n
realized these shortoomings at a later date.

But as head of the

",

Direcoion General, Alaman tried to effeot a oompromise beti'ieen the
two interests; but by the time that the ban was lifted in 1846,
56Ibid., II, p. 290.
57Potash, El Banoo de Av(o, p. 2~9.
58 Ibid., p. 21 6 .
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he expressed himself in full accord
ano. 59

1'li th

the viel·rpoints of Antun-

Other Industrial Development
t'Jhile the emphasis had been concentrated on the cotton industry, other areas also received attention.

A silk industry had

..... ~ i-Iichoa.cane. in 1,8ll! 1, led by Estevan Guenot.
begun under the Compan~a

By 1843, it he.d over t1"JO thousand shareholders, 1'epresenting an
investment of 200,000 pesos, and had more than 1,500,000 mulberry
trees, !lost of which were obtained from China. 60

The company had

purchased machinery in France, and Guenot had gone there to learn
about weaving, bringing back French artisans as well.

There were

additional silk companies in Veracruz, Puebla, Jalapa, and i'lexico
City, Quer9"taro, Jalisco,Aguascalientes, San Luis Potos!', and
Sonora, which together formed thirty-five juntas de fomento. 61
Attempts to begin industries in chinaware and glass met with
mixed success.

Uhile the former got off to a good start, Alaman

regrettably reported that the glass factories in Puebla, Jalapa,
B.nd

J.~exico

6i ty had ceased operations due to a lack of customers,

i'rhich 1":&.S probably the result of high prices. 62

50/Alaman
~....'
-.
~o ~ntunano,
7 de Febrero de 1846 J quoted in Quintana, filltunano, II, p. 290.

60 Cue/Canovas,
;
-Historia Social y Zconomica,
/
p. 358.
61 Alama£, I-lenoria (1843)
62 Ibid ., pp. 63-64.

I

in Obras, X, pp. 64-65.
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The Banco de AvrQ had been instrumental in promoting a meche.nized irJOolen industry in Queretaro, Celaya, and Tlaxcala.

In

1843 the mill of Don Cayetano Rubio and Don Agustin Dasgue at
Tlaxce.la had 4 Ll-0 spindles e.nd 12 looms, 1'ri th plans for 20 addi.,...- cautioned, how·ever, that the future of
tione.l looms. 63 Alaman
the industry l'laS directly related to the success of the local :1.:mar]ret, since co sts prohi bi ted its exportation. 64
The paper industry 11as hampered by a laclr of timber for pulp.
Rags "t'rere used, but they were also becoming scarce, so that they
l'Tere experimenting I'Ti th maguey fibers.

Hanuel Zazaya Bermudez

had returned frbmthe United States with machinery, artisans, and
~

information for his mill in Tisapan, near San Angel, and the Banco
had financed another paper mill in Puebla. 65

The table given by

Potash indicates that Alaman's own paper mill, as well as another
financed by the Banco, never opened their doors. 66
Tn the 1843 I1emorie., Alam~ used the example of the paper industry to demonstrate the effects of industrial on an inter~epen67
.,...o.ent economy,
But the industry to irThich Alaman ge.ve most concern after textiles was the iron industry, !n 1826 his Compan(s
Unida de I·:inas had made an abortive venture into the iron business
64 Ibid . , p. 33.

63 Ibid . , p. 52.

,',

65 Ibid . , p. 54.
/'

\'

66Potash, 31 Banco de Avio, p. 184.
67
,/
Alaman, l'Iemorle. ~1842); in Obras, X, p. 56.
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in Durango.

He had. maintalned a passing interest in this field

but it Has Antunano 1'1ho revlved his conc&rn,

In 1837 the Puebla

industrle.list ha.d warned:
The exploitation of iron is so necessary for the formation
of natiom".l 1':ee.lth, the.t it is impossible that any country
could T1.alce great progress in its mechanlcal arts and in its
agricul};1Jre 1dthout dedicating itself to this origine.l
i'Tealth. ad
He cs,lled the effective

development of the iron industry the

"origln of the 1'1'ealth of Engle.nd".

fflthough ex..11.ibiting doubts

that Eexico could ever be self-sufficient in this field, he felt
that an industry of some type

1'laS

essential for other reasons, 69

Alaman virtually echoed his sentiments in the 1843 Hemoria:
"'rhe ferrer1as ought to bee-considered not only as a branch of industry, but as an element necessary for all others; for this
branch is the one that produces the machines used by all the
others,n7 0 :t'rices of the finished goods 111. the Ne:ltican iron industry 'tljere still high in l8L~3, and Al8.l-na"'n fee.red that the busineSf:'es ,('l'Ould fail for this :t'eason

11e felt that they needed an

association to help them. The follo't'ring year he 1'TaS forced to
report that one of the largest foundries, that of Jonacatepec, had
closed due to e. lac}.\: of funds necessary for the completion of its
bui Iding progra'TI.

Thi s br.9.11Ch, he concluded, "needs a more direct
protection if it is to progress.,,7 1
681Lntunano, Pensamientos (1837), p. 18.
70Alamfu1., EeI'1ori8. (18L~J); in Obras, X, p. 58.

71.~ama;, Informe nresentado a la Junta General de la Industria Eejice.na en la~~s:ton de 184h; in Obras, X, p. 215.
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Antum.no hact 't'Tarned in 1837 that ~:rar of changing foreign relations could produce further hazs.rds, by affecting Hexico' s sup;,o
ply of mschinery from l-:;;urope and the United States. 72

One year

le.ter he had the exa.mple of the Pastry Har to support hi s arguments.

This

~Ja.r

also revealed the vulnerability of s. TreaStlXY

dependent solely upon customs duties for its revenue.

A financial

system. built e.round donestic production in agriculture and industry, admonished ;Antunano, "can not be climinished by a blockade.,,73
...

One stimulant proposed by Alaman i'Tas that the Government

give a.ll munitions contracts to lonal iron foundries.

He felt

the.t the initial costs might be high, but 'tvould be more than compensated by putting Nexico in a better defensive pOSition, being
relieved of a dependence upon imported munitions.

An additional

reason, implicit in such a suggestion, was that local production
)';ould encourl:1.[,;e the army to lend its support to a ns,tlonallyfostered iron industry, and, indirectly, to industrialisation in
.
1 . 74
genera

In his report of 1845, Ala:man 'tIras able to present a more
promising picture of the iron industry.

Hore foundries had been

opened, although a shortage of Skilled i'rorkers i'iaS hampering full
72Antunano, Pensamientos (1837), p. 18.
73Estevan de Antunano, Economia Politica en Nexico: Idee.s
iJ'ar:as pe.ra un nuevo '0 1 Em de He.ciendapi'rblice. (Pueble.: Antigua en
el Portal de Flores, 1838), PI'. 11-12.

7L~Alam~, l'~emoria (1843); in Obras, X, p. 63r AlaT:1.lf.;;., Informe
1844); in Obras, X, p. 215.
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o~oere,tlon

in some plGmts.

Finished iron l'7aS selling at ti'relve

pesos per ouintF.'.l, ancl Ale.man proudly boe.sted that its quality

~ras preferable to European. 75

One problem "Ii'laS the amount of

timber that the industry consumed.

Earlier, in 1843, he had

touched upon this problem, Warning that if Nexico were to develop
an iron industry, "the care of the forests is absolutely required,
for other-N'ise
needed ... 76

l'~e

l'ii11 soon be left

~li thout

the carbon that is

He never seems to have taJ{en any additional a.ction

on the sub,ject of conservation hOl'ieVer.
In order to advertise the iron industry, and the me.nufacturing output cbf ~"Iexico in general, A1aman acted upon another ·of
?l

the suggestions contalned. in Antv/-lno' s Fensamientos of 1837.
In 1843, Don Luc;s said:
So that the nation will ImOltl and appreCiate l'ii th i ts o~m
eyes the state of tis industrtes, and interest itself ±n
rivalry may be established among manufacturers in the same
region: there is no means more effective than public exhibi tions of all the uroducts of the mechani cal e.rts and
crafts, and manufacture.77
Such industrial expositions could be:jheld annually, and the
1843 I'Iemoria contains a draft la'trT to govern such an institution.
In 1,:',44 he reported that the idea had been progressing Hell, am.
that the representatives of the various local juntas had brought
75A1am£YJ., l~emoria sobre el estado de 1a AR'ricu1tura e Industria. de Ie. Ren1fb1ica en e1 aJ'1o de 1845; in Obras, X, PI'. 295-96.
76 .,;."1a.man,
/" hemo.rla
-.~
-'
( 1_.d"43)
77 Ibid., PI'. 71-72.

:

. Obras,.A,
-r
In
p. 62 .
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displays of their products to the meeting of the Junta General •
./

",

/.

This project was continued by Alaman's successor, ·'J.a.riano Galvez,
,.'rho had been Secretary during Alaman' s term of office.

Galvez

made arrangements to send a Mexican exhibit to the London Exhibition of 1851, the great "Crystal Palace" fair.

He 't"1as originally

planning to select the representative goods to be sent by means
of a preliminary event in Mexico bity.

Lacking the funds for

such an exhibition, the Direccion General decided to make the
choices itself, from among the products submitted to it by the
manufacturers. 78
."..

These fairs i',ere examples of the co-ordi!1..ation the.t Ala.man
desired for Mexican society as a 't'1hole.

They were not to be res-

surections of the medieval fairs of their Spanish descendants at
Porto Bello and Veracruz, for their main purpose was not the sale
of goods.

Rather, they were to serve as advertisements to the

populance and to other manufactures, much as modern conventions

do

toclay.
On the industrial level, he

i'i8.S

Eexican proclivity for associations,

making use of the SpanishThis cultural relationship

't'Jas fought more strenuously on the political level J yet it was at
this point that success would ultimately be required if the industrial ,inntEl.s, or ,rrremios, were to surviw':'-' They could not stand
"'Ji thout political support, and it

WEI.S

in the political arena that

./

Ale.t'lsm 't'ras unsaccessf1,.1,1 in the end.
78Invitacion . . . a la eSPocion de los objectos de
one debe ve .... i f'i,ca.rse tn Londres e1 1 0 de He.yo de 18')1.

Indus~ria

CHAPTBR. VI
THE THEORY OF GB.ADUAL PROGHESS IN PRACTICE ]>..1-;"D IN IDEOLOGY

The plan that the Direccion de Industria tried to implement,
like lts predecessor in the 1830's, was not merely fiscal in
nature.

Lucas Alana;; applied the same broad definition of "Health'

that had described I':exico' s mineral resources, in expouncting a
theory of prosperity based on manufacturing.
mente.l pe.rticipatiol1

1'1gS

The area of govern-

expanded to include the stimulus to dis-

tribution as 1'le11 e,s to the creation of the national 't'lealth.
Alama;;. 'Nas not content to fo110't'1 the American example of government protection and stimula.tion to production 1'Thile leaving distri bution to take its "ne.tural" course according to the le:t'rs of
economic liberalism.

Instee.d, he had specific goals that 't'rere to

be advanced by the economic sector of society, guided and aided
by the political sector .
......-

Ale~an

found himself unable to accept the unbridled freedom

of economic activity

encou~aged

by the liberal economists.

This

1';as not the total explsmation of his occasional attempts tc;:> abano.on the poli tica.l embodiment of the li bera.l philosophy, the republican form of

gover~~ent.

He often praised this governmental sys-

tem, and in 1841 described the benefits that a representative goverrunent could bring to industry ~
As the representative system is none other than the intervention of the lJeople in public affe.irs; as there j.s no
better Nay of exercising this intervention than through an
or,se,n of their delegates I having in it no privileged classes
nor other interests than that of the cow~unity at large; all
-1 2-
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citizens being equal, all doors to public office open to all,
and recognizing no other superior than the law, is it not
undeniable that in all republics (and especially in ours,
where the habits of a colonial education are just beginning
to disappear), this is where the love of work should be
developed at all costs, proportioning to all citizens the
means of exercising this initiative on an equal basis among
themselves, and in order to be of the most value to the
nation?1
This statement contains more than the mere perfunctory acknowledgement of the existing government.

It expresses a firm commiJt-

ment to the principle of representative government and equality

An

before the law.

inherent weakness is created, of course, in

the position of an ideal government, espeCially ·its perfect nonpartisanship.

-

Yet it was upon the supposition of such an ideal
~T

congress that Alaman based the operation of the Direccion and
h1s other plans for development.

This lack of awareness of the

true function of the po11tical process--to compromise differences
--gave to his programs an air of po11tical unfeasibility, making
./

Alaman unable to listen to justifiable criticism.

In his search

-"
for a non-partisan force, Alaman
was following in the tradit10n

of the Spanish monarchy, which held that the king was the final
arbiter of conflicting interests.

If sovereignty were to pass to

the people joined together in a nation, their organ of representation must assume the role of arbiter.
1.,,";

/".A

Alaman y otros, Exposicion diri~~da al Conp;reso de
la Nacion por los fabricantes y cultivadores de Algod6n (1841),
in Obras, X, pp. 489f.
L~as
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./

In actual practice, A1aman did not always adhere to the idea
of the sovereignty of the people as far
m1ght suggest.

a~

the previous quotation

He often preferred to rely upon bod1es separated

from the will of the people, such as a poder conservador, to
f111 the role of arbiter.

ful~

The D1reccion was supposed to act in

this capac1ty 1n the economic sphere.
The omn1scence of the Direcc10n was to 11e 1n its ab11ity to
comprehend the ent1re r·lexican economy--the role of each sector and
the effect of each branch upon the others and upon the nation as
a whm1e.

A1aman saw no invisible hand ready to gu1de the various

sectors of the economy.

Nor did the 1nterdependence of the eco-

nomy produce harmonious results automatically.

Rather all the

branches "have very immediate interrelations," he remarked in
1845, "and their general development in unison cannot be the work
of isolated measures, but of a system well established and consistently followed in all its parts.,,2

Governmental guidance must

conform to pre-determined objectives.
This attitude expeessed his rejection of natural economic
laws.

The organization of the national economy would be the re-

su1t of empirical analysis rather than the blind functioning of
s.ny "law".

./

Alaman ne1ther ignored the benefits of trade, nor re-

jected the poss1bility of commerce attaining a primary role in the
economy of a nation, and examined the various alternatives avai1able in a Representac10n directed to the government in 1843.

2Alam~, 1;lemor1a (1845); in Obras, X, p. 308.

Some
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countries, such as France and Germany, found foreign trade advantageous to their national development, but not'really essential,
since they could maintat.n sufficient internal consumption.

Eng-

land, however, found herself with a greater dependence upon

foreig~

trade, l'rhich formed "the cause of its internal l'1ealth, or at least·
contributed greatly to it," and must therefore seek to develop its
trade as much as possible.

But, he continued:
'\

if foreign commerce impedes prosperity rather than contributing to it . . • and is beneficial only to those who sustain their industry at the expense of another countries'
misery, 't\Thich is the general lottof colonies as they are
sacrificed to the privileged interests of the mother country3
then foreign trade becomes a

~illain

in disguise.

He was refer-

ring to the experience of New Spain under Spanish rule, but the
statement was also intended to be a warning to free-trade adherents.
Hexico was seen as occupying a position more nearlyresembling France or Germany, dependent upon internal resources for the
germ of its development, w'i th trade constituting a hindrance instead of being an auxiliary aid to this development.
Hexican imports decrease under free trade?
peated the answer voiced by

Antu~ano

...,
Alaman

Why did

virtually re-

in the 1830's:

The explanation is very simple. The public misery is great,
and although the prices of forei~ goods are lower than
any that have been seen in our markets'4the common people
.____ .. ~~_!:£~)~~~~ the means to purchase them.

3Luc~ Alam~ y otros, Representaci~ (1843); in La industria
nacional y el comercio exterior, 1842-1851, pp. 121-22.
4 Ibid., p. 120. For Antunano's statement, see above, Chapter
IV , . page 96.
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Industrialism, however, was a -unique fountain of universal prosperity.,,5
Comparing industrial prosperity to that produced by mining,
Ale.mah noted that this neu prosperity was subject to control by
men, rather than being gvoerned by

chance discovery of precious metals, as well as being more unifDrm in its effects. 6
t~e

Control could be exercised py a body such as the Direccion,and
protection was one aspect of this control.

Alaman continued to

promote the cause of protection in private life after 1845, while
his policies i'Tere championed publicly by his successor, Mariano
Ga'lvez . 7
A more important measure of control that the Direccion de
Industria could exercise i10uld be a lessening of the SOCial impact
of industrialism, and by preparing the Mexican people to make the
necessary changes in their illay of life.

In 1845 Alaman predicted

that industry "should be considered not only as producing public
wealth, but also as a powerful means of bettering the customs of
the mass of the population, promoting their well-being and dividing among them all the enjoyments of civilization. ,,8

He i'Tas no

5Ibid., p. 119.
6~., p. 130.
7
~
~
~ee Alaman's reply to Guillermo Prieto in 1850, in Valades,

Alaman, Estadista e H1storie.dor, p. 508. For the protectionist
statements of G~tvez, see 11acedo y G§1vez, r·1emoria de 1a Direccion de Co10nizacion e Industria, 1851; in BNCE, La industria
nac10nal y el comerc10 exterior, 1842-51, p. 505.
8
,...A1aman, bemoria (1845); in Obras, X, p. 308.
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egalitarian and certainly not socialist by inclination; yet he was
acquainted with the conditions created by capitalism that had
given rise to these doctrines in Europe. 9

His own attempts to

.-

temper the harshness of the industrial process pre-empted some of
these radical social

.

doctr~nes,

and Alaman showed as great a con-

cern for the social impact of industrialization as he did for the
statistics of economic production.
Alfonso L~pez Aparicio attributes to Alaman the titles of
economist and sociologist, approves his "clear vision" of the
social problems of industrialism, and finds in his ideas germs of
Catholic social policy later enunciated in Rerum Novarum. 10 In
addition, he asserts that many of the "alamanista social ideas"
1;';ere later adopted by the beginnings of the l·lexican workers t movement,

"'{I~hich

began in the form of small mutual organizations and

co-operatives. ,,11

Connections of this type were by no means direc

and the similarity to Catholic social action is not surprising;
nevertheless, it gives evidence that the social ideas of Alaman
struck a responsive chord among the Nexican l'Torkers, a group tha.t
the liberals neglected.

His

ot~

inability to present these pro-

9
/..See ~lades, Alaman. Estadista e Historiador, p. 508, which
3ives Alaman's comments on the conditions that had provoke~the
social aspects of the Revolutions of 1848 in Europe. Alaman WDote
this in 1851.
./
10Lo;ez Aparicio, Alaman.
Primer Economista, pp. 45f.

ll Ibid ., p. 46.
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grams within a political context that would render them acceptable
to the major interests did not prevent their continued existence
along the periphery of Mexican economic thought during the era
of dominance of economic liberalism .
...,...
Paradoxically, Aleman's ideas for lessening the social disruptions of industrialism were pursued in accordance with, not in
OPPOSition to, his plans for economic development.
based his hopes for

.1.'.1.

Because he

exican industrial development upon the expan-

sion of the internal markets, it was not antithetical to believe
that this path would lead to the uplifting of the lower classes,
't'rho must constitute the major portion of consumer growth.

Alaman

reported the operation of the process to Congress in 1845.
Raising the living standards l'J'ould improve personal dignity,' he
exple.ined, 't'Thile reducing disease and infant mortality, l'Thi ch,
to gether w'i th the in1 t1ati ve that i'lould follow an increased sense
of personal worth, would bring increases in population.

He re;-

ferred them to the example of Puebla, and then cited a latter from
12
.
the head of the local junta de industria of Dolores Hidalgo.
One means by l'Th1ch the 1'1orkers liould be able to partiCipate
",-

in this new sense of d1gnidad was through personal savings. Aleman
exhibited the same adherence to the spirit of thrift that motivated the self-help theories of mid-Victorians such as Samuel Smiles
and Americans like Benjamin

Fra~~lin.

./

Alaman revealed a greater

12Alam~, Hemorie. (lSL/'5); in Obras, X, pp. 232-234.
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awareness of the fraility of

hu~an

nature and the peculiar plight

of the Mexican laborer, and sought to aid potential savers with
insti tutiona.l assi stance as 1-1ell as literary exhortation.

SE.vings

barurs, variously called cajas de ahorro and bancos de ahorro, were
promoted for this purpose.

These banks, as mentioned previously,

ahd French and English derivatives, but were frOlfned upon in England by those favorable to the philosophy of Smiles because of
the affiliation with the trade unions and class consciousness. 13
".

Alaman did not deliberately appropriate a weapon of any potential labor movement in I'lexico.

He felt that class solidarity

could be harnessed as an ally and controlled for the national welfare.

Although saving by individual effort would have had a mini-

mal effect in

Mex1~o,

.....

it was not because of this that Aleman chose

a co-operative venture.

.- as we have seen, was a firm
Don Lucas,

believer in the Spanish tradition of progress through group effort
Eoreover, if the Oi-mers and prospective entrepreneurs of the factories were unable to secure their fortunes individually, the
v\)'orlters would need institutional assistance to an even greater extent.
13 Elie Hal$vy, En~land in 1815 (A History of the English Peopl
in the Nineteenth Century, I), Trans. E.I. 'Hatkin and D.A. Barker
(Orig. publ. ).9J.:3, Ne~T York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1961), pp.
328-30. Halevy states that the aristocratic committees of patronage formed Savings Banks to compete with the friendly societies,
and refers his readers to an 1816 pamphlet and an article in the
;~<linburr;h Rev1e1'T of 1815 relative to the topic.
For a brilliant
essay on the influence of Smiles, see the chapter "Samuel Smiles
and the Gospel of \:Jork," in Asa Briggs, Victorian People. Harper
Colophon Book (Nel'1 Yor1-r: Harper and R01'I, 1963), pp. 116-139.
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Social harmony i'Tould be increased by group affiliation, so
that the juntas, the "companies", and even the Direccion itself,
't'l'ould h,9.ve a moral impact on their members.
~'Tere

-

The bancos denahorro

also intended to produce moral fruits along 1'1i th financial

benefits, and

.

Ala~an

placed greater emphasis upon this aspect than

upon the strictly monetary rewards.

He tended to carry the impli-

cit moral prerogatives of the government to extremes however.
Referring to a Spanish colonial law that required proper dress for
people out wal.'king, he remarked:
vJhether this was to improve the morals of the people or to
provide business for foreign commerce, I don't knowr but
the results i'Tere Worthy of our attel'ltion, for the two are
worthllThile ends .14
.
Saving was considered a means of increasing the numerical
shareholders in the welfare of the nation, at the same time that
it built the nation's capital base and its consumer market.

As

Alam~ predicted in 1845:

The cajas de ahorro are certainly not a general antidote
or an infallible cuxe for all miseries that occur; but
through them they the poorer classes form small capital
which, distributed generally, gives an adequate basis for
cementing the republican system! by the MULTIPLICATION, not
the mere division, of property. 5
Opponents felt that his programs would undermine the republican
."

system instead, and that this was Alaman's 1ntent all along.
Could it be that Alaman Sai'l more clearly than h1s L1beral 01'1'014Alaman,
t"'"
T'iemori9, (1845)

J

in Obras, X, 1';.234.

15Alaman, 11emorla (1843); in Obras, X, 1'. 69.
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nents that division of a fixed quantity of wealth, such as land,
could never create a base capable of indefinite progression?

Don

Lucas spolce instead of a system 'tq'hich 't'Tould be able to increase
the amount of wealth and insure a continual multiplication by its
o't'l'n in..ner dynam1cs--what modern economists such as
self-sustained economic gro't'Tth.

vl. i~ •Rosto't"1

-

In a similar fashion, Aleman made light of the Liberal

call

attemp~

to achieve civil equality by the passage of law:
The laws have pretended to cause the disa~pearance of these
distinctions [Spanish, Indian, and castesJ , but the la't'Ts of
man can do little e.gainst those of nature, and against the:o-~~
influence of customs and inveterate preoccupation. 16
~'le

already kno't'1 that Ala.i'nan w'as not advocating a rigid caste so-

Ciety, so that his intent must lie elsewhere.

It would appear

that he is trying to -show the irrelevance of legal equality if a
man or class is unable to advance himself and achieve a higher
status.

The problem must be approached on this level before poli-

tical equality could be secured.

From here it became a question

of 't'1hose answer to the social a.nd economic problem wa.s superior,

--

and Alaman obviously felt that industry was far superior to free-

-

trade and individual competition.
In his proposals, Alaman was more concerned With achieving
self-sustained SOCial growth, which would solidify the political
a.nd economic framel'TOrk.

As petty capitalists, the participants

in the pian for the bancos de ahorro would be able to identify

16Alamin, Historia de Nexico; in Obras, V, p. 812.
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with the objectives and aspirations of the government, to understand the merits of its policies, and be in a better position to
share in the formulation, ratification, and implementation of suoh
policies. 1 ? An informed and interested oitizenry would then have
a finanoial stake that would release them from their paroohialism
as it increased their living standards.

,...

In summarizing the various effeots that Alaman Sal'1 flot'Ting
from a simple institution such as the banoos de ahorro, we oan see
the interlocking nature of his thought.

It also reveals the weak-

ness of the plan, its grandiose nature and the overestimation of
the resouroes and oapabilities of the Hexioan nation in 1845.
There were four general effects expeoted from the banoos: (1) To
increase the capital base of the nation.

Some small savers might

t'lell become investors or even entrepreneurs; (2) To assist the
business oommunity, as the inoreased standard of living brought
about by saving 't'1ould increase the consumer potential of the workers; (3) To provide a sense' of security and personal dignity for
the worker through a program of self-insuranoe; (4) To alter the
atti tude of the l'Torker t01'Tard the sooiety of whioh he would then
be a part, and make him more responsive to the system,by allowing
him to play an active and informed role that the representative
system demanded.
VIe do not find evidenoe of the actual establishment of banoos
/.

de ahorro until 1849, 't':J'hen r·lariano Galvez saw the pro ject through
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to its final enactment into law.

G~lvez had wr1tten the draft for

the banks, 't'ilhich appeared as an appendix to the 1845 £IIemoria.
Then in July,1849, the Sacro y Naciona1 Nonte de Piedad was established "according to the idea proposed by this Direccion de
Industria."

./

Galvez then repeated the arguments in favor of the
project presented by Alama; four years earlier. 18 A further report on the plan appeared in the lJIemoria of 1851.

A~though

there

were 100,000-130,000 pesos on deposit after only one and one-half
years of operation, "almost all of it belongs to \'o1ell-si tuated
persons."

The poor had deposited litt!J:e, if anything, and in ex-

planation Cilvez concluded sorro"t'1fully that they apparently "do
not yet know the value of this means of

conserv~ng

and augmenting

their savings.,,19
Results such as this may not surprise modern readers, but
they must have been most disconcerting and baffling to the or1gi..

nators of the plan.

./

Alaman
had failed to realize that saving was
.:.',.

not adopted automatically by the poor, it had to be cultivated,
advertised, and "sold" to the people.

In addition, it can not

be accurately determined from the eVidence whether conditions were
such as to allo1'1 the common worker a surplus to save even had he
the desire to do so.

These points "t'lere neglected in Alaman 's ori-

18 Antonio Garay y Nariano Galvez,
~
l'·Iemoria de la Direccion de
Colonizacion e Industria (1842), in BNCE, La industria naciona1 y
91 comercio exterior, 18LI-2-185,1, p. 413.
lQ

~

~

"r·1acedo y Ge.lvez, I<Iemoria de la Direccion de Colonizacion e
Industria (1851), in BNCE, La industria naciona1 y el comercio
exterior, 1842-1851, p. 480.
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ginal
ings.

present~t~on,

as he relied upon the effect of moral preach-

One could almost compare his faith in the efficacy of the

mere statement of a plan with the belief of the Spanish Hapsburgs
thattthe?mere decreesof la1\)' assured its implementation.

histori-

cal study has shown a great discrepancy between the statement of
•
lai'l by officials in Spain and the existing conditions in the New
vIorld kingdoms.

" proIn a similar fashion, the reading of Alaman's
,

posals as they appeared on paper present an incomplete picture of
their impact on the society for which they were intended.
The bancos de ahorro present another tragic example of the
sketchy content and lack of devotion to detail found in many of

,...

Alaman's projects.

His "system" was uniform and integrated only

in its broadest outlines, while remaining weak or even barren in
its explanatory clauses, and usually hopelessly deficient in the
means of assuring its political implementation.

An agency such as the banco de ahorro would serve on the
individual level to specify the benefits promised by the indus.....trial system as a whole. Alaman listed the benefits of industrialization in the same terms that he used to describe the goals of
the bancos. 20

It is curious to see a project of Alaman, the so-

called conservative, fail because he took for granted a liberal
spirit of initiative among the people that was yet to be created.
/'

Education would provide, in Alaman's scheme, an additional
means of raising the standard of living and enhancing the chanees

:n,

20 A1am

Nemor1a {i84~)r in Obras, X, p. 308.
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to part1cipate in republican government and industrial society.
All political and social

thi!L~ers

of the nineteenth century were

impressed with the value of an enlightened education, though they
may have disagreed over the content and direction that it should
take.

As l1e have seen, AlsJIlan pursued the objective of scientif1c

education at every turn.

He was conscious of the fact that a re-

publican form of government and an industrial society needed more
than an elite corps of technicians and engineers.

In 1834 he had

stated his position:
I have all'1ays believed that popular education is neglecting
an essential part, that of the materia de artes, which is
practical learning l'1ell sui ted for artisans, without which
l<Te try in vain to promote a rivalry ,,';i th foreigners. 21
,/

In his statements on education, Alaman hinted at the idea
af creating

a

trained, mobile population.

Education, especially

of the technical and practical variety, could prepare the l-le:X:ican
populance for life in an industrial society at the same time that
such workers were increasing the possibility of economic success
by providing a trained and receptive population.

.,/

Alaman was also

aware of the fact that such education had a propaganda value, by
attaching its students to a given set of values and policies, and
Nished to make sure that the commitment to industri:a1.ism was the
prinCiple the,t ~10uld be inclucated.
~as

A program of education that

uniform throughout the republic would also strengthen national

21 Alaman,
./ Defensa; in 0 bras, X8
r~, p. 17.
Memoria (1845); in Obras, X, p. 307.

S ee also Alaman,
./
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loyalties.

Alamari noted both these effects in his remarks con-

cerning the isolated industrial advances that had taken place to

1843:
But these advantages are not yet general throughout the
expanses of the republic, nor are they perceived equally
in all the branches [of the economy J. This must be the
effect of the schools of arts and agriculture, to which
pupils from all the departments will come; and who, on
their return., 1,.ill spread the means of instruction that
22
they have acquired and the advantages and comforts of life.
Such a diffusion of knowledge was expected to whet the appetites
)

of those back home, and would weaken the provincialism of the
average Mexican.

.-

Alaman urged that this program be enhanced by

scholarships provided by departmental governments and local juntas
de industrias.

He received favorable replies on this subject from
Guadalajara, Jalapa, Puebla, and Sayula. 23 Dev~~oping nations,
including MexiCO, have often been unable to insure that such
Uadvance messengers of modernism" will return to their native
to,rns upon th~completion of their education.
sion of the existing

industr~

The relative diffu-

in Mexico at the time would have

lessened the importance of this problem, but, nevertheless, was
"..

neglected by Alaman.
The schools were curions institutions in their

0~1Il

right.

The Direccion convinced the government to purchase the hacienda
"La Ascension" and the adjoining convent of San Jacinto.

Together

these properties just outside Nexico City were to serve as an
agricultural and mechanical school, with the convent functioning
22"..
23Alaman, I'1emoria (18 4 3 ) ; in Obras, X, p. 69.
Ibid,
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as a dormitory for students and a craft shcool, while the hacienda
served as an experimental farm.

One objective of the school was

to train clerks for the haciendas, 't'Tho would be able to employ
the nel'r methods for their absentee owners. 24
As director of the school, Aleman was able to secure the
services of Melchor Ocampo, later an important theoretician of
the Juarez era.

Placing the agricultural and mechanical schools

side-by-side

a deliberate action, for then,:,.an exchange of

~;as

ideas betHeen the branches of the economy would be encourageci,
e.nd students 't'lould be conscious of the interdependence of the
economy from the beginning of their training. 25 The~r faith in
the efficacy of such a cause-and-effect realtionship was characteristic of the thought of Luc~ Alam~.
The dependent status of New Spain during the colonial era
't'ias seen as the result of the laclc of seientific emphasis in
Crown policy as much as anything.

The Spanish Bourbons realized

this deficiency too late to create any lasting reforms.
i'Tished to rectify the situation.
a modernized curriculum

l'Ta.S

Alam~

He felt that education Without

an assura.nce that the nation l'Tould

rema.in a static, dependent SOCiety:
He can no doubt live and provide the necessities throught
the agricultura.l and technical means l'le nOl'1 possess J but
't'Te can not vary our products, multiply them, or accomodate
them to the actual needs and uses of SOCiety, much less compete with other peoples whose a~xiculture and mechanical

24Ala.m~ Informe (1844), in Obras, X, p. 219.

ari',

25Alam

l'~emoria

(18 .j.5); in Obras, X, pp. 304-05.
'
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arts have as their basis the scientific knowledge necessary
for true advancement and solid progress. 26
This quotation

pre~ents

many of the desires and anxieties that

flowed through most of the

~Titings

,...

...."

of Lucas Alaman.

His desire

to achieve dynamic progress, his desire for national greatness,
and his fear that the failure to achieve these goals rapidly would
result in Mexico being subject to
in

buildin~

anothe~,greater

power.

Success

national development became a matter of survival, al-

most in a Spencerian sense.
The program for agricultural improvement indicates that
,-

Alaman was not an opponent of the large estates per set
forms that he

su~gested

The re-

bear a resemblance to the improvements

made in English agriculturelduring the

e~ghteenth

and early nine-

teenth centuries, which made farming big bUSiness, rather than to
the Jeffersonian ideal of the small holder that inspired Lfberal
measures such as the Ley Lerdo.

In the long run,;Alaman felt that

the common man had more to gain by being included in an industrial
society and by disaSSOCiating himself from his ties to the land.
Efficient use of the haciendas would result in a parallel of the
26Ibid " p. 303. A report on the degree of success achieved
by the-program can be found in the Memoria de la Direcci6n de
Colonizaci~n e Industria (1851).
Here it is stated that the
Colegio de San Gregorio was giving theoretical and practical
courses in agricultural science. Hints of the meager results of
this attempt to diffuse knowledge is indicated by the inability
t~ secure funds for the distribution of agricultural books.
Galvez had hoped that such materials would enable agricultores to
learn new methods, which they could employ in improving the efficiency of the large estates,
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enclosure movement that occurred in England, freeing many peons
for industrial pursuits.

Not only would a mobile labor force be

created, but the necessary increases in agricultural products woul
be gained with a minimum of institutional dislocation on the land.
Later events were to ~how tfiat neither the Liberal solution nor

,

A1aman's suggestions ,,,ere without their weaknesses.

The Ley Lerdo,

had a reverse effect upon the problem of peonage, while the one
instance of enclosure, that of the sugar plantations in lI-10re10s,
produced the horrible socla1 and economic conditions that led to
the Zapatista movement in the early twentieth century.27
""..

It would be imprecise to conclude that A1aman foresaw the
probable outcome of a measure such as the Ley Lerdo.

His reasons

for rejecting this agricu1tura1sso1utton were based on other crtteria.

Seeing the future of Mexico in industrial terms, he was

quite unwilling to make use of an alternative which, would, increase
the ties of the lower classes to the land.

His explanation neg-

lected the problem of motivation, the same as we encountered in
the discussion of the bancos de ahorro.

The lower classes failed

to respond to the promptings to improve their condition "through
saving, and the hacendados would not immediately understand the
wisdom of abandoning a system that provided a comfortable living
27John H. NcNeely, "Origins of the Zapata Revolt in More10s,"
Hispanic American Historical Review, XLVI (May, 1966), 153-169.
Since this was not part of a concentrated movement to transfer
peons from the land according to a planned program, it is not a
fe.ir -example by which to judge the feasibility of Alam~ I s agricultural project.
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lThile the fruits of the peonage system were not in obvious jeopardy.
Both social and economic objectives lay beneath the destre to
retain as much of the social fabric of Mexican society as possible
while attitudes ani directions were altered.

His own aristocratic

background cannot be overlooked in this regard.

Alaman explained

his position in a political and phliosophical context in two newspapers for which he wrote following the downfall of the government of Nicolas Bravo.

All attempts to achieve a rapproachment

with the Liberals were abandoned, and he turned instead to the
formation of a definite Conservative Party.

Attention has often

been paid to the preoccupations with monarchy held by the party,
finding in 1t a prede11ction of the Ma±im111ian episode. Butmonarcnism was not at the heart of Alam~'s view of conservatism.
He was attempting to give polit1cal articulation to the program
of gradual progress that he had been seeking to implement as a
government for over twenty years.

Defeat and disatisfaction had

forced the conclusion that a system relying heavily upon the role
of the gevernment

required a secure political foundation.

Liber-

alism could not be expected to play the role of ally to industrialism that it had played in Europe,
In El Tiempo (1846) and El Universal (1850) the political
philosophy of conservatism was articulated,

"Gradual Progress"

was the basic theme of the theme of the first editorial of El
Tiempo, January 24, 1846:
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But if our principles are essentially conservative, we do
not pretend by this to close the door to the progress~ve
advancement that is the son of TIME and of the continous
advances of the human spirit. The title that we have given
to our nei'TSpaper is the emblem of our ideas: we search in
TINE past for lessons and experience in order to direct us
in the present, and we solicit that the present TINE will
contain and develop the germ of the advances of TIME to
come; but as Nature employs TDm as a necessary means for
the development of all physical beings, so we believe that
the moral development of all political societies also re- 28
quires TINE in order to build in a solid and gainful manner.
It would be easy to conclude that this statement merely cloaks a
defense of the status quo if there were no additional evidence to
use in forming a judgement.
hide behind this thesis.

Unfortunately, many reactionaries did

Luc~ Alaman revealed through his many

other activities the sincerity of his statement of conservatism,
although he may have desired to conserve more than his belief in
progress could justify, or was politically judicious,

The expla-

nation of the difference between reactionism and oonservatism was
more than a literary disguise.
His opponents naturally read hypocritical intentions into
every statement of the conservative philosophy, and klam~ls personality served to enflame emotions.

He also invited criticism

with his own sharp pen, as his literary talents made his works
interesting to read but precluded a dispassionate analysis of his
ideas,

In one instance he cleverly used the word "conservative"
and turned it upon his critics in his own defense. 29 Alam~ often
28$1 Tiempo, January 24, 1846; in Nario Mariscal, "Alam~
Periodista," Excelsior, 11 enero y 3 febrero de 194'3,
29El Un! versal, 9 enero de 1850,

"~'le are called CONSERVATIVES
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succumbed to the temptation to strike back with an emotional phrase
rather than probing the problem and presenting a detailed explanat10n of his own position,
Jose(Valades vigorously denied that the Conservative Party
was a species of monarchism, attributing the royalist sentiment
in El Tiempo to the book by Jos~Hidalgo,30 In the opinion of
Valad~, what Alaman desired was:

'that the Government have stability and the force to protect
society • , • that of regulating commerce, protecting industry, and developing the intellectual activity of the nat~on,
and in whose ordered hierarchy has in its place all emminent
men. '31
The Constitutional plan of 1846 reflected these positivist features in a system of representation based on group interest that
seemed in format almost a precursor of the fascist corporate
state, and came came dangerously close to the rigidity of a monarchy,3 2 We can see Alam6n leaning more and more in the direction
because we do not wish to continue the spoiliation that you have
made: despoiling the patria of its nationality, of its virtues,
of its riches, of its valor, of its power, of its hopes, • • •
He i'iish to restore all this, and for this reason they call us-and t'1e are--CONSERVATIVES."
30Va1ad€S, Alam~, 3stadista e Historiador, pp. 418f, Jose 1\1.
Hidalp:o\ Proyectos de I"lonar_qufa en H'€'xico (r-fS5Cico: Editorial Jus,
1962) " Valadl§"s ' position is cour:>ered b¥ Jo~e Gurria Lacroix,
Las Ideas Hone:!-guicas de don Lucas Alam~n (Mexico: Instituto de
Historia, 1951), but the methodology can be questioned for bias,

31Valad~, A1am~, Estadista e Historiador, p. 419.
32ThiS "Congreso Nacional Extraordinario" was called by Genera
Paredes, 't'iho is suspected)).f menarchist leanings himself. For informatioJ1 concerning Alaman's plan,as submitted to the Co:r;e;ress,
see Jos€ Bravo Ugarte, COI!1'Oendio de Historia de I'16"Xico (r.lexico:
3ditorial Jus, 1946), p. 177, and Justo Sierra, Evolucion Pol!tica
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of control and less toward individual freedom and initiative.
In E1 Tiempo he explained 'tlhy a reliance upon freedom of
action ,could not produce the desired harmony.

Neglect of the past

and present, in favor of an idealistic future had brought Nexico
to the brink of disintegration:
The remedy for these evils requires nothing more than to
accommodate the political institutions to the actual state
of things, and not to pretend that things will adjust themselves to the institution. As the constitution ought to
be for the present generation, it is best that it conform
to present necessities, leaving to future generations the
right, and the care, of modifying these institutions-according to the circumstances that they:;_~may ltl0rk under. 33
Hhen Aleman stated that "He do not believe absolutely, in a
monarchy nor in a republic; we believe only in independence and
liberty,,,3 4 this was cast aside as another conservative deception.
In actuality, hO";'1ever, this ";'Jas a succinct presentation of the
conservative principle, and uncovers a Basic difference between
Liberals and Conservatives.

A1am~'s own disregard for the format

of the poli tical~~structure had been expressed back in 1821, at the
Cortes in

~pain.

The essentials were found outside tne political

structure, while Liberals insisted that the political framework
i'T9.S

the key to the unfolding of the "na.tura1" laws.

Between 1821

and 1846 the immd:nent threat of Nexico's northern neighbor had
del Pueblo Eexicano (Iv16:ico: Fondo de Cu1tura Econ6mica, 1940,
orig. pub., 1910), pp. 265-f.
33E1 Tiempo, January 24, 1846.
34E1 Tiemno, January 26, 1846.

been added to their philosophical premise.

We can see such senti-

ments present between the lines of the following quotation from
El Tiem'Oo:
We are very capable of believing that liberty can exist the
same in a monarchy as in a republic. We are very capable of
preferring the monarchical institutions of England or France
tfree and po't'Terful nations) to the republican institutions
of Venice ethen under the domination of the Aus.trian~ 35
Elsewhere he stated the situation even more bluntly:
We want a re~resentative monarchy that can protect the
de'Oartments l states of the nation1. . . that will be a
stable government, inspiring the ~onfidence of Europe,
that will give us foreign alliances in order to fight the
United States, if they are obstinate in destroying our
nationality. 30
",

The expression of such fears reminds us of the Alaman of the early
1820's, the young statesman who felt that a monarchy might be
necessary in order to secure the support of the Holy Alliance
against the encroachments of the United States.

Both cases con-

stituted very pragmatic' views of the benSfits of a monarchy.
l'Iarla. Elena Ota IvIishima noticed a deeper tradition behind

.,...

Aleman's monarchical sentiments.

Personalist rule was inherited

from the Span1sh trad1tion of government, and implanted 1n ~lam(n
the belief that "power concentrated in one person' (l'Tas] the mag1c
formula for giVing a solution to the political problems of his
country."

Acceptance of this belief, she feels, can be used to

explain his support of the Plan de Iguala, the naming of Iturbide
35 Ibid .
36El Tiempo; cited by Rodr(guez Frausto, Luc~ Alam~, p. 13.

...
"
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as Emperor, his alliance with the caudillo Santa Anna, and finally
his monarchism. 37 vIe can find further evidence for the presence
of this tradition in the mind of Alam~ when we recall his opinion
of Intendant

Ria~o.

This issue goes beyond the matter of the Ciegree of pow'er held
by the chief execut'i ve, for even the Liberals were intent upon
using executive power to achieve their goals, something which they
often found hOard to harmonize with the doctrine of federalism.
Executive power became a matter of mere practical politics between
the party in power end the-Uloyal" opposition.

For example, in

1850, following the election of r1ariano Arista, Deputy Alam&h and
the Conservatives lost a motion to limit the powers of the executive to Guillermo Prieto and the Liberals by the narrow margin of
44_41. 38 But when LucaE Alam~n considered the role of the chief
of state, he thought

~n

terms of a

~ajesty

of office that could

be transmitted down through the entire political system and foster
national loyalties.
The vote on the:l.limitat1on of executive power in 18,50 1001cated the strength of the Conservative movement.

Another view of

this vote would be to emphasize the imprecise natvxe of the Mexica
poli tical scene following the War with the United State's, which
certainly was in great part responsible for the surge of Consert1ve strength.

Charles Hale refers to this period as a "Cris1s in

370ta Hishima, Alamin Ilustre.do, p. 11.3.

3Bvalad~ Alam~,

Estad1sta e Historiador, p. 481.
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Nexican Thought. ,,39during which a cynicism and political skeptiJ

•

xism set in with regard to the period 1832-1845.

The disilltsion-

ment bred by the disintegration of the I'iie:x:ican political and socia.
structure, culminating in the military defeat at the hands of a
relatively weak United States Army, lent indirect support--or at
least attention--to the warnings and contentions of Luca:; Alam~.
His two most famous writings were certainly topical, and tbe context of their composition accounts for the±r popularity at the tim
and the controversy that they aroused.

The modern reader can note

the mission hidden between the lines of his Disertaciones and the
Historia de Mejico.
Ignacio Ram!:rez had expressed the first sign of the abandonment of ideology for pragmatism among Liberal theorists.

This

change was later expressed more concretely in the Juarez Era,
which was itself but a buli-I'ark for the pol(tica integral of Porfi-·
rio D(az.

In 1846 Rami'rez had written:

"We have arrived at the

point of no longer investigating which government is best, but
i'l'hich can be maintained in our country. ,,40
As this new group of "pragmatic" liberals centered their attack on the Church, Conservatives were forced to become more voaal
in their defenses, and a definite political cleavage was decreed.
39Hale , "Har l'1i th the U.S. and the Crisis in I-Iexican Thought,"
153-174.
.
40This statement appeared in the periodical Don Simplicio,
Ja.nuary 14, 1846; cited by Hale, "Har i'l"ith the U.S. and the Crisis
in I1exican Thought," 156.

This tuxn of events was especially disappointing to

,.,
Alaman,
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who

had always felt that he could secure near unanimous support for
his ideas, and had often acted as if this support had existed.
Forging policy in a Congress of definite political divisions would
not place the talents of Luc~ Alam(n in a position of greatest
advantage.
For the moment, however, the lines of division in the "crisis'
had not yet been clearly drawn, and this gave a temporary advantage to the Conservatives.

A pamphlet appearing in 1848, and at-

tributed to Mexican liberal authors by Charles Hale, declared that
"'we need, at least for some years, the support or the armed intervention of some foreign power,,,.41. EVidence for the existence
of sentiment in favor of an intervention, culminating in
lian~:s

r.laxim1l~·

Empire, could be taken from this statement as read1ly as

from the editorials of the Conservative period1cals.
tions 'V'ii th regard to AlamfuJ.' s monarchism:

Hale cau-

"Remember that his

bas1c appeal to I'Tex1co was to conserve 1 ts Span1sh her~. tage and
not to accept a foreign prince.,,42
The role of the Spanish heritage continued to 100m large 1n
his plans for economic and political development.

It reflected

upon his \'Ihole theory of "gradual pr6gress" I as the method invol41Various r.1exicanos, Consideraciones sobre la si tuaci6n pol~-'
tica y social de 113. rep'l~'blica mexicana; cited by Bale, "1:Jar \1i th
the U.S. and the Crisis in I1e::tican Thought," 157-59.
42rre.1e,

"~iar-Crisis", 170-171.
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ving the least social evil and the maximum assurance of economic
~uccess.

Proce4ding through established institutions seemed to

provide a greater margin of securi ty

than~;to

act as if this heri-

tage were nonexistent and import alien institRtions and theories
't'rhose economic and social effects l'lere uncertain.

,...

Alamanr,also

doubted the validity of the premises upon which liberalism rested.
By 1850 me.ny of his 't'larnings seemed to have been vindicated,
and Alam~'s conservative pronouncements assumed a more arrogant,
doctrinaire attitude.

Mexican politics remained a power struggle,

as his opponents held to a similar inflexible position.

,The news-

paper El Honitor Republicano, which had backed Arista's candidacy
in 1850, accused Alaman of a lack of patriotism, of Bourbonism
and absolutism, of being an enemy of Independence, and of writing
the Historia as a prelude to the re-establishment of an Empire.
Alamen defended his position in a letter to Jose N. Tornel on
November 22, 1849, dral1ing an hi storical analogy.

Taci tus, he

remarlred, 1>TaS no less a good Roman because he told the truth about
the reigns of Claudius and Nero.43
His public defense appeared in the form of an editorial in
El Universal.

"Conservative" was a complimentary term to their

ears, for it contrasted favorably with the title of their adversaries:

Destructors.

To the destruction of the virtues of societ

r

and the vices that 't'lere produced, Alaman contrasted the Conserva43Vale,des,
/ ' Alaman.
./' Estadista e Historiador, p. 467.
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tive attempt to preserve the essential qualties of sooiety and to
strengthen them:
They CONSERVE the good of oenturies past--justioe, morality,
honor--beliefs that i'le have made our greatest and most illustrious; but they maroh ahea.d by the paths of progress, bc5r;;;:-:e
r01'J'ing upon the versa.tili ty of the epoc of solidarity of the
past, moderating the impetuous danger of an ill-advised cours~
with the salutary restraint of past ideas and assured by this
mode of a march toward the durable and true conquests of
modern civillzation. 44
He compared the pOSition of his party illith the forces in Europe
that had recently made a successful defense against socialism and
"unbridled demagoguery".45

Although Alame; sympathized with the

grievances of the European worlcers, he oould not support change
by social reVolution.

Liberal politicians seemed to be using the

discontent of the masses in order to gain their own political advantage, 1'li thout offering solutions to the demands of the 10i'ler
classes.
l~exico

".."..

had social problems of her own, so that Alaman was

not dealing with mere hypothetioal speculation.

In the state of

Hexico a plan had been circulated oalling for free lands and l1ater
for the sons of the pa~ (Article 3), the distribution of hacienda
properties to the sons of the pa~ (Article 4), and issuing a call
to arms under the leadership of t,\,lelve "generals" supposedly descended from Hoctezuma, i'rho had been called by Providenoe to install a new Emperor of pure Indian ancestry.46

Both the hacen-

44El Universal, 9 de enero de 1850, p. 1.
45 Ibid .
46Cited by

Ualad~, Alam~

Estadista e Historiador, p. 475.

dados and the national Government were alarmed by this call to insurrection, and the governor of distant Nuevo Leon was forced to
decree that no peon could be held responsible for the debts of his
ancestors. 47
.

~

Evidence of this type impressed upon Klaman the urgency of
the task of industrialism,

~Jhich

was needed to bring about the

necessary social and economic reform that could forestall revolutionary change.

Heanwhile, he felt that the one factor most re-

sponsi ble for preventing social i1'ar in Hexico i1as the deep religious nature of the People:
and this profound religious sentiment that not only has not
d.eclined, but on the contrary, has been illustriously fortified, is the bond of union that remain~ to the Mexican
people i'rhen all others have been broken .1.1-8
.
Conservatives thus rose to the defense of

relig~on·

in the

face of a renal-Tal of political attacks on this last bond of union
by those i'rho viewed this institution as the main hindrance to
social and economic advancement rather than a bul't'Tark ·a.gainst
social chaos,

"...

Alaman, as 't're have seen, had a vague belief in the

need for moral education; but he failed to realize that religious
influence ,,('Tas inhibiting loye.lty to the nation that his industrial

.

society required, by-::supporting localism and ties to the land and
objecting to secular attachments.

~

Alaman's nationalism had a

mystical quality that precluded the deSignation of "secular", but

47lli:.9.,., p. 476.
48 Alamar;:-, Histori,9. de Hexico; in Obras, V; p. 856.
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it did involve a change in attitude that l'J'ould be difficult to integrate into the Chuxch's hierarchy of loyalties.

Al~ never

really faced this problem, nor did he offer a method by which the
Church could be oonfined to the religious and moral sphere, the
question i'ihich most concerned the anti-clericals.
Industrial society i'70uld certainly force nel'l loyalties as it

f-

restructured social institutions and altered political perspectives,

The need to secure the political support of the govern-

ment in order to achieve their economic objectives prevented the
industrialists from securing an adequate power base on the. nonpoli tical level, 'TiThich had been attempted for t't>Tenty years,

In

Hexico there existed the paradox of Liberals and industrialists
fighting for control of the government, whereas in Europe they
formed an alliance against the landed aristocracy.

The expansion

of the representative process was a goal of European liberals and
industrialists alike.

Eexican industrialists weakened their own

cause i?hen they solic1 ted the support of cotton producers, for by
implication they made an appeal to all large landholders.
move destroyed

This

any natural affinity that might have existed be-

tween liberal politics and industrial economics.

.---

~

Lucas Alaman

played a leading role in the development of this irreconcftIao~
situation.

The ambiguities of his own life and his inability to

shed the reactionary tenets of his political philosophy undermined
his economic foreSight and alienated potential liberal allies.
The. religious factor loomed large over the gulf that separated
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the opposing factions.

The position of the Catholic Church in

I'Texico destroyed any possibility of a. duplication of the liberalindustrial alliance that had brought success in France and England
In the last analysis, however, the historical context played
as great a role as the historical personages involved.

The

colo~

nial status of Hexico provol{ed the reaction of LUcs:s Alama;; at the
same time that it conditioned the Liberal free-trade philosophy.
In their attempt to promote a theory 't'ihich would integrate Nexico
into the

i~orld

economic picture as a. rai1 ma.terial producer, they

unwittingly altered the objectives of the traditional liberal economi c program.

France iiras able to

ma}~e

the necessary shift in

emphasis under positivism that 't'iould enable them to counteract
the industrial supremacy of England.

The solution of Luc~ Alamai

contained resemblances to the French adaptation of Saint-Simon,
but remained an incomplete and indequate presentation.
the historical context of Hexico beti'1een

~8aO

mea.nwhile,

and 1850 presented

insurmountable conditions of political fluidity which made any
comparison to the European counterpart of dubious value.

France

may have presented an unstable political climate, but possessed
an institutional tradition in key areas, such as the military,

cr.dAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS
Looking at modern Hexico, 1'li th an industrial gro'llTth that nOi'i
includes plans t6 produce a r·iexican automobile in the near future,

...-

,.-

it 'N'ould seem that the dreams of Lucas Alaman had been fulfilled,
Studies 't'Thich concentrate on his industrial projects tend to fortify such a judgement.

To stop at this point, however, is to

neglect a great part of his life and his i'tritings.
Industrialization 1%l.S al1-rays only a part of the dream he had
for dexico, a means to an end.

The specific concentration upon

textiles came, as this study has shown, only after a process of
trial and error.

In addit;ton,:the role of the government in all

of the projects for economic development included aspects that
transcended the economic sphere.

Government supervision, protec-

tiol1, and even subsidization of industry i'ras intended to assure
that economic 11ealth would be used to strengthen the nation, and
that the resultant prosperity would extend to as great a portion
of the populance e.s 1'7aS feasible.
little from the stated

object~ves

As such, the goals differed
of the Partido Revolutionario

Inst! tutione.l.
:Sut ii.lamru:;. s confidence in direction by the state came from
Spanish Bourbon precedents, 'N'h1ch 1n turn had been derived from
the French anCien

re~ime.

Th1s necessitates an important qualifi-

c8.tion in the comparison to the t't'Je11tieth-century counterpart of

Alam~s state-directed economy'.
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The issue of state o~mership is

16l}

not really relevant, and is not incompatible with his system, although the spirit of the times called for a solution through the

---

institution of private property, and this Aleman supported.
real difference lies in the

origL~

The

of governmental authority.

Despite his willingness to accept a republican form of government,
the politico-economic structure created by Alaman remained paternalistic in natv.re.

l10dern governments function, in theoryr:at

least, under a mandate of popular sanction.

It is not merely the

factor of elections which characterizes this mandate, but the
general acceptance that the governemnt expresses the will of the
people.

Alam~

exhibited the absence of this prinCiple in his

disdain for political compromise and alla.cle of apprecia.tion of its
function in the political process.

The "Plan", constructed and

imposed unilaterally by those in power, remains paternalistic in
its orientatj.on.

Doth the Banco de AVio ~nd the DirecciOn de In-

dustria fell into this categary.

The seeming dogmatism of such

projects did not provoke a favorable reaction from his opponents,
"lho sa't'T no "freedom" contained in them.

This fe.ctor tended to

override the intrinsic merits of the plans themselves.

Objections

were rarely raised to Alam~ls logic in advocating protection and
aid for industry to pu·t it on a competi ti ve footing.

The

t~lo

sides in the debate began from different preconceptions of the
nature of man, the economic order, a.nd the "inevitability" of
prop,ress.

Radical change may denand radical action and involve command

......

decisions by those in power.

A1amem, houever, was living in a

Eexico that l'TaS not, on the su.rface, as far behind the Western
nations in 1810 as it came to be in 1910.

Nor were the solutions

he offered particularly designed to promote drastic change.
the contrary, his plans

~rere

On

structured so assto accomplish their

ends with a minimum of political, economic, and social dislocation
He stressed order, not only as a prerequisite for industrial society, but as a natural consequence of harmonious society.

the

idea that a society of relatively unbridled individuals pursuing
their own interests in disjunctive fashion could achieve a total
effect which was miraculously beneficial to the society as a whole
and to most individuals within it, was incomprehensible.
mental b10c1c

W8.S

This

once a.gain due to his assumption of paternalism.

A political and economic arena in which compromise and bargaining
would be the guiding principles is by definition unstable to a
degree.

The degree of unstability is inversely proportional to

the effectiveness of the system in reaching agreements between the
competing interests.

A paternalistic system achieves this result

indirectly, bY:C'channe1ing interest through organizations and
"corporate" groups.

......

,.
~l.laman

presented this featu.r.e in all of his

proposals, and gave it final political articulation in the 1846

..,

Constitutional Convention.
/'
".......
Lucas
Aleman
may have been visionary in his conviction that

the road to future progress lay in the direction of industry
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rather than in free trade, but was intellectually am1ss 1n his
failure to see. the emergence of the secular state.

Surely this

secular state can become a perverted expression of the will of the
people in modern totalitarianism and other extremes of nationa11sm
'i'l'hich Arnold Toynbee and others have called the "aberration of the
Hestern world".

At first glance, Alamfu1.'s polit1cal and economic

nationalism i'1ould tend to place him in this streamcof development;
but Toynbee places democracy in a crucial position in this trend,
and this 'V'Tas lacldng in klam~' s paternalistic system, because its
authority did not rest upon a popular

m~ndate,

manipulated or

other't'1ise.
Theoretical discussions often break down in practice, and

,.

this categorization of Alaman suffers a similar fate.

Although

he may be thus typified with much justification, there are events
and ideas that do not conform conSistently to the pattern I have
established.

One may first point to his efforts to break down

parochialism and to instill in its place loyalty to the nation,
which is the same objective as that of the secular state. Loya.lty
and a feeling of belonging was necessary for industrialism to take
root and succeed, regardless of the political:i.implications, and
/'

one should not infer that Alaman had more than the former in mind.
In his educational thought especially, one cannot help but notice
the intention to develop a political consciousness,

His goal of

an educated populance, with an economic stake in the SOCial order
was not radically different from Thomas Jefferson's.

The latter,
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ho't1ever, had the distinct advantage of speaking to a people the
majority of whom already met his conditions.

As a word of caution

we must remember that Alamg£ envisioned a multiplicity of organizations not only to promote this national consciousness but to
absorb it onee it had been developed.
Alamarl never really made clear what the "moral "basis" that
he desired in society w'ould entail.

His contemporaries, unable to

learn where his state obtained its justification, concluded that
it 't'J'ould be some variation of the divine right pOl-Ter of the Church
Alam~ did not help matters with his enthusiasm for the Re~es Cato~

licos, i'Those moral mission, as far as he was concerned, had given
:'":exico its birth in the Conquest that he glorified in the Disertaciones.
As we trace the development
AlaB~, l're

~f

the economic policies of Lucas

also find a progressive rigidity in the means of imple-

mentation and a diminished freedom being superceded by a structure

o~

organization.

His mining ventures were conducted through

private companies, with government aid only in the form of a relaxation of certain la1'1s.

When the mineral resources, f;fe:x:ico' s

natural source of 't'realth,. 1'1aS abandoned in favor of industry., w'hic
had to be created, the method of implementation also changed. The
Banco de Av10 was expected to co-ordinate industrial activity,
besides financing the ventures,
;/

Participation became virtually

me.ndatory under the Direcclon de Industria.

Had the system de-

veloped completely, buSinessmen, workers, and corporations would
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have had to join the respective junta or other
in order to succeed.

designat~d

agency

Order and efficiency were the stated reasons

for this structure, but it also exhibited the paternalism that was
a feature of the entire plan.
Liberal economies combined with conservative politics to
form the positivipm of the reign of Pnrfirio Draz (1876-1911).
/'"

Although the economic policies of Alaman would have reduced the
foreign element in

economics~and

politics, and thus eliminated the

extreme nationalism that has been so prominent in the

1~exican

Revolution, there is no assurance that the hacienda problem would
have been solved effectively.

The establishment of a diverse and

stable economic base may have allowed change on the political and
social level with far less violence, but the system as it stood
",

at the time of the death of Alaman could only have been a
ary solution.

tempor~

The underlying paternalism limited its purpose to

a purely transitory alternative, and Alaman hinted at the possibility of an expansion of the body politic in his educational
thought.

Des~ite

the theory of impartiality built into a pater-

anlistic system, however, certain interests generally dominate.
As such it would offer no better solution than D~z did, for it
neglected too many of the intellectual currents of the time.
Today MeXico is attempting to combine a variation of alame,nista
economics with political and philosophical tenets that grew out
of the liberal movement.

Hopefully they will succeed in achieving

an equitable solution, which eluded both Alam~ and his contemporaries.
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